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Peninsula residents will have 
the opportunity to help their 
fellow man by rolling up their
sleeves next week.
The Canadian Red Cross 
Society is holding a blood drive 
in Sidney next Wednesday.
Red Cross staff will be on 
hand at the Sidney Elementary 
School from 2 till 8 p.m. Jan. 
20.
The organization is currently 
experiencing a short supply of 
blood and will also be seeking 
donors at Red Cross House on 
Fairfield Road in Victoria Mon­
day and Tuesday, Tillicum Mall 
on Thursday and CFB Es­
quimau Friday.
For further information on 
how to become a blood donor, 
call 382-2213.
BBSS
Municipalities see water rates
increase by 12 per cent
Cool, clear water will cost Peninsula municipalities a little 
more in 1988, but the water commission’s dyke was at least 
partially plugged Thursday.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
growmg
Recently released census 
statistics prove what most 
people already suspected — 
the Peninsula is growing 
faster than other areas 
within the Capital region.
North Saanich leads the 
numbers race, with 3.9 per 
cent population growth in 
1987rThe niuriicipality now 
has 7,530 residents^ com­
pared with 7,247 in the 
previous year.
Central Saanich remains 
the largest municipality on 
the Peninsula, with 12,769 
residents. This represents 
2.9 per cent more than in 
1986.
Sidney has shown 3.1 per 
cent growth, with a 1987 
population of 9,260.
Population grew an 
average of 3.2 per cent on
the Peninsula in 1987, 
despite no growth on any of 
the four Indian reserva­
tions.
Total growth in the 
Capital regional district was 
1.7 per cent, to give it a 
population of 269,909.
Victoria has the smallest 
increase, adding T 77 new' 
residents to its previ ous tal­
ly of 66,303. Saanich re­
mains the largest, with a 
population of 84,680.
Colwood experienced the 
largest growth at 4.5 per 
cent to give it 11.950 
residents. Other Western 
Communities grew by more 
than 2 per cent.
The figures were publish­
ed in Trends, a review an 
analysis of economic trends 
in the Capital Region.
The thumb belonged to Central Saanich Mayor Ron Cullis, 
who said he couldn’t justify a 18 per cent increase by a com­
mission that consistently ends the year with a surplus.
About 48 per cent of the Peninsula’s water consumption is 
in Central Saanich, and much of that goes to the agricultural 
community, Cullis said.
“I think it’s unacceptable that they (farmers) would be ex­
pected to find (the increase) — they’re having a hard enough 
time as it is,” Cullis said during budget discussions.
So the cost to the three participating municipalities will go 
up about 12 per cent, instead. Central Saanich, North 
Saanich and Sidney will pay 59.5 cents per 1,000 imperial 
gallons of water consumed in 1988, up from last year’s 53 
cents, the commmission decided in a 5-4 vote.
How that is reflected on water bills differs in each 
municipality, depending on their methods of collection.
The alteration to the budget makes no real difference in 
revenue. The change Cullis proposed was simply to cut a 
transfer of money to reserves by $30,000.
Cullis said the water commission’s “track record” of 
surplus budgets is worth betting on for 1988.
“The commission can, later in the year, transfer whatever 
the surplus wiH be -^T didn’t tay may be -^ anywhere it 
wants.”,'
Staff information shows surpluses between 1980 and 1986 
ranging from a high of $160,841 in 1980 to a low of $62,440 in 
H983. ;
There were two deficit years — $20,951 in 1984, and 
$45,931 in 1985.
The other water commission bulk customer, the research 
station, will continue to pay 66 cents per 1,000 gallons in 
1988.
Bulk rates dominated discussion of a budget that will see 
the commission buy an estimated one billion gallons of water 
from the Greater Victoria Water District at 26.5 cents per 
1,0(X) gallons.
OFFICIALS FROM tho coronora office prepare fo remove the body of a 38-yoar-old 
mart from tho RCMP boot after ho drowned. Tho man went overboard o B.C. Ferry on 
its way to Swartx Bay Thursday evening.
FOUL PLAY NOT SUSPECTEDi
Search finds body of man overboard
A 38-year uld disabled Vicloria man drowned when he 
went overboard dtiring a B.C, Ferries sailing Tlmrsday, and 
fmil play is not suspccieil.
The tnnn went oveibmird fioin the Oucen of Esquiinali 
during an everting Iriji from 1 sawuas.sen to Swan/ Bay.
The bud> of Donald l‘iedeiii.k alolikcr was letuveivd b) a 
Rescue Coordination Centre helicopter the nevi morning.
A wheelchair left ort the deck of the ferry was the «mly cine 
officials Irarl that a inait was inissiru]i. It was not discrwcicd 
until after the ferry docked at Swan/Bay.
An extensive search started soon after. An Air Force Buf' 
falo aircraft dropped night iilnntinaiion flares that lit up the 
area from Active Pass to Swart/ Bav for several hours. Fhere 
was no sign of the man despite g(»od weather conditions and 
calm svatcr.
Helping out with the search were a Labrador helicopter 
from lire CI'B base Como.s, tl;c Coast Guard cutter Skua and 
lire RCMP'vessel Harvison.
The body was located just Irefore 10 a.m. Friday by a 
re.scue helicopter about a half it mile iionliwcst of Ponlatid 
Islai'idi tlifiC it'iiICiii uortl’K.a.a cd fissari.''. Bay, It Vmi.i hitci jiick" 
cd up by lire Harvisou and taken to Vafi Isle Marina in 
Sidney.
The man was identified as Siolikcr by Sidney RCMP.
I he district coroner coniirmed that drownrirg was the c.iusc 
of death.
RCMP say that foti! play is not snspecied aird they are 
treating the incident as a suicide.
Sioliker was a resident of Nigel House, a Victoria boarding 
hrmsc for the physically disabled.
Revenue of $596,090 is estimated from the resale of the 
water, out of a total budget of $2,266,070.
Another $1,545,490 will be raised through requisitions 
from the municipalities — $618,310 from Cental Saanich, 
$428,100 from North Saanich and $499,190 from Sidney.
Not all commission members agreed with Cullis’s amend­
ment.
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey said regular surpluses are bet­
ter than deficits.
She also pointed out that counting on surpluses to continue 
is dangerous, because water needs vary with the weather.
Earl Tabor thought some kind of formula should be 
developed to cushion increases over a period of years. Jumps 
of 16 per cent are too much for municipalities to absorb.
One method members discussed would be a rate stabiliza­
tion reserve. The legislation allowing that is not in place, so 
other bookkeeping methods are used.
Water authorities are forced to do “creative fiddling” to 
get around the lack of rate reserves, Sealey said.
Sealey said pressure should be applied to the provincial 
government to pass the legislation.
Also discussed was the use of groundwater to supplement 
the GVWD supply during peak periods. That reduces the 
amount of penalities paid for over use.
Some commission members pointed out the prohibitive 
cost of equipment for a groundwater. But others said the ex­
pense may eventually be justified.
“We have discussed accessing ground water before and the 
same argument came^Up:^ that we can’t 'afford to put the pip-^# 
ing in. But maybe it will conie to the point where we can’t af- ; 
ford not to put the piping in,” Sealey said.
' Using groundwater for irrigation may pose difficulties to 
farmers, the water commission heard. It’s cooler than the 
GVWD water. ■
Another aspect to the water woes is the GVWD’s dislike of 
the Peninsula using large amounts of its water for irrigation.
The wrong water combination could jeopardize the Penin­
sula’s dealings with the GVWD.
Said chief engineer Mike Williams: “We have to be very 
careful how we put the package together and how we put that 




Some businesses on Harbour 
Road believe a new residential 
neighbor will threaten their 
marine industry heritage.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
Bob Whyte has council's 
blessing for an 18-suite con­
dominium complex on the cor­
ner of Resthaven Drive and 
Harbour Road.
He also has a petition backing 
up his claim that the develop- 
rncril isn’t unpopular — even 
though an official public hear­
ing was weighted heavily against 
the three-storey Harbour Haven 
complex.
Harbour Road is a Iraditionai 
boat building, marina and boat 
repair district with an industry­
wide reputation,
“We were in agreement," 
.said Lynn Henshaw of Pacific 
Pile Driving in a recent inter­
view. “We actually signed his 
petition. We don’t mind 
anybody developing their pro­
perly.’’
Hdwever, .she worries that 
condo owners might prove less- 
ihan-fricndly ncighbor.s when 
the noise of industry wafts 
through their windows.
“When we want to repair a 
tug boat, we want to repair it,” 
Henshaw said. Often enough, 
that’s when people arc asleep.
For his part, Whyie notes 
that there arc similar 
developments to his plan on the 
other end of Harbour Road* 
“ 10 my knowledge, there have 
been no adverse comments.”
He also said his condos will 
be at the fringe of the G-1 
district. A section of just 25 feet 
fronts on Harbour Road, and 
there’s no acce.ss from the road. 
The property offers ocean view 
only — it isn’t actually water­
front, he said.
Henshaw said Whyte should 
Include mention of the 
.sometimes noisy activity on 
Harbour in a sales prospectus. 
Noise is “part of living here.”
“If wc start making noise, 
they're going to hear (t. They 
should be informed of that.’’
If residential neighbors com­
plain about the rioisc, they will 
also have the democracy of 
number,s on their side, some 
marine businesses fear. That 
adds Impetus to further residen­
tial development and could spell 
the demise of boat works.
.Said nciglibor Bob Gnrtsidc: 
“The boatbuildens and marine 
engineers in the Harbour Road 
marina zone arc alarmed at the 
potential tlireat to their bu.sine.ss 
-- not just from this condo 
development but from an in­
creasing trend..
Garsidc added that condos 
will gradually “whittle away” 
the G-1 area. Busincssc.s “arc all 
aw.'srt that higlv density retire- 
rnent homes and marine in­
dustrial activity don’t mix.”
But Whyte said he respects 
the town of Jildney and doe.sn't 
believe his project will be harm ­
ful.
“I was born here. My 
children were raised Iterc. This 
Cont(nu»tl cm Fago A 2
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More about condo development
Continued from Page A1
is my community, and 1 want to 
do something I can be proud of 
and the community will be pro­
ud of,” Whyte said.
The condo development is 
‘‘absolutely the best use” for 
the property, he said.
The decision wasn’t easy, but 
there are far worse alternatives 
than a condo development, 
Whyte said. ‘‘I tried very hard 
to be fair.”
And the rezoning hasn’t 
escalalated the value of the 
land, Whyte maintained. 
Whether marina, G-1, or multi­
ple residential, B-3, the proper­
ty is worth about $540,000, he 
said.
The direct effect of the con­
dos isn’t the only concern, 
however. Some neighbors also 
think the process was flawed.
Whyte at one point withdrew 
his plans to rezone. Then the 
process was re-instigated.
David Gurney, a boat repair­
man, said the plan was ‘‘pushed 
through, much to our surprise, 
just before Christmas when our 
minds were on other things.”
Gurney also said the public 
hearing strongly went against
the Whyte proposal, so that 
should have had more influence 
with council.
‘‘If the public hearing sug­
gests it should go, then I’m all 
for it.”
Of people present or sending 
letters to the hearing, nine were 
opposed and four were in favor. 
Yet Whyte’s own survey found 
87 per cent of neighbors favored 
the complex.
Whyte says council and the 
advisory planning commission 
treated the proposal fairly. 
Whyte himself is an APC 
member — but he removed 
himself from all voting or 
discussion of the development.
And he tried to influence no 
member’s decision, Whyte said. 
‘‘I haven’t said boo.”
Gartside remains unconvinc­
ed about the proposal. He said 
he’s seen the same type of thing 
happen in Britian. And now, 
it’s starting to happen in the 
U.S.
Condos are eating up land 
that is essential to the boating 
business, he said.
‘‘Waterside condo develop­
ment is a blight attacking both 
the east and west coasts of the
U.S., and now, apparently, it’s 
spreading to B.C.”
One councillor shares the 
concern of those against the 
development. Aid. Ben Ethier 
voted against rezoning, late last 
year, because he fears a 




North Saanich council will re­
join the Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities at a cost of 
$597.88 in 1988. This associa­
tion of cities and towns lobbies 
the federal government on tax 
changes and other laws which 
affect municipalities.
North Saanich also belongs 
the the Union of B.C. 
Municipalities, at a cost of 
$2,029.16, and the Association 
of Vancouver Island 
Municipalities, whose annual 
dues amount to $362.35.
‘‘Our money would be well 
spent in supporting the Cana- 
dian Federation of 
Municipalities,” said Aid. Bill 
Taylor.
If it’s News 
Call the Review
656-1151
VICTIM OF CARBON MONOXIDE poisoning waves goodbye to his friend as he is 
taken down the dock at the North Saanich marina by ambulance personell. Two men 
were taken to Saanich Peninsula Hospital late Monday afternoon after being over­
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10K Gold Diamond Cultured Peart 
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Iwl I It I Em • Pearl Earrings.
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IT’S EASY TO ENTER
Just keep your receipt after,your meal. Simply tilt 
in your name, address and phono on the back ol 
receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as often as . 
you wish, winners will be announced every se­
cond Friday Lunch Hour.
January 15 tp 3,1,,,
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QUANTITIES
• No dealers 
Please
INGLIS MULTI CYCLE WASHER
• Two washer/spin speeds
® 3 cycles; normal, knit/gentle
• Permanent press
• Easy-clean filter
• 3 position water level control
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Sidney council must “stop 
putting our heads in the sand” 
and act on dangerous traffic 
situations, an alderman said 
Monday.
Aid. Ron Kubek said Bevan 
Avenue and Fifth Street have 
become “a very busy inter­
change,” and demands there 
will continue to increase 
because of nearby 
developments.
Yet cars crossing Fifth are in 
a dangerous situation because 
of parked cars restricting vision 
and a lack of four-way traffic 
controls, Kubek said.
“Something has to done 
there,” Kubek said.
However, the alderman’s mo­
tion to put a four-way stop at 
the intersection was disputed by 
Mayor Norma Sealey. She said
professionals should be con­
sulted to decide the future of the 
intersection.
Sealey said the “complete 
picture” should be e.xainined by 
police, town staff and 
Highways, because of the effect 
changes in traffic flow will have 
on Beacon Avenue and Fifth 
Street.
Kubek changed his motion to 
concur with the mayor, adding 
that a member of council should 
sit in on discussions about the 
intersection.
Aid. Tim Chad said a 
sychroni7.ed light system should 
be realistic, without a major ef­
fect on Beacon and Fifth. “I 
don’t see why we can’t go that 
way,” he said.
Meanwhile, Sealey told coun­
cil not to hold its breath over
major improvements at Pat Bay 
Highway and Beacon Avenue. 
The government has suspended 
major Highways projects, she 
said after a meeting with of­
ficials.
Aldermen learned that a new 
interchange has a high-priority 
rating because of dramatically 
increasing traffic counts, but a 
raised meridian on Beacon is all
that will go ahead right now.
“It appears there is no other 
solution,” Sealey said.
■MW
BETTER LATE than never, Edith Smith receives letter 
six years after it was mailed.
Edith Smith wondered about the contents of an envelope 
she received on Dec. 23, 1987, when she noticed the 17-cent 
stamp in the corner. '
The rose stamp was cancelled twice — once on Sept. 18, 
1981, and again on Dec. 22, 1987.
Inside the clean, white envelope — addressed properly to 
her Amity Road home — there was a thank-you note dated 
Sept. 17, 1981, from a friend in Sidney. She said she was 
plea.sed with the gift Smith gave at her 25th wedding anniver­
sary party.
“I’d forgotten all about it,” said Smith, adding she was 
never upset that her gift had not been acknowledged. “1 think 
we talked about it at the time,” she added.
“It’s a mystery to me how it took so long to arrive,” said 
the provincial government employee.
Postal officials are also mystified. “I haven’t got a clue,” 
said the supervisor at the Sidney post office. He refused to 
give his name:’
The initial post mark says Sidney on its lop. The second, in 
bolder ink, gives a postal code on the bottom.
Mail deposited in the “in town” box generally is sorted in 
Sidney, said another post office spokesman. They are cancell­
ed with the word “Sidney” on the stamp.
Letters in the “out of town” box are sent to the Gianford 
Avenue sorting station. The cancellation stamp bears a postal 
code.
“This sort of thing happens, and there’s usually no record 
of ity” said a sorting station worker. “When a letter is found, 
it’^mafked lip and senton its way,” he added.
DEMO SALE
Furnaces, fuel tanks, cedar siding, windows, 
cinder block, brick, furniture, electrical, and much 
much more.
Sylvan Acres Baptist Camp 
1565 Lands End Rd.
Jan. 16 and 17 9 a.m. to dusk.
For Information call: 655-1025
TO SERVE YOU BETTER WE 





TARGET CONCRETE MiX 
TARGET TOPPSNG MIX 
TARGET MORTAR MIX 
CONCRETE BLOCKS (Building) 
PATIO BLOCKS 
CONCRETE INCINERATOR KIT 
CONCRETE SCREEN BLOCKS 
REBAR-TIE WIRE
IN BULK WE HAVE:
• COARSE SAND (For the kid’s sandbox)
#1 SCREENED 
® NAVVY JACK 
® TOP SOIL #1 SCREENED 
•» BARK MULCH
• DRAIN ROCK 3/4 to 1 1/2”
® READY MIX CONCRETE- 
(Ready to pour per meter only)
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Wake up and hear the horns
^ Sidney town council discussed at fair length the traf­
fic woes of the picturesque, but not so easy to drive, 
community by the sea, Monday. Any major solution, 
however, was not discovered, in a conversation that 
jerked and nudged its way from intersection to intersec­
tion like a battle-scarred car trying to find its way out of 
chaos.
And a solution won’t be found as long as council con­
tinues looking at each problem, each dangerous in­
tersection, each stop sign and each traffic light in isola­
tion. Rather than a piecemeal approach to wrenching 
apart each horrendous mess of an equally horrendous 
overall road network, meeting by meeting by meeting, 
council should contract a major study of tlie entire pro­
blem. A wide net of solutions, involving the necessary 
authorities, should be devised. The system isn’t even 
dealing with today’s traffic levels. What about tomor­
row’s?
Many residents of Sidney choose the town because of 
its beauty, its rural atmosphere, its easy-going pace. But 
one attempt at crossing Fifth Street at Bevan during 
lunch hour is enough to convince a driver to pack his 
bags beside his spare tire and head for Inuvik.
Mayor Norma Sealey is just back from a meeting with 
Highways officials that wasn’t entirely encouraging. 
The Pat Bay/Beacon Avenue interchange is not exactly 
forthcoming — even though the traffic levels and in­
tersection design make it a Level E on the government’s 
books; virtually unacceptable. Level D is considered 
really bad, and Level E is a notch worse.
But the government isn’t ready to act — even though 
officials are astounded with the increase in traffic 
counts at the intersection —• so temporary measures will 
be taken. Temporary measure Number 1 will be a raised 
meridian to stop left turns onto the north side of 
Beacon, which back traffic up through the intersection. 
This should thrill the businesses that rely on this traffic 
making it to their doorsteps. Also coming soon are vehi­
cle activated lights at Beacon and Seventh Street.
This is all fine and we realize the need for temporary 
action in certain atrocious intersections. However, no 
number of Band-aid solutions will replace careful plan­
ning with an eye to the overall traffic situation.
Sidney is booming, and businesses and drivers are 
making an increasing demand on the road system. But 
the road system is dangerously inadequate.
A modern, realistic network of roads—- with 
sychronized lights Where sychronized lights are needed, 
four-way stops where four-way stops! are- needed —- is i 
essential to guide this community into the 20th Century.
sound of metal scraping 
nietai and the international language of the middle 
finger will be as common to this idyllic community as 
quiet walks by the sea. ‘
Disagrees with plan
Editor;
I am a dog walker and bird 
watcher and have enjoyed walk­
ing in Island View Beach Park for 
many years. I disagree totally that 
an equestrian event for approxi­
mately four horses once a year 
docs anything to affect the ecol- 
------ ---------——
ogy of the area. It is my observa­
tion that if anything changes the 
ecology it is the weather and hu­
mans - not animals. I would be 
against any move to “improve” 
the entire area by altering what is 
already there. Yours truly,
Sally Wait
Editor;
r write in response to the article 
“society requests horseless park” 
— Dec. 30— and would strongly 
oppose Mr. Whittington in his 
recommendation that “equestrian 
use should be curtailed immedi­
ately and permanently” at Island 
View Beach Park.
As an active horse trials compe­
titor, as well as coach of many of 
our young local combined train­
ing riders: I stress the importance
of the cross-country course at Is­
land View continuing to be made 
available to the local riders.
At no cost (and no interest until 
a couple of years ago, I might 
add) on the pan of the CRD, the 
cross-country jump course at Is­
land View has been entirely built 
by volunteer labour and 
materials, and is one of only five 
courses in B.C. to be recognized 
by the Canadian Equestrian Fed­
eration as capable of holding a
lers w
VICTORIA — It sccm.s that 
nothing will deter Premier 
Vander Zalm from pursuing 
his privatization program, but 
that doesn’t mean the opposi­
tion should give up trying to 
change his mind.
I u.se the word opposition in 
the widest-possible sense, cri- 
compa.s.sing not only tlic 
parliamentary opposition, but 
that expressed by eminently 
qualified experts, b y 
newspapers in every part of 
the province and by a large 
.segment of the public.
This isn’t just another 
classical confrontation bet­
ween government and trade 
unions, although the latter 
strongly and vociferously op- 
po.se the privatization drive, It 
is fast becoming a conflict in­
volving government and the 
majority of the population.
Opposition to tlie privatiza­
tion of road and bridge 
maintenance is pariicuarly 
strong. Aside from Vander 
Zuirn himself, his court jester, 
David Poole, and his faithful 
cabinet ministers, few people 
have expressed support for 
that part of the government's 
privatization progratn.
The most convincing 
arguments against letting the 
private .sector look after the 
maintenance of all highways 
and bridges in the province has 
come from the people who 
.diould know best — three men 
\yho held high-ranking posi- 
tloH-s iii dic ltig!ovay:> mliii:ai .v.
Al Rhode.s, Fraser McLean 
and Bob Harvey, three experts 
^whu sta ved ti.s deputy mini.slct 
*oi a.s.si.stani dciHiiy utiiiisier 




the premier that this plan 
won’t work. They have accus­
ed Vander Zalm of destorying 
not only a cost-efficient 
maintenance system but also a 
proud tradition.
Rhodes, McLean and 
Harvey say there is no way the 
private .sector can deliver ser­
vices as well and as cost- 
effectively as the ministry. 
They al.so say the province will 
lo.se the valuable in-house 
ability to control the cost of 
maintaining our highways and 
bridges.
These people have no axe to 
grind, A.s former public ser­
vants of the highest 
managerial level, they can 
hardly be accused of being in 
the pockets of the trade 
unions. If anything, they 
would have a rather dim viesv 
of some of labor’s staple 
p h i 1 o s o p h i c .s, I* 01 i t i c s, 
however, makes for strange 
bed fellows am.i, so it seems, 
does an ass'uilt on tradition 
and Ihe status quo.
There is one factor in the 
prlvatizalion equation that ex- 
jH).sc.s the vvliuie .scheme foi the 
political trickery it Is the 
fact that &) per cent of all road 
and biidge i.uaintenance fun- 
ditig goe.s already (o lire 
private sector, That fiO per
cent now ends up in the 
pockets of small contractors 
and companies that sell or rent 
equipment.
For the sake of feeding the 
additional 40 per cent to the 
private sector, Vander Zalm is 
willing to dismantle an opera­
tion has has been working ex­
ceedingly well.
If expert.s like Rhodes, 
McLean and Harvey are cor­
rect >— and they know more 
about highways than our 
premier and all his socalled ad­
visers put together -- then 
Vander Zalm’s decision to get 
rid of the road and bridge 
maintenance function is even a 
bad fiscal move, one that will 
cost Ihe ta.xpaycr.s a lot more 
in the long-run than they pay 
now,
Yet, the premier is ad.tmanl. 
Road maintenance will be 
privatized. Never mind what 
Ihe experts say; never mind 
what the newspapers say; 
never mind what the people 
.say, Not even Bill Bcnneli 
woidd have ignored such war- 
uiiig.s, and he was a siuohoin 
man who liaicd to admit that 
he was wrong,Me would have 
found sotne way ol extricating 
himself from the mess without 
lo.sin(i face.
Vander Zalm’s problem is 
not so much that he has dif­
ficulty admitting to an error in 
judgment; his problem is that 
he can’t even conceive of being 
wrong. Once his mind is made 
up, he’ll stick to his dcci.sion 
with all the flexibility of an 
oak tree. And while stead­
fastness is a generally ad­
mirable trait, it can be destruc­
tive when it’s the force that 
drives a closed or narrow 
mind.
Equally to blame perhaps 
even more so if the 
privatiz.ationplan doesn’t 
work, are the premier’s 
cronies, the cabinet mini.stcrs, 
some of whom must have se­
cond thoughts about the 
merits of this gigantic garage 
sale. The same goes for the 
back benchers, several of 
whom have expressed at least 
slight re.servations to rne in 
private.
Neil Van, for example, 
never fails to qualify his 
statemcnt.s on the wonders of 
privatization. He alway.s says 
it must be implemented with 
such things a.s cornpns.sion and 
great care. Well, I've got news 
for the second member from 
the Cariboo; compa.SNion and 
privniization are mutually ex 
clu.sive.
There j.s liitle hope that the 
oppo;uiiori will be able to 
change the premier’s mind on 
privatization, but until the 
proce.ss has become Irreversi­
ble, the opposition should 
keep hammering away, if only 
to be on record for having 
warned the premier of the 
ptoential danger of hi.s ac­
tions.
full-scale competition.
The event we hold in August, 
runs with the encouragement and 
support of the B.C. Best Ever 
program, to get our athletes to the 
’88 Seoul Olympics. In Augu.st 
1987, at the Canadian Combined 
Training. Championships in 
Toronto, B.C. riders held the top 
five places, all of them having 
trained and ridden over the course 
at Island View.
The impact the competition has 
on the physical park itself is mini­
mal, as horses go one at a time 
and all follow the same track. 
Other than the annual event, wc 
have perhaps two or three strictly 
controlled training scssion.s, of 
five to eight horses e^tch and 
again wc stay to the exi.sting 
hack.
It may not sound like a lot that 
wc do down at Island View, but
what we do is very important and 
becoming very rare, as it can be 
appreciated how much work and 
land is needed to build a course 
of approximately 25 jumps of' 
logs and natural obstacles 3.5 km’ 
long, and I’m quite sure that wc 
do a hell of a lot less damage than' 
building parking lots, kiosks, 
boardwalks and picnic (alias' 
party) tmeas, will do. Central' 
Saanich is an outdoor recreational 
area and horses arc an integral 
part of that. The bottom line i.s: 
we’re there at no cost or trouble, 
to anyone and wc keep a large 
number of the community, young 
and old, rccrcalionally occupied. 







Pony Club has long been recog­
nized as the beginning of 
equestrian siX)rLs and the training 
ground for many successful 
equestrians.
Our club has 95 members and is 
tlie largest branch in Canada.
'Flic cross-country course at Is­
land View Beach has been used 
by members of Victaria-.Sannicli 
Pony Club for almo.st 20 years, 
Each summer during pony club 
camp, members ride down to the 
cross-country course and arc 
given instruction in cross­
country, riding. For many, it is 
their first introduction to this ex­
citing phase of Ihrce-day cvcni- 
ing.
For the more experienced 
riders, clinics are given by 
Olympic calibre in.struciors. This 
iyr>c of instruction cannot be 
given anywhere else but on a 
cross-country course and tlii.s is
one of only two on Vancouver Is­
land. This year at camp, (with 
pcrmis.sion of CRD), our mem­
bers also built bird hou.ses for the 
.swallow.s and hung them through­
out the pro|K'rty at Island View 
Beaclr This will hopefully help 
the mosquiio problem,
We are proud that various 
rnemhers of our club have been 
chosen to repre.scnt B.C, for die 
past six years in national comiie.- 
lilioiis and to represent Cnnada In 
inicrnaiional compctiiions.
, Without the course at Island 
View Beach to train on, this 
would not be po.ssihic.
it is imporiant that horses 
.should not only be allowed in the 
area at l.slarul View Beach but 
also he allowed to use the wliole 
cros.s-coiintry course that is there!





'Hus Icltef is'tor Dune Gurlnn 
of Ourion’s Garage on McTavish 
Road,
I am writing to thank Mr, 
Gurlon for the wonderful .sign al 
his gas slalion, 1 .always notice 
what it .says, I look forward to it.
Onr family mrilly appreciated 
Ihe message that read, “At the 
end of your rope, lie a knot and 
bang on.” II hcIiHuI as all .suivivc 
mir‘ion,s5 1/2 months of colic.
1 want to give Mr. Ourton a hug 
to thank him for his wonderful 
Continued on Pago A6
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Border crossing blues 1
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
‘Hey Ralph, quit kidding
When I read the recent news reports that thousands of people 
bearing stolen or phony passports had entered Canada over the 
past few years without any problems at the border, I felt like a 
real klutz.
On the one hand, spanking new Canadians had been skipping 
past flint-eyed customs’ officials with nary a blink while home 
grown Canucks, like me, had been scanned to the marrow every 
time we crept back to our homeland. I always flashed a toothy 
smile, spoke politely and removed my dark glasses when talking 
to a border guard to show him 1 had nothing to hide.
But I guess being cooped up in a concrete telephone booth for 
eight hours at a sU'etch talking to a steady stream of chiselers 
and cheats hardens a chap after a while.
“Where do you live? Where were you born? How long have 
you been out of Uie country? What is the total value of the good 
you bought and are bringing back with you? Is tliat all? What’s 
in tliat plastic bag with the price tag hanging out? Pull over fella. 
And put your dark glasses back on.’’
1 figured that armed with different documentation it should be 
possible to avoid those nasty and embarrassing border searches. 
Bereft of underworld contacts, 1 was at a loss as to how to begin.
However, a second reading of the newspaper indicated tliat in­
dustrious folks from Lebanon, Turkey, Iran, Cyprus and 
Pakistan seemed to be the most active in the making and selling 
of extracurricular travel documents.
Accordingly, starting at the beginning, I dialed all the numbers 
in the local telephone book which were linked to named that 
seemed to originate in those countries. Until I reached the Rs the 
results were giggles from pre-schoolers, very loud clicks, simply
terrible four letter words and one 
around, eh?’’
Finally, a Mr. Mohammed el Ratsheet whispered, “Yes suh. 
Can do for you. Today, for you, a special. Two papers very alike 
for price of one. Each one more for only $50. No maximum. No, 
no, no please, I do not take plastic. Cash only. Bring two pic­
tures. Okay?’’
I cannot tell you where he lives. He made me swear, on pain 
of losing the tips of my fingers up to the funny bones, that I 
would not tell. Suffice to say that it is not in a high rent district. 
His price was low, at least compared to the $3,000 to $7,000 the 
newspaper said others had to pay. But there was no doubt that 
Honest El, he insisted on informality between us, was a pro.
First he made several photo-copies of my photograph and 
stuck them with crazy glue onto some passports he had in stock. 
Then he photocopied my original passport, gave me one copy 
and put the original, along with my photos, in his files for “safe 
keeping.’’
I decided to take his 10-for-the-price-of-nine offer. After he’d 
finished scuffing up the crisp bills I’d handed over, we shook 
hands.
It was then that my jgold ring with the cluster of diamonds fell 
off and we spent quite a considerable length of time on our 
hands and knees looking for it before finally giving up.
“Never mind. Hooey. I help you with special insurance com­
pany form.’’ said Honest El, and he sold me a jewellery ap­
praisal slip which indicated that my lost ring was valued at dou­
ble what I’d paid for it only the week before.
Now I know what you’re thinking. You think I got taken, 
don’t you? Oh, ye of little faith in Canadian ingenuity and spunk 
please hear what I heard last week when I pulled alongside a 
customs’ kiosk after a brief sojourn abroad.
“Hi there. My name’s Barney and I’m your customs’ official 
for this afternoon. Could I please see your phoney passport and 
visa together with a forged landing document. Thank you. 
Everything seems to be in order. Good-bye and have a nice 
day.’’
And I kept my dark glasses on the whole time.
Why support PoSloPlus? Here's why
, Thank you. Review, for running 
a feature article on our Polio Plus 
campaign. Sales are great but still 
a lot of cookbooks are available. 
Overall to date, almost 60,000 
copies sold in just over eight 
months!
; Since I was promoted to 
temporary general sales manager 
dL..the,,;Eolio.„Plus cookbook, I 
have heard a few questions, some 
silent, some spoken, which r I 
would like to address.
Q.#l. Why not support the poor 
people at home instead of using 
the money abroad? Charity be­
gins at home.
A. Yes, you are so right, charity 
does begin at home but I have 
never heard ihat this is where it 
should stop! Besides, we do have 
a great number of local projects 
which we support with the pro­
ceeds of the Saanichton Fair and 
the bingo.
Furthermore, we should not 
compare what wc refer to as 
poverty here with poverty in Uic 
Third World, where it means: 
mass starvation, rampant diseases 
and no medical facilities, no 
shelter, no education, not even 
the very basic, no safe drinking 
water, and on ai.d on. There just 
is no comparison,
■Q.f/2, Won’t immunization, by 
saving lives of children, simply 
add to the problems of hunger 
and ovcnxipulation?
A. No nation has achieved a 
lower birth rate until it has suc­
ceeded in lowering its infant 
mortality rate.
A sharp reduction in childhood 
deaths should lead to a reduction 
in population for two reasons: 
first, parents arc more likely to
restrict the size of their families if 
they can be reasonably sure chil­
dren will survive and be healthy.
Second, immunization efforts 
bring parents into contact with 
health workers who can provide 
information about family spacing, 
breast feeding etc.
Countries such as China, Sri 
Lanka, Costa . Rica,.. Korea. and . 
Singapore now haye the lowest 
infant death rates - and, the 
lowest birthrates — in the devel­
oping world. (Sources for all 
statements in this answer: 
UNICEF and World Develop­
ment Letter U.S.A.I.D., Vol. LL, 
No. 24, p. 95, 17/12/79, George 
W. Roberts, Sonia A. Sinclair).
Again: Our goal is to immunize 
all the children in the world 
against polio and five other com­
municable and preventable dis­
eases by the year 1990. The sale 
of our cookbooks is just one of 
the many projects undertaken by 
the Rotary Clubs worldwide to 
achieve our goal.
Please give us your support. 
Tl\e book is $15.95, of which $10 
goes to Polio Plus. For each 
cookbook wc sell wc arc able to 
immunize 83 children against 
lx)lio.
How do we do it for 12^ per 
child? First of all, no, zero, over­
head, scores of doctors, nurses, 
lay ixjoplc go out to these coun­
tries mostly at tlieir own expense 
to either administer or to organize 
the administration of the vaccine 
with the help of the local Rotaiy 
clubs.
Most of the vaccine is supplied 
to us at cither cost or often at no 
cost by the m.ajor drug manufac­
turers. Transportation of the vac­
cine is often supplied for free by 
the major international airlines. 
Can you think of a reason not to 
buy the book?
Besides the book is worth every
penny, regardless of the number 
of cookbooks you already have! 
And that’s a promise!
Len Mulholland 
Sidney
Continuod from Pago A4
sign, but 1 can't, I’m confined to 
my house because 1 spmined my 
ankle, trying to get a fence at the 
Ardmore Golf Course.
Does anylxxiy else appreciate
the sign at Gurton'.s?
And does anybody else noiicc 






“WtHitowar happoriod to Iho ’0ood old dayo' of
boooboarci hoatoro and foaull fuolso'*
IN THE LINGO of organizer Gus Gustafson, 500 old Christmas 
trees'are “recently superannuated fire hazards.’’ They left the 
world in a blaze of glory during a j-oaring good time at the Saanich - 
fairgrounds, Saturday, in the first Christmas tree bonfire before up 
to 1,000 persons. Gustafson commends the following people and 
groups for their help: the Saanich Fair committee (“sorry about the 
tire tracks in the dirt’’); Central Saanich Lions, for coffee, hot 
chocolate, hauling trees, and safety and .security help; Brentwood 
Bay Sellout Troop, traffic direction and tree unloading; Central 
Saanich firemen, for “sensible guidance,’’ tree chucking, and pro­
viding the fire truck and lighting; municipal hall and mayor, for 
support and suggestions; Central Saanich police, for support and 
bullhorn; several ladies and gentlemen for volunteering to help; the 
“enthusiastic folks” who dumped trees onto the pile and asked to 
help in other ways; other anonymous people who chipped in by 
watching children or driving friends to the event; and the media —- 
CFAX and the sound van. The Review, other papers and other 
radio stations. “The sense of community enthusiasm shown by the 
friendliness and smiles of all who were involved, both workers and 
spectators, made for bright and cheerful spirits that the cold and 
blustry weather couldn’t dampen,” says Gustafson. “Let’s hope 
the sun shines for next year’s bigger and better bonfire.”
♦
THO,SB SEEKING AN alternative to the traditional Western 
politic,al parties slioiild cheek out the Reform Party of Canada, 
organizers say. 1’he group, whidi emphasizes it is not separatist, 
meets Jati. 20 atOtik Bay Secondtuy auditoritmi at 8 p.m., with 
speaker Preston Manning taking Ihe podium.
A FINAL CMRIS’I'MAS THANK-YOU comes from the food 
hamper people, Ihe local Lions. Acknowledged arc the cash and 
donations from private members of the public, and also many 
organizations. Tlic list includes scliools, churcites, fire deptirt- 
ments, ambulance personnel, aparimeni groups and “so many 
others who have seen fit to make our drive in 1987 a wonderful suc­
cess. A special thank-you must ttlso go to the many volunteers. 
Without you we would never have pulled it off.”
UECOMMENDliD RIUVDING, according to Victoria Friends of 
.Schizophrenics, is Schizophrenia the, Straight 'Falk for F'arnily 
and Friends, by Marycllcn Walsh, says Jill Brandon of Sidney, For 
further information on (he disciise or lire g,roup, call her at 656- 
49I4.
THE SIDNEY MUSEUM is working on preservation, this 
w'inicr, Ehc group seeks donations of old cotton sheets and scraps
of carpeting, Call K. Trayner at 656-1.322.
^ ^ ^
the: KINSMEN MOT HER’S MARCH runs from Jan. 15 to 3L 
It’s the major fundiiiiser for the Kinsmen Rehabilitation F'ounda- 
tion which assists the phsically disabled in B.C. Proccetls go to 
technological aids, whecicliair itnd equipment loans, the disabled 
living resource centre in Vancouver, paiicirt care programs and c.s- 
penses at trc.'rimeni lamircs (’all the march office, 3H,'L-L323, Mon­
day to I'lidav, 8;.3t) a,m, tir 5 p.m., for fuither details.
THE EXlKirnVE rrf the Satmich Peidnsula 4 H Beef Club has 
been elected, after a suecccsful rhitr repnrter Andrew
Prcip. Prcsidcnl is Erin Kennedy; vice-president, Michelle 
Ptmunorc; secretary, Sandi Cavennugh; and trensurer, Jeff DnIiL 
z\mong planned aciivilcs are public speaking, a ski trip, judging 
field day, lucid fails and tile ENE,
IF THE NEAV YEAR’S resolution didn’t quite last, here’s 
anoilicr chance to butt out. Nest Wednesday, Jan. 20, is ( old 
Tutkey Day, part of National Non-Smokmg Week, Jan. 14 to 20. 
For some last minute advice, see next week’s Review -• first thing 







Your ENSIGN CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 
representative in Sidney is
BRIAN SHEPHERD





I hope to see you ut the 
Auto Show Jan. 27 - 
31/88 at the Trident 
Hangar - Vlct. Int’l.
Airport.
WRITING. EDITING & WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
CAN WE HELP YOU? We offer professional services in the 
following areas:
☆ Technical writing, including policy, operations & in­
structional manuals
☆ Report preparation and assistance with government 
submissions
^ Ghost writing, word processing and editing
-s^r Resumes, customized merge letters and mailing 
labels
We are available to assist hi-tech companies, industrial con­
cerns, small businesses, academics, researchers, authors, 
professionals and sales persons. For information and rates, 
: please cair655-1732U-'’
P INCH, F L A D E R & G REE N E
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS :
Are pleased to announce the opening 
of their second office at
201-9830 Fourth St. Sidney
Sidney Telephone 656-3991
Personal & Corporate Income Tax 
Accounting & Bookkeeping Services
Brentwood 652-3991
TOMMIY TUCKERS UNDER THE REDROOFED 
LIGHTHOUSE
//inn QAin>7th St MRrinor MhII IN MARINER //100 9810-7th bt. g5g,.|y.,.^ VILLAGE MALI.
FULLY LICENCED PREMISES
HAPPY NEW YEAR and THANKYOU to all our 
customers for another successful year. If has been 
our pleasure serving you throughout 1987 and we look 




BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNERS - TAKEOUT 
And Complete Catering Services 
656-1711
nuai






IN SIDNEY CENTRE 
//102-2367 Bevan Avo., Sidney, B.C. 
(Noxt to Snlowny)
TIPS * SCULPTURED NAILS^ SILKS 
MANICURE * REPAIRS
HOU^E OF RUSSELL BS6-1522 SIDNEY CENTRE
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Th« Revievr- provides this com­
munity caJend^ free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. E>eadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is Friday at 
5 p.m.
TRAVEL WITH COLLEEN 
Ireland and Scotland topics at 




Find out why over 130.CXX3 British Columbians have 
joined the Memorial Socieh/. Most share a
GENUINE CONCERN FOR PRE-ARRANGED, 
DIGNIFIED & INEXPENSIVE FUNERAL
SERVICES
Phone 385-5214 for a free brochure.
(We do not solicit in person or by telephone)
Room 519, 620 View St., Victoria, B.C. V8W 1J6
INDEPENDENT LIVING FOR SENIORS
ATTHEGLENSHIEL
* PRIVATE ROOM WITH MAID SERVICE 
» 24 HOUR SWITCHBOARD
•> EXCELLENT HOME STYLE MEALS 
» ACTIVITIES* CLOSE TO BEACON HILL PARK 
® HANDY DOWNTOWN VICTORIA
* ONE BLOCKTO PROVINCIAL MUSEUM 
EIIQUIRIES: THE GLENSHIEL - m DOUGLAS ST. 383-4164
ART EXHIBITION 
Saanich Peninsula Arts and Crafts 
Soceity exhibition of paintings in 
mezzanine of McPherson Theatre 
Jan.12-Feb.5.
PARENTING
“Power in Parenting: The Young 
Child” is second in six-week film 
series at St. Stephen’s .Anglican 
Church off Mount .Newton 
Crossroad, 7:30 prn, Jan. 14, 652- 
4311
KID’S COMPETITIVE SPORTS? 
Informative session for parents, 
coaches and teachers of children in­
volved in competitive sports. 
Panorama Leisure Centre, Jan. 13. 
656-7271.
SCOTTISH COUNTRY DANCE 
Spring term begins Jan. 14 at 
.Moose Hall. You don’t have to be 
Scottish to join. 652-0554.
CPR HEARTSAVER 
Canadian Heart Foundation ap­
proved course, Panorama Leisure 
Centre, 6-10 pm, Jan. 18.
FIRST .AJD
St. John’s standard first aid course
at Panorama Leisure Centre, 8 am- 
4 pm Jan. 16 & 17.
SPINNING
Wednesday evening group will 
resume again Jan. 13. Phone 
Dianne Cross, 656-4201.
BOWLING FOR KIDS 
Variety Club telethon fundraising 
event for special needs children. 
Jan 17-23. 656-2431
GARDEN CLUB
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula 
Garden club monthly meeting svith 
slide show on Butchart Gardens. 
.Margaret Vaughn Birch Hall, 7:30 
pm, Jan. 18
ADOLESCENT
Third film in power in parenting 
series at St. Stephen’s .Anglican 
Church. 7:30 pm, Jan. 21. 652-4311
OCEAN CIRCULATION 
Greg Holloway speaks on flow- 
topography interaction at Institute 
of Ocean Sciences .Auditorium. 2 
pm, Jan. 26.
PRESCHOOL STORYTLME 
Stories for 3-5 year olds beginning 
Jan. 25. 1:30 pm Wednesdays at 
Brentwood Bay Branch; 10:30 am 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at Sidney 
Branch.
INNOVATIVE CRUISING 
Phil Leitch and Tim Knight talk 
about innovative cruising techni­
ques at Sidney.''.North Saanich 
Yacht Club. 7 pm, Jan 29.
ROYAL FAMIL Y 
Save the Children’s Fund Royal 
Family calendars now available at 
PCA Thrift Shop, 3rd St. Sidnev 
PHOENIX JAZZERS 
Victoria Traditional Jazz Society 
event at Princess .Mary Restaurant. 
1-6 pm, Jan. 17. 381-2553.
MAY-LING KWOK 
18th century classic music on Vic­
toria Symphony concert with 
renowned pianist. UVic Centre 
.Auditorium. 2:30 pm Jan. 17. 385- 
6515.
WINGFIELD’S PROGRESS 
Belfry Theatre play continues to 
Jan. 23. 8 pm, some matinees. 385- 
6815.
ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP 
“Reagan, God & the Bomb” 
author Fred Knelman speaks to 
Veterans Against .Nuclear Ams 
monthly meeting, Unitarian 
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Victoria Volunteer Bureau holds 
luncheon and training talk. North 
Park .Manor, noon, Jan. 20 
BEACON HILL PARK 
Cynthia Campbell lakes botanical 
perspective of popular Victoria 
park at University Women’s Club 
meeting, I59Begbie, UVic, 7:30pm 
Jan.20
FORGIVING OTHERS 
Unity Church lessons in practical 
Christianity series continues 7:30 
pm, Jan. 20. 382-1613.
DANCE ON VIP
.Arthitis Centre sponsors cruise and 
dance on Vancouver Island 
Princess. 6 pm Jan. 22 or noon Jan. 
24. 598-2277.
WILDERNESS
Jeff Gibbs shows multi-projector 
musical documentary on South 
.Moresby, .Newcombc, 7:30 pm Jan. 
22. 386-5255
BURNS NIGHT
St. .Andrew’s and Caledonian 
Society Burns dinner and ball, 
Holyrood House, 6:30 pm Jan. 23, 
592-0052
BOCCHERINI QUARTET 
Early .Music Society concert with 
Boccherini Quartet. 8:30 pm, Jan. 
24.
CAREGIVERS
Seminar for friends, relatives and 
helpers of the elderly and handicap­
ped. Spencer School, 1026 
Coldstream Ave. 7:30 pm Jan. 27 
FREE COFFEE
Junior Serx'ice League sponsors 
coffee and information 9:30 am 
Jan. 20, 26, 29. 8 pm Jan. 21. 598- 
4113.
NEIL SIMON
Bastion Theatre Company presents 
“Chapter Two” as third play of 
season. McPherson Theatre, 8 pm 
Jan.22-Feb. 6
HELP FOR PARENTS 
Eight-week course for parents fo 
children with learning and/or 
behavior difficulties starts Jan. 20. 
595-5611.
TIME FOR TEA
Maltwood Gallery exhibition 
features video on social histoo’ of 
tea drinking in China and Europe. 
UVic until Jan. 24.
Peninsula Community Asociation: 
phone 656-0134.
STEP ,
Current seesions full. Call Judy for 
next series starting April.
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC 
Sidney birth control clinic now 
open Thursday evenings. 656-1 188 
for appointments. 388-2201 for in­
formation.
SINGLE GROUP 
Single group for women recently 
separated or divorced begins Feb. 
2, 7-9 pm on weekly basis; semi- 
structured program.
WINTER BLAHS?
PCA Volunteer services has a 
listing of many interesting 
volunteer opportunities. Call .Mar­
jorie 656-0134.
\
MORE FROM THE miLBOX
■' ' " ■ ' - .", ' ■ ' • ■■ ■• ^ V--'' V'-.  ' i.: u - ■' .
VAN A responds .
Editor:
The Vancouver Island/Gulf Is­
land branch of Veterans Against 
Nuclear Arms (VANA) has a 
concern regarding the letter 
(Review, Dec. 30) from Patrick 
D. Crofton, MP, chairman, stand­
ing committee on defence.
Crofton says, “Canada is not a 
neutral nation and has not been 
one in the pasu” This is a dis­
turbing statement in Light of the 
concept we have of Canadians as: 
peace-keepers. .: ^ ■:
; He also : says that “in ending 
' cruise-testing in Canada . . . vve 
would be undeTmining the 
bargaining position of NATO” 
and makes reference to the train­
ing of the forces of our NATO al­
lies which is provided by the 
cruise-testing over Canadian soil.
He should know that such test­
ing is not a required undertaking 
within NATO but strictly a bi­
lateral agreement between Cana­
da and the U.vS.A. Mr. Crofton's 
confused opinions are contrary' to
VANA’s goals, one of which is 
“to end our own contribution to 
spreading nuclear weapons.”
There are other important goals 
of VANA - goals that are, at vari­
ance with his follow-my-leader 
hawkish posture. We recognize 
that countries have the right to 
protect themselves and, as Cana­
dians, we are presently; com­
mitted to helping to defend 
Europe. ^ V
Yet nuclear weapons,: just, like 
chemical weapons, are not legiti­
mate means of defence. The use 
of nuclear w-eapyons would not be 
an act of defence, it would be a 
prelude to global destruction.
But Mr. Crofton is aware of all 









The Bazan Bay debate
Editor:
Ex-mayor Lloyd Harrop’s 
recent tirade about my column, 
concerning the increasing pollu­
tion of Bazan Bay and ius 
beaches, misse.d the point com­
pletely. The excellent report on 
the Bazan Bay sewage treatment 
plant expansion prepared by the 
CRD engineers suates (p,13)
A?ru/Uuiz
/vir'r'/iCCcn
“that sludge removal down the 
outfall cease (A CONDITION OF 
THE PERMIT) by July 1, 1985.” •
Harrop mentions an order by 
provincial waste management 
stating tliat the plant must “cease 
di.schargc of sludge by next 
year.” 1988! So. it is all rigln 
with Harrop to continue and even 
augment the discharge of sludge 
containing “pathogenic virus, 
bacteria and parasites” three 
years longer than the iK'.rrnit al­
lows?
I have talked with a number of 
experts in this matter arid the gen­
eral consensus i.s that any in­
crease in the di.schargc of sludge 
into Bazan Bay, throiigh thc sliorl 
shallow outfall iu place, is un­
desirable.
Anyway, compliments of the 
season to you, Lhryd. And a 
bucket of sludge, for your rose.s. 
Don't put it on ilur leihice
Cy llaiupsoti
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE
Appiicationii are invilod from Sidney cilizona liiloronum In sotvlmi 
the community as rnomborsof tho Adivsory Planning Commlstilon 
- 3 vacancies, each for ,3 two-yeai term 1908/89
Applications Including a rosumo as to quolllicallons, oxpoilenco 
and orhof porthnnt ichrmallon, f.hould bo in tho lumd;: ul tlio
undofSignorJ by 4 p.m., January 2i8i. 1900, Furlhoi Infoiirmllon 
may be obtained from tho Administrator,
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N. Saanich hoi! renovations could cost $400,000
North Saanich council now 
wants to spend as much as 
$400,000 to renovate its 
municipal hall. A majority of 
council have adopted plans for 
a new West wing and council 
chamber for the . Mills Avenue 
complex.
“It is pound foolish not to 
build” the plan rejected by 
council before municipal elec­
tions last November, said Aid. 
Rebecca Vermeer.
The electrical system in the 
existing council chamber is in­
adequate, said Aid. Bill Gor­
don. “If we try to Mickey 
Mouse it together, we’ll end up 





Several Peninsula residents 
had traffic accidents after slipp­
ing on icy roads last week. 
Shortly before midnight Dec. 20 
a vehicle (raveling north on East 
Saanich Rd. slid off the road 
and struck a tree. No one was 
hurt.
Fifteen minutes later, an 18- 
year-old Camosun College stu­
dent, also travelling north on 
East Saanich Rd., slid off the 
road and hit a clump of bushes. 
He wks not hurt.
Abcul $2,000 damage was 
done, to a pickup truck and a 
Ford van after the two vehicles 
collioed on Mount Newton 




Th driver of a 1985 Chevy 
van uffered bruises after hit­
ting a light standard on the 
soutl side of Amity Drive. 
Sidny RCMP say he was 
traveling southbound on Pat 
Bay Highway and failed to 
negciate the turn onto Amity 
Driv.
Tb accident happened a 5:20 
p:in.Dec.,22i4No one else was 
hurt.' T .'T-
.v-;'; a*/-:-
In five years, we could end up 
spending $700,000.
“The longer you wait, the 
worse it’s going to get,” said the 
newly elected alderman.
Council in committee was 
discussing revised architect’s 
plans, bringing the project to 
less than $250,000. Thai’s the 
amount Mayor Linda Michaluk 
said she was willing to spend as 
she was campaigning.
Architect David Hambleton 
suggested the building could be 
renovated in two stages. A new 
office complex would be built 
west of the existing chamber. At 
a later date, the council’s 
meeting room could be replac­
ed.
“As I understand it, when 
you upgrade a building, you 
must bring the entire building 
up to existing building code 
standards,” said Aid. Chris 
Lott, adding several changes 
would have to be made to the 
existing council chamber.
“The roof needs to be 
redone,” said Igor Zahynacz, 
North Saanich municipal 
engineer. The council chamber 
would also need alterations to
conform to the fire standards, 
he added.
The estimate of $250,000 to 
build the west wing does not in­
clude sitework or other hidden 
costs, said Zahynacz.
The cheaper option would 
not give the municipality “the 
most attractive building,” said 
Aid. Bill Taylor. “I’ve had peo­
ple come up to me and say they 
would like a respectable hall,” 
he added.
“I’m really stuck,” said Aid. 
Don Cavcrley. “There are peo­
ple who want to toe the line 
financially, but I don’t want to 
end up with something that is an 
embarrassment.”
Caverlcy voted against the 
motion for the $400,000 hall. 
He was joined by the mayor and 
Aid. Dee Bailin. However, a 
majority of council agreed with 
Vermeer.
Monday night, council passed 
the motion to have the architect 
prepare working drawings at a 
committee of the whole 
meeting. Municipal staff 
reported the renovations could 
be financed from existing 
sources.
Michaluk said she disagreed 
with taking funds out of surplus 
accounts for this project. “It’s 
false economy. It may save us 
money; it might save us money. 
We’re committed to many other 
expenditures right now,” she 
said.
A special council meeting was 
called late Tuesday afternoon, 
so that the matter could be pass­
ed before Vermeer left for a 
winter vacation. She requested 
the meeting when she realized 
the matter might fail without 
her vote.
“1 suggest people in the 
municipality make it known to
their elected officials whether 
they are in favor of spending 
more than $250,000 on a 
municipal hall,” said Michaluk, 
adding the matter must return 
to council when money is need­
ed from a surplus account.
“the WomderffuS Washhouse”
Basic Rate IVOOLSUS
$6 Per Article Seniors/Disabled $4
^ Pickup & Delivery Monday
GATHER YOUR WOOL 
Call Collect 0-537-5188 (Saltspring)
THE SAANICHTON TOWN RESTAURANT
Metropolitan Life 
helps those 
with plans for 
the future.
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FABRICS & CRAFTS
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January 13 - 30th, 1988
20-50%
OFF ALL







I When you’re 
i planning for the 
s future, Metropolitan 
I Life can guarantee 
^ your interest. On 
RRSPs, that is.
We guarantee the 
annual interest rate 
your money will 
earn. Plus we 
guarantee all the 
money you pay into 
the fund for the full 
life of your RRSP.
That’s on top of our 
variety of retirement 
payment plans.
So call your 
Metropolitan Life 
sales representative 
today. We’ve got 
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Dr. Donald G. Robertson 
ORT.HODOMTIST
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE 
OPENING OF SPECIALTY PRACTICE
AT
No. 212 - 9764 - 5th STREET
SIDNEY, B.C.
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 655-7007
Letterheads - Envelopes - Business Cards 
Flyers - Brochures - Carbonless Business Forms





CDP creative design printing inc. 
4-1 0025 Galaran Road, Sidney




—Furniture Quality Materials 
—Featuring Wire Baskets 
Components if desired 
—Custom Organizers a 
Specialty
t; I !! i
• European Kitchen 
Cabinets
» Built In Cabinets 
® Interior 
Renovations 




Prestige office space for rent. Only 
2,000 sq. ft. left. Spacious hallways, 





CAESARS OF THE WILDRERNESS
By Peter C. Newman
One of my favourite authors. Peter C, Newman, has 
just published his latest book. “Caesars of the
Wilderness” is an interesting account of the conflict
between the Hudson's Bay Company and the North 
West Company.
Newman's latest epic novel tells of the monopoly that 
the Hudson’s Bay Company held across Canada and 
the northwestern states. The North West Company 
was formed by traders from Montreal that had banded 
together. This new company challenged the HBC 
holdings and the feud came close to breaking out into 
a full-blown war several times.
While our history may not be as old as some countries, 
it is just as colourful. "Caesars of the Wilderness” is a 
historical review of an extremely turbulent era In our 
country. It is an easy book to read but not so simple as 
to become mundane for adult reading, I think that 
many readers will find that after reading Newman’s 
new novel, they will want to look into more of his 
works,
Canadian history is a subject that most of us are lack­
ing In and to have a Canadian writer supply us with in­
formation is something wo should be giving thanks for. 
Mr. Newman has pointed out some of the differences 
between Americans and Canadians — one area that 
we should follow their load In is pride in our national 
heritage.
Available at: Echo Eburno
AltOOKSTOKE&mRE
4th & Beacon Open 8 am-10 pm EVERY DAY
Access ?
What access?
Bruce Obee has some 
complaints for Central 
Saanich council about 
public pedestrian access to 
Brentwood Bay. “There is 
none,’’he says.
Obee first made his com­
plaint known to council in 
October 1986. In a letter to 
council he pointed out “the 
disturbing lack of safe ac­
cess to Brentwood Bay.’’
At that time he says he 
was assured access would be 
improved but saw no results 
and wrote again last Dec. 
22.
Council took action at 
their regular meeting Jan. 4 
by referring it to the public 
works committee for in­
vestigation.
Chairman Aid. Eric- 
Lewis says a municipal 
engineer will be looking in­
to the possibility of building 
a public access canoe ramp 
to serve Brentwood Bay.
“I plan to ask the 
engineer where an ap­
propriate location would 
be,’’ Lewis said.
Lewis says the engineer 
will survey locations, select 
the best and estimate the 
cost of construction. The 
matter, including recom­
mendations, will then go 
back to council for possible 
approval.
Estimates of the cost for 
a public pedestrian access
are between $5,000 and 
$10,000, Lewis said.
“So what if it costs 
$20,000,” commented 
Obee. “People want to see 
the water and get there with 
boats.
“I’m talking about a 
pedestrian ramp that people 
can use to wheel their boats 
down to the water,’’ Obee 
said.
“1 still struggle with my 
canoe on my shoulders, 
hoping 1 won’t slip and 
break my back on the 
treacherous trail beside the 
ferry dock on Verdier.
“This situation is appall­
ing and inexcusable.”
There are private ramps 
for boat launching in the 
area, but Obee thinks the 
municipality should provide 
a public access for anyone 
to use at no charge.
A site at the foot of Ver­
dier Avenue just south of 
the Mill Bay ferry terminal 
would be appropriate, Obee 
says. The trail that is there 
now borders a municipal 
park and would give 
children and senior citizens 
safe access to a strip of 
beach, he added.
The matter was given to 
Central Saanich parks and 
recreation committee 
previously and engineers 
have surveyed sites in the 
past.
STEEP SLOPE down to Brentwood Bay is Bruce 
Obee’s complaint. Here he shows the problems he 
faces carrying a canoe via the only public beach access 
suitable.
Stotiori to experiment with drying sludge
Agriculture Canada’s 
Research Station on West 
Saanich Road will be hooked in­
to the North Saanich sewage 
collection system in exchange 
for conducting experiments on 
drying sludge.
The Bazan Bay treatment 
plant has been ordered to stop 
dumping sludge into the ocean 
by June. “These innovative dry­
ing beds would solve many of 
ourv problems;’’ said North 
S a a'nTc'h^ a'y.ojr- i/n'd-a
Michaluk.
Capital regional district 
engineers have considered bury­
ing the sludge or taking it to the 
Hartland Road dump, said 
Municipal Engineer Igor 
Zahynacz. “This would solve 
that problem,’’ he added.
Sludge is . the main cause of 
pollution from the Bazan Bay 
sewage treatment plant, said 
Michaluk. “The nasty bits are 
found in the sludge. It has most 
of the pathogens and viral 
elements” which are so-objec­
tionable, she said.
Under the agreement propos­
ed for the municipality and the 
research station, it would send 
only effluent through its sewage 
connection. The federal govern­
ment would pay hook up costs 
and $12,856 (1985 dollars)
toward eventual expansion of 
the treatment plan.
Annual charges would 
amount to $1,195.66 (1987
dollars), based on a flow of 
2,000 gallons arid the annual 
residential parcel tax.
“Her Majesty agrees to co­
operate in a project to dispose 
of sludge from the Distict’s 
system through the construcion 
of drying beds and related vork 
and in a pilot project to 
demonstrate the use of died 
sludge as fertilizer,” says cluse 
3(5) of the draft agreement. ;
“We plan to design ex­
periments to find alternate ses 
for our sludge,” said rescech 
station director Bill Lantermn. 
Right now, it goes intp theta- 
tion ’ s fail ing septic system. ?
Saanich district students may soon talk to counterparts in 
Hong Kong, China or Japan via video hookups. It’s all part 
of a new Global Village project school administrators are 
working on with Mary McLuhan, the daughter of the first 
pundit on mass media.
The project has been named the Marshall McLuhan youth 
bridge.
“McLuhan wants to link classrooms in various nations,” 
said Janet Mort, superintendent of Saanich schools. “She ap­
proached us, having heard we are a progressive district.”
The province has given District 63 $15,000 to study the 
technical possibilities of McLuhan’s project. Her non-profit 
organization in San Francisco will help find operating funds, 
said Mort in her report to the school board last Monday.
“The money will be used on a blueprint study. We will try
to identify potential problems, issues and changes to the cur­
riculum required by this satellite linkage,” she said.
“We know the technology exists. There are computer pro­
grams which offer simultaneous language translation. So­
meone speaks in their native tongue, and a written translation 
appears at the bottom of the screen.
“We already know it fits very comfortably into our cur­
riculum,” said Mort. “Our children and others study the 
same things. We all look at how families live and culuiura! 
backgrounds.”
This project also provides an excellent opportunity for 
students to learn a second language. “A Japaenese teacher 
could conduct Japanese language classes.”
However, Mort said the government grant will be used to 
determine if a school board can afford to take advantage of 
the materials available for such a cross-cultural project.
Commissions water money
The Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission sells its water for 
more than twice as mncli as tho 
buying price. And beyond water 
sales, money is ;il,so made 
through requisitions from each 
participating rminicipaliiy.
The extra dollars are 




of expenses that go into 
operating and upgrading a 
multi-million-dollar distribu­
tion system.
The 1988 budget totals 
$2,266,070, a reduction of 
$56,920 over last year.
Operations, bulk purchases 
of water and contingencies will 
account for $676,660 of the 
1,988 budget, up a marginal 
amount of about $40,(XJ0 over 
last year.
0
Debts will cost the oomtnis- 
Sion about $1.57 million in 
1988, down about $92,(KX) from
last year.
Among other commissicn 
costs are engineering structure 
maintenance, $20,860; grouncs 
maintenance, $5,5(X); engincei- 
ing services, $20,(XK); puhli: 
works, $164,fXX); and capiirl 
equipment, $6,(KX).
A capital fund for the con.v 
tant upgrading of tlic system 
has a balance of about $2.1.*' 
million, as of Dec. .H.
It’s a fund that will coi:ie in 
handy over the next 2') ^‘ars. 
The water coinmi.ssion wi.I sec 
more than $8 million in ctptial 
expenditure over that peiial.
BYJOEJ5TARKE
FIREPLACE FLUNKS AS HEATER
QUESTION: Is a flraplaco ,
ofan offoefivo mofhod 
hoafing a House?
ANSWER: Wheri tho woathor 
is frightful, tho tiro is 
dolightiul, Out as a houso- 
hoator. It flunks. If actually 
does a hotter job of hoaiinq 
tho oulsldo than tho area In 
front of tho firoplaco. Ninety 
percent of tho hoat goes 
straight up and out, Add to 
tho tho o.xtrcirmly high cost of 
firewood and you have a lot of 
rnorioy going up- in smoko, 




a Udoen \9eHer job healing 
the outaldo than Ihe areas 






suro tho flue i 
lose 20% of 
air out the 
hour,
Thoro are ways you con in- 
crease tho heating offlcioricy 
of your firoplaco, such as the 
addilton ol gltitsiB dttoru, duct 
vents or hollow tube grates.
..THINKING OF BUYING 
OR SELLING 
Don't Uolay- XHono loosy
JooSiftfko 656-8751 or 656-0747 
Cnnlle Proporllos(lDB7)ttd. 
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Confldentlol AIDS service continued by CRD
Shy people suspicious they 
may have contracted AIDS will 
continue to have somewhere to 
go for confidential tests. The 
Capital region health service 
will keep open its AIDS clinic in 
Victoria.
the AIDS virus. One in 25 peo­
ple testing positive has AIDS.
Since July, when the clinic 
opened, four of the more than 
200 people seeking a confiden­
tial test were found to have the 
HIV antibody, said Dr. Perry 
Kendall, CRD medical health 
officer, in a report the the 
CRD’s community health com­
mittee.
Only 15 cases have been 
reported in the Capital region 
since the disease was recogniz­
ed. “Of these, eight have died,’’ 
said Tim Johnstone, deputy 
medical health officer.
A positive test usually means 
the patient has been exposed to
More than 60 per cent of the 
people tested were male. The 
bulk were between 20 and 39 
years old, although six men over 
60 asked for results. Those who 
tested positive were in their 30s 
and said they were homosexual.
Only 70 women have asked 
for tests, and none were found 
to carry the virus.
“Everyone who has come to 
the clinic has had at least one 
risk behavior,’’ said Kendall. 
Hemophiliacs, homosexuals, 
bisexuals, prostitutes and in­
travenous drug users are all 
believed to be at risk for the 
fatal disease.
“At the CRD clinic eduation 
and counselling high risk 
behaviors takes place prior to 
blood testing,’’ said Kendall. 
Counselling is offered again 
after test results are known, he 
added.
“This counselling is personal 
and on a one-to-one basis. It 
covers the serious nature of 
HIV infection and AIDS, the
risks involved and the obliga­
tion to protect the health of 
other persons, including part­
ners,’’ said the report.
Intravenous drug users are 
the newest group to to be 
targeted by workers trying to 
stop the spread of AIDS. “We 
have a sub-population of these 
people in Victoria,’’ said Ken­
dall, adding he is worried about 
prostitutes and street kids who 
flock to Victoria in the summer.
The health unit has asked the 
provincial government to pay 
for a street worker. Four similar 
workers were recently hired to 
help reduce disease and ill 
health among street people in
Vancouver.
In case the government denies 
its request, the CRD will ask 
that one of the Vancouver 
workers be transferred to Vic­
toria for the summer.
Meanwhile the AIDS clinic 
will continue to be open at the 
Cook Street health unit Monday 
mornings and Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons.
Community health increme sought
The Capital Regional district 
wants to spend $10,855,690 on 
its community health service.
VANDALISM RENDERED 
this newspaper box at the 
Beacon Plaza useless.
If the budget passes, the 
owners of a $100,000 home will 
pay $5.98 to support public 
health inspections, public health 
nurses, immunization and baby 
clinics and homemaker pro­
grams.
The budget does not include 
hospital services, although a 
large portion helps keep people 
at home while recuperating, 
said Dr. Perry Kendall, CRD 
medical health officer.
The proposed budget is 9.29 
per cent higher than 1987’s ap­
proved $9.9 million budget. The
biggest increase comes - in the 
long term care program funded 
entirely by the province.
“Our quick response team is 
included in our budget request 
for the first time,’’ said Ken­
dall. This group of nurses and 
social workers consults with ad­
missions staff in the two major 
Victoria hospitals to ensure pa­
tients can return to their homes 
as quickly as possible.
“In 1987,we diverted 300 
people at the emergency ward to 
their homes instead of a 
hospital bed,’’ said Fran 
McAdoo, care program direc­
tor. “We found these people 
normally would have spent 14 
days in hospital and sometimes 
longer waiting for a long term 
care bed.’’
Patients sent home would be 
offered intensive nursing for the 
first five days and a visiting 
nurse for the following days, 
said McAdoo. They were often 
able to enjoy a homelife again, 
she added.
“The quick response pro­
gram has been a great success,’’ 
she said, adding nursing costs 
have increased accordingly.
The budget request soon will 




WEDNESDAY 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM
ALL YOU CAN EAT MEXICAN NIGHT
scsoCOMBINATION 8URITOS. NACHOS. 
TACOS ...........
THURSDAY 10% OFF SENIORS
THURSDAY 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM
BABY BACK RiBS
SOUP OR SALAD YOUR CHOICE 
SWEET & SOUR. B.B.O. or 
TERIYAKI SAUCE.
ON A BED OF RICE WITH 
STIR FRIED VEGETABLES
$i;99
FRIDAY 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM
ALL YOU CAN EAT PRAWNS
INCLUDES:
• CLAM CHOWDER
• FRIES • CAESAR SALAD
• GARLIC BUN
Sion,
WORK ON THE FORMER B.C. HYDRO property along Brentwood Bay was already In 
progress last week as a backhoe moved dirt and rocks around the property In 
preperatlon for a proposed private development.
9 COUNCIL REJECTS INFORMAL MEETING;
Dev r can’t
of parcel in natural state
Twelve new waterfront 
houses will be built on the old 
Sylvan Acres Baptist Camp on 
Landsend Road — but the 
developer isn’t entirely satisfied 
with his own plans.
Ed Wenzel said he was hop­
ing to leave half of the six-acre 
parcel wild. However, North 
Saanich council isn’t co­
operating, he claimed.
Wenzel planned to concen­
trate housing in a cluster 
development on the etisi side. 
He also wanted to construct a 
health care facility on the site.
“The density would have 
been the same and more trees 
would have been saved,” said 
Wenzel. “I thought the direc­
tion the new council gave us 
when it was elected was to 
preserve as mucli natural bciuiiy 
tis possilrle.
“But no - they want me to 
chop it into individual lots with 
12 separate entrances. This plan 
will destroy more trees and 
more wildlife." Me sent it let­
ter to council, asking for an in­
formal discussion on devehrp- 
ineiil proposals for the land. 
His leiteiwas received, and his 
request ignored.
“It's up to the developer to 
suggest allernatives," said Aid, 
Biir Taylor. “I’m not really in­
terested iit a eondomininm 
tlevelo|unenl.“
Ihe propostil would leave 
more laud in a uiiimal set ting, 
said Aid. Dee Bailin. However, 
ihcie is no guarantee this laitil
cil refused.
The developer said he is 
discouraged. “What they 
preach and what they want are 
two different things,” he said. 
Council would look at a rezon- 
ing application, he said he was 
told. “That route doesn’t allow 
any di.scussion.
“Discussion is not something 
the new mayor seems to want,” 
Wenzel said.
However, lie will not pursue 
the issue.
“It’s a shame. I would have 
liked to build something for 
senior citizens that liad a health 
care facility attached.”
A private donor has $1 
million to spend on a facility in 
the right development, he said. 
The money comes from a be­
quest from her husband.
”1 will likely spend the money 
on another development in 
anotlicr Peninsula muncipali-
Our new manager of our 
Sidney Store
ty,” Wenzel said,
“I still find it nnbelievahle 
that preservation is a work they 
use when they go out to he 
elected, hilt when they go into 





• Rings chocked 
and cleaned
• Claws rebuilt








Sidney Goodwill Enterprises is proud to welcome Josephine Smith, our new brand; manager who is looking for­
ward to helping shoppers select the bargains from our great selection of freshly dry-cleaned used clothing.
Josephine brings years of experience and training with her, not only as a mother and grandmother of five children 
and five grandchildren, but also as a former worker with tho handicapped.
She moved to Vlcto'ia from Scotland In 1962 and spent several years on Ihe Island botoie going to work in a homo 
(or Ihe handicapped in Hope, B.C.
Throe years ago Josophone returned to Victoria and is looking forward to serving residents of tho Saanich Penin­
sula and making now (rirvids and renewing old acquaintances.
Working for tho handicapped at Goodwill Enterprises runs In tho lamlly, Josephines lather worked for Goodwill 
Enterprises (or more than seven years.
If you are interested In helping Ihe Goodwill by making donations of small articles call Josephine at 655-33(34. For 
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I nil. “ I’he
would he iicc 
(juhlic, .she added.
“There may In 
lion Ilian either 
snirl Aid. rinls 
municipality is being asked to 
entertain alternatives, Wc 
slinnld listen to them.” i
Toll. Aid Bill (iordon and 
Aid. Hcheeca Vermeer wanled 
to invite Wenzel to a committee 
meeting. Tlic majoiiiy of conn
The Council of tho Town of ‘ilrfn'''y intondn to ndnpt gnooral 
amondmoritii to Zoning Bylaw f/750 as spociflod in Zoning Amend- 
mont Bylaw iif9Z9. Thoso nmondmontn are considoroci to bo of a 
minor “housokeoplng" naluro only and tho proposed bylaw,ptay 
bo inspoGlod ut tho I own Hall on any luyulai oiliue days bohyeun 
Iho hours ol 0 a.m. and 4 p,m, from tho date of publication rit this 
nollcountil 4 p.m., Thursday, .lanuary Zlsl, 1980. //













LET THE DIRTAWAY GALR 
^ TAKE CARE OF ALL YOUR
INDIVIDUAL CLEANING 
^ NEEDS
, Call Sherry 652-0644
^ for in home estimate
_______ COMPLEMENTARY ROSES FOR OUR CLIENTS
Quality at Discount Prices
“No Hidden Costs n
LICENSED STYLISTS
Cut ’10





All services include STiampoo.
Conditioner and Blow Dry
•Family Night every
Wednesday between 5 1/
- and9 pm — FREE




The Capital regional district 
has more residents over 65 than 
the provincial average.
In 1986, 18.2 per cent of the 
region’s 265,386 residents were 
old-age pensioners. Province- 
wide, 12.1 per cent of the 
population falls into this age 
group.
There are also more people in 
the 45-65 age group in the CRD. 
Locally, 23.1 per cent of the 
population fell into this 
category, compared to the pro­
vincial statistic of 19.7 per cent.
The CRD, with 17 per cent, 
falls short of the provincial 
average of children of 20.5 per 
cent. It' has almost its share of 
teenagers, with 14.4 per cent. 
Province-wide, 15.2 per cent of 
the population is between 15 
and 24.
The figures, provided by 
Statistics Canada, were publish­
ed by the CRD in Trends, an 





MALAHAT VIEW could be part of John Dean Park if friends of the park suceed in their 
bid to have park expanded west to Alec Road. Society President Edo Nyland and 
Brenda May enjoy view from bluff on park reserve which the group is trying to have 
included in the popular Peninsula park. They got a boost last week when North 
Saanich council enthusiastically endorsed their actions.
Long-time druggist dies
The founder of the Brent­
wood Bay Pharmacy and a 
long-time resident of Central 
Saanich died in the Royal 
Jubilee Hospital in Victoria 
Jan.3.
H.G. “Pat” Pattison, 72, 
was a druggist who liked talking 
with his customers so much he 
continued working part-time 
Fridays and Saturdays after he 
had sold the store and was semi- 
retired. He also held other part- 
time jobs up until a sudden il­
lness.
Pattison opened the Brent­
wood Bay Pharmacy in August 
1965 and ran it until 1980 before 
selling to the IDA chain.
Pattison was not always a 
pharmacist. For 15 years he was 
a bus driver in Victoria, w'ork- 
ing for a time on the old street 
cars that used to run through 
the. capittd city before, moving 
up to electric busses. . V
Back in the 1950s Pattison
H.G. “Pat” Pattison
decided to make a career 
change. It was not a popular 
thing to do back then but he and 
his family went ahead. ,
They packed up and moved 
to Vancouver so he could attend 
the University of British Colum­
bia.; Three years later he com- - 
plet^i his .;studies#and went toi 
work V in a drugstore w a - 
brother for one year.
From there he w'ent to Dun­
can where he worked as a 
pharamacist for about five 
years before getting the urge to 
open his own business. He 
returned to lower Vancouver 
Island and opened what turned 
into a very successful drugstore.
What used to be one of few 
stores in Brentwood Bay is now 
a thriving business surrounded 
by a bustling community. When 
Pattison first opened there was 
a farm across the street and only 
one house, the Bickford’s, near­
by.
Pattison spent several years 
with the Canadian Air Force 
previous to his bus driving days.
He was also a charter member 
of the Central Saanich Lions 
Club and a member of the Ar­
my Navy and Air "Force 
Veterans branch.
Pattison is sufvived-3sby|;his 
y^e L^ura",'; his^thr-es<., clffllSMi., 
^ L^n, rBob a n d J i m, a grah4son 
Hank, and one brother Lorrie.
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SIDNEY:^
Sidney RCMP report several 
incidents of crime for the period 
from Jan. 3 to Jan. 10.
BREAK AND ENTER
A residence on Madrona 
Drive was broken into during 
the evening of Jan. 2. The inci­
dent was reported at about 10 
p.m.
Stolen were a stereo and a 
microwave oven. The case is 
still under investigation by the 
RCMP.
An Allbay Road residence 
was broken into and ransacked 
Jan. 5. A quantity of jewelry 
and American money were 
taken.
A Mistvale residence was 
broken into Friday. Some li­
quor and jewelry were stolen.
damage was done to the 
vehicles. There were no injuries.
RCMP report the traffic was 
heavy at the time heading south 
bound from the Swartz Bay 
ferry terminal.
traffic was red, police alleged.
Struck broadside was a 1968 
Chev driven by David Van 
Dusen, 24, of Victoria. His car 
sustained about $2,000 damage 
to the left side while Burt’s car 
had about $2,500 damage to the 
front.
Charges are pending.
clothing articles totalling about 
$3,000 in value. Police are con­
tinuing their investigation.
Man pleads guilty to assault
DRIVER BLINDED 
A vehicle travelling on Land­
send Rd. at about 6:30 p.m. last 
Wednesday evening ran into a 
mailbox when the driver’s vi­
sion was obstructed by bright 
oncoming lights.
Damage was estimated to be 
about $400.
ROLLOVER
At about 2:45 a.m. Jan. 1 a 
1979 Ford sedan driven by an 
18-year-old Sidney man suf­
fered about $3,500 damage 
after leaving the road and roll­
ing over.
Michael Brady lost control of 
the vehicle on icy roads in the 
7400-block Wallace Drive area. 
There were no injuries.
STOLEN VEHICLE 
Police responded to a report 
from the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital that a 1977 Chev sta- 
tionwagon had been in the park­
ing lot for quite some time.
Upon investigation police 
discovered the vehicle had been 
reported stolen from the Sidney 
area a few months earlier. The 
vehicle was recovered in good 
condition.
A Central Saanich man 
pleaded guilty Thursday in pro­
vincial court to sexually 
assualtinga 12-year-old girl.
He was charged with 
assaulting her on Oct. 4, 1987, 
and between Jan. 1 and Oct. 1, 
1987.
Judge Robert Greig ordered a 
psychiatric assessment on the 
42-year-old man. He will be 
sentenced in Victoria on Feb. 
25.
Greig ordered a ban on 
publication of any evidence 
which could identify the victim. 
This includes the name of the 
man who pleaded guilty.
e., SAANICH
EMPLOYEES VICTIMS
At about 9 a.m. Jan. 5 an 
employee of Cornish’s Book 
and Stationery on Beacon Ave 
reported that her wallet had 
been stolen from the employee 
area of the store. Two other in­
cidents similiar to this one oc- 
cured the same day.
At about 9:45 a.m. Jan. 5 an 
employee of Tanners Books and 
Gifts had his wallet stolen from 
his jacket while it was hanging 
in the back of the store.
A young male asked to use 
the washroom in the MacLeod’s 
Hardware Store on Beacon 
Avenue. An employee of the 
store was the victim of the theft 
of $ 12 from her purse.
Police are continuing their in­
vestigation of these incidents.
Central Saanich police leport 
several incidents of crime in the 
past weeks.
PEEPING TOM 
Complaints of a prowler 
peeking through windows bet­
ween 6 and 7 a.m. in the Tanner 
Road, area have begun again. 
Several incidents had been 
reported before Christmas.
A male suspect who rides a 
bicycle and wears a brown to­
que and a bright blue nylon ski 
jacket was seen in the area.
Police have come close to cat­
ching him in the act and are 
warning residents to be aware in 
the early morning hours.
The latest incident occurred 
the morning of Jan. 6. Another 
reported incident was Dec. 30.
CAR BREAK-IN
A late model Camaro in the 
6400-block Rudolph Road area 
was broken into last Tuesday 
(Jan. 5) evening. Stolen was an 
Alpine stereo and a radar detec­
tor valued at $2,(XX).
A Mercury Cougar parked at 
Westcar Collision on Mirah 
Place in Central Saanich was 
broken into sometime between 
Jan. 4 and 7.
About $500 worth of car 
parts for a Ford 427 super 
Cobra Jet engine were taken. 
Missing was an alternator, a 
carburetor and a chrome air 
breather.
FERRY TRAFFIC PILE-UP 
An estimated $1,800 damage 
was done to two vehicles involv­
ed in a minor rearend accident 
on the Pat Bay Highway just 
before 10 p.m. Sunday Jan. 3. 
No one was injured.
About five minutes later a 
four car pile-up occurred fur­
ther back from the other acci­
dent. An estimated $800
MT. NEWTON 
A three-year-old boy was 
taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital with injuries following 
an accident at the intersection 
of the Mt. Newton Cross Road 
and the Pat Bay Highway 
Thursday evening. •
A 1981 Pontiac driven by 
Cheryl Burt, 23, of Sidney stop­
ped at the left turn slot while she 
was northbound on the Pat Bay 
at about 6 p.m.
Apparently Burt started her 
left turn after the light for 
through traffic changed to 
green. The light for turning
BREAK-INS
G W G Rentals on 
Kirkpatrick Cres. in Central 
Saanich was broken into during 
the night of Jan. 6 and 7. A 
small amount of cash was 
stolen.
Peninsula Feed and Tack on 
the Keating Cross Road was 
broken into the same evening. 
Stolen were camera equipment, 
T-shirts, western boots, a 
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of vacuum bags 
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We’ll put a smile on your face this year, with 
a fabulous new weight loss plan that melts 
those pounds away 20% faster than before! 
And you'll stay healthy as you lose pound 
after pound. There’s never been a better 
way to lose weight faster.
SAVE $12
Pay only $10
Join by January 30 at these convenient times and locations;
SIDNEY
SAANICHTON
Tuesday 11:30am Marg.V. Birch Hall, 9696-4 Street 
Wednesday 6:30pm
Tuesday 6:30pm Moose Hal! 7925 E. Saanich Rd.
c25AN.M\l-:kSAKY
CaU ToU Free 1-800-663-3354
I THE NEW QUICK SUCCESS PROGRAM^
ahvsm:iai.\:\vsz:
Fee for subsequenl weeks $7.50 yijg MaslerCard acceplea at locations lor prepayment, c Weight Watchers Internaiional Inc: 1988 





THE ULTIMATE GARMENT 
FOR WINTER BOATING! 
COMFORTABLE. WARM & 
D.O.T. APPROVED. THE 
PERFECT GIFT FOR THE 
BOATER IN YOUR LIFE. 






THE FLOATER COAT PLUS +
MUSTANG'S NEWEST 
FLOATER COAT OFFERS 
GREATER MOBILITY,
MORE COMFORT THAN 
OTHER COATS. VELCRO 
WAIST AND NECK STRAPS, 
AVAIUBLE IN D.O.T. 
APPROVED GOLD OR 








o SIMPLE TO INSTALL
• FULLY EXPANDABLE
• INSTANT AND DELAY CIRCUITS
• TAMPER PROOF DESIGN
• DIGITAL CONTROL BOX
• PROGRAMMABLE CODES •
• PROTECTS YOUR HOME AND 













•ELECTRIC BLADE BRAKE 
•CUTS 5-1/8" AT 90' ‘CUTS 3V<’’ AT45' 
•INCLUDES DUST BAG AND 
CARBIDEBLADE
IDEAL FOR MOULDINGS 




•13 AMP POWER 
• STURDY ALUMINUM 
BASE
30% OFF
ALL SIZES - ALL STOCK
RUGGED POLYETHYLENE TARPS 
WITH FIBERGLASS REINFORCING 
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40 OTHER MODELS IN STOCK
HARDWOOD PLYWOOD
<5/ AH F.S. RED OAK RQ95




TONGUE AND GROOVE 
CLEAR CEDAR 
PACKAGE COVERS 14 sq, ft.
SSStSggsgar*-:*" , R AI. E
NO TAX ON FUEL!
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New sewage pump
The Hagan pumping station 
in Central Saanich will soon 
have new pump control valves. 
It pumps sewage from Brent­
wood Bay to the Island View 
treatment plant.
The valves will eliminate ex­
cessive surge pressures in the 
forcemain upstream from the 
pump station, said Mike 
Williams, Capital regional
district chief engineer, in a 
report to the CRD sanitation 
and water committee.
The contract worth 
.$22,361.34 will be awarded to 
G.R. Martin Contracting Ltd. 
of Mill Bay if the Capital 
regional board approves the 
committee recommendation to 
accept the lowest bid.










Across from Post Office
Does your home have the
JANUARY BLAHS?
SIDNEY FLORIST






to N. Saanich yard
Mary Simtnons, 506 Norris, N. Stuitiich, reports a dozen or 
more handsome evening grosbeaks in her yard and al her feed­
ing station. These most striking birds, resplendent in their sharp­
ly cotiirastitig color patterns of white, black and gold, are rare 
residents but erupt irregularly in surprising numbers, especially 
during winter. They cK'cur across Canada in a somewhat narrow 
belt from Vancouver IsUmd mid die Queen Charlottes to the 
Mariiimes. Their movements, like those of Bohemian waxw- 
ings, appear to be related to die availability of preferred food 
items. Mrs. Simmons mentioned that they are hungrily consum­
ing berries of the red osier dogwtxxl in her yartl.
It's a Red Letter day when these attractive birds arrive. As die 
common name suggests, grosbeaks as a group have been recog­
nized by their very large seed-eating Ix'aks which in this species 
is ivory colored and very prominent. The Chippewas call it 
Pasheundamo because of its large beak which is capable of 
breakitig surfaces. The ■■evening” half of its common nmne is 
inappropriate since the birris are much ore active in the morning. 
However an e.uh obser\er of the s^vcies. Major Delaficld, dis­
turbed some ot them when camping at sunset and concluded 
trom their calls at that tunc of da> that the birds left cover to go 
abroad at night. .At atiy rate, its sciemific generic name conies 
Ironi die Greek, meaning ■■Daughters of .Night,” and ius specific 
icnn, ■■land of the dipping sun
isn't it fortunate that dies 
referred to .is '■Ladies of the Night 
to seek theni in somewhat shad> plaees and qucsdonable cir­
cumstances.
While evening go^s’ceaks have tvoii known for some 160 
years, the trrst nest of the s^vcies wxs not found until 1899, 
when Osborne Scott tound several near W'itinipeg. This parallels 
the situation with 't'Oth our solitary sandpiper and greater ycl- 
lowlegs in which the birds were 'saown for many years prior to 
aiscove.ang their nesting habits.
Both the evening grosbeak and its cousin, the rose-breaslcd 
grosbeak, tend to build rather ninisy looking nests of twigs and 
rootlets altiiough the fonner adds bits of lichens or moss as well. 
However, the nests are much stronger than they appear since 
only the fresh, springy twigs ana rootlets of such trees and 
shrubs as cranbemg maple, red osier dogwood and birch are 
used in the construedon. it is interesung that both species show 
a .marked preference for the use of birch trees as nesting sites, 
although willow. Saskatoon and evergreens may also be util­
ized. Insofar as nest building is concerned, grosbeaks have taken 
a leaf from the book of the blue jay in that only the female is in­
volved in the construedon business. But the males are never 





uhe fading light of day. 
colorful birds have not been 
! Else we should have had
EVENING GROSBEAK Cy Hampson photo
While evening grosbeaks consume a great variety of food 
items, they show a dccidal preference for the seeds of the box 
elder or Manitoba maple. They also fcal upon the seeds of ash, 
sumac, various weeds and the fruius of chokechcrrics, crabapple, 
snowberry, red osier dogwood, hawthorn, blackberries, buf- 
faloberry, etc. When feeding the young, the adults bring in 
enormous numbers of the spruce budworm, and oak canker- 
worms as well as various beetles and other insects. Indeed, these 
birds seem to follow infestations of the spruce budw'orm just as 
the black-billed cuckoo appears on the prairies of Western Can­
ada when and where tent caterpillars reach plague proportions.
At home feeding stations, the greatest delicacy that you can 
offer evening grosbeaks consists of sunflower seeds in the shell. 
They w'ill consume bushels of them! And give you an op­
portunity to observe how swiftly and professionally Uiey remove 
the enclosed kernels. You can also tally the score, figure the 
consumption per capita, and calculate the rate at which the bot­
tom is dropping out of your wallet. Would free trade be ad­
vantageous here?
. 1: Tl^CTQRFIRE : j
A tractor in the middle of a 
field oh' the 2600 Martindale
caught fire early in the morning 
of Jan. 6. Damage, was 
restricted to the engine of the 
1965 Massey-Ferguson.
Central Saanich volunteer 
firefighters responded to the 
call at 5:40 a.m. “It is under 
suspicion,” said Deputy Chief 
Art Curry, adding that no one 
was around the tractor at the 
■Aime.
ed soon after the fire depart­
ment was called at 1:37 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
7820 Central Saanich Road • 






OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Assumption Sun.
8:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
; EMPTIED ASHTRA Y
Someone emptied an ashtray 
on the side of Pat Bay Highway 
at Mount Newton Crossroad on 
Jan. 4, lighting a grassfire at the 
busy Central Saanich intersec­
tion, said deputy fire chief Art 
Curry.
The small fire was extinguish-
DOUBLEDUTY
Sidney firefighters were call­
ed out to the same address twice 
on Jan.4.
The first time, around 3:40 
p.m., it was to douse a fire in 
the boiler room of the 
laudromat in Beacon Plaza. 
“The boiler yyill ; need to be 
rebuilt j ’ ’ said ’lEarfy Buchanan, 
Sidney fife inspector.
Four hours later, firefighters 
were back behind the Plaza, ex­
tinguishing a fire in a dumpster. 
About SIOO damage was done 
to the unit, said Buchanan.
“It could have started from a 
cigarette inadvertently thrown 
into the garbage,” he added.
f ROCK IN WINDOW ¥ j 
Someone threw a rock 
through a window in the Clip­
per Inn restaurant in Sidney 
sometime during the night of 
Dec. 19. The building was 
entered, but nothing was stolen.
Sidney RCMP found finger­














10:30 a.m. Family Service
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860 
652-5025
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S 
SAANICHTON
Sunday January 17lh 
8:15 am: Holy Communion 
10:00 am: Choral Communion 
Sunday School & Nursery 
Rector: Rev. Robert Sansom 
65«-98«0 652-1611
_ Anglican - Episcopal
SAANICH PENINSULA 
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Meeting at Ihe 
Seventh-Day Adventist 
Church lor Worship al 9:30 AM 
10469 Resthaven Drive in Sidney 
Come Join our Qrowing Follovrship 
Rev, Peter Coutls - 6755-3548
DINNER & DANCE 
EVENING
SATURDAY - JANUARY 16
For information & reservations phone
Champagne Lunch Every Sunday
SWISS GROTTO












last Sunday Only OvenBono
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 




Hon A Eunice Freeman Welcome you lo 
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
4lh A Ml. Baker, Sidney 656-9957 
SUNDAY 10:30 am Fiinillv Woriihip
and .Sundny School 
THURSDAY 7 pm Chrlftlmne Eve Sorvico





A grind! stole Christma,s for 
a family in the 9000 block 
Lochside Drive. The home was 
broken into on Dec. 23.
Thieves made off with 
Christmas presents, jewellery 
and a video tape player.
CAR THEFT
A 1984 blue Chevrolet 
Chevcite was stolen from a 
residence in the 7300-block 
Veyaness helween 8 p.m. on 
Dec, 30 and 7 a.m. New Year’s 
Lve,
Police recovered the vehicle 
from the Meadowhank area a 
slioil li/iu: laid. I licic uas ilu 





Sunday Siirvlco 9;.10 8.m„1l:00«.m. 
hEV. Q.n. PAUL DAVIS 
65B-3213 (Homn 689-3804)
"TaANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP 
Koiiling ElomunUiry School 
8843 C. Snnnich Rd,
Communion Sorvlco ................ 9:3(1 a.rn.
Family Snrvico...................... (1:00 a.m
Nursory. Sunday School, 
Youth Groups, Hlhirt .Sluriims 
Putar: Pick Stint on
“OUODDY HEAD LIGHTHOUSE” 
by HELEN RUNDELL
JANUARY SPECIAL
' il ' Lkl l:
Sidney Ponlocosinl Assembly
1036* McDonald Park Road 
Sldniiy, B.C, V«L 3Z9 
Prtslor; Davt» Hausrtr
9',48 am,................ ......... Sunday Sohooi
11:00 am A ILOIl pm,,, Sunday Sorvlcoft 




W. Saanich and Mills Rd, 
Sunday Sondcrts 8 a.m- and 10 .i.m 
.Sunday School in a.m.
REV, D.L. MAI..INS • ri5fl-;l27.1
''Ml ■4* ' I* ^ f i.'M'V' ' 'I''V m!'! I'pV.ViV’ ji'itI If
’TILL SAT., JANUARY 16
With complete framing orrJer, pay for 1 frame, for 2 












IN SIDNLV BETHEL 
Ffel.LLOWSHIP ttAPrl,ST C,HUHCH
nm Mill* Rd. Phono 6SS-501?
Huv. Qifliald W. MalUif
■1.15 i'i.rn. r.t-lioc,)
11:00 a.m, Morning Worship
8,'30 p.rn. Lvuning rollowidiip
A Church for llm Wfiuln PMUly
pa’ll’,tewARfi
‘ .1I'vI i'll'. ::,.V.v ul,.' rp‘" hi.'I iph r?.,,:,;. ’i’:
ST. ANDREW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH
«m.lfd8l„8ld»»»y
SUNDAY SCRVICtS 
• aw, a »,m andll ana 
(Church flchol i Nut*»ry al 9 arn)





LOCATED IN THE SIDNEY CENTRE
i^7"97B4
, 5th Street ,,
Next te, SlBnrinrti Fuinituro
656-2131
. ONION SOUP 
HOUSE SALAD -q.
NEW YORK STEAD ^1195 
DESSERT 
COFFEE OR TEA
ONLY A1 (HE 
r»f n INN
orc.g ron lunch
MON.-SAT. 11:30 - 2:30 
OPEN FOR DINNER 
MON. GAT. 5 pm till (.loaiMy
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Play recreotes life on Ontario farm' 
or is that o Peninsulo form?
Walt Wingfield could have 
been describing days on the 
Saanich Peninsula, as he recall­
ed episodes of farm life in 
Wingfield’s Progress, the cur­
rent play at the Belfry Theatre.
often it is difficult to remember 
Beattie is the only man on stage.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
Wingfield, played convinc­
ingly by Rod Beattie, is a semi- 
retired investment executive 
whose chosen life on the farm. 
In his understated, humorous 
way, he recounts everyday in­
cidents to the editor of the local 
newspaper.
This is a one-rnan play, but
With a change of posture and 
voice, he brings to life Jimmy, 
the hired man next door (“hired 
for what, I don’t know — ex­
cept maybe to bring back the 
empties”), Freddie, Jimmy’s 
boss, the Squire, his know-it-all 
neighbor across the road, and a 
host of other friends.
Wingfield has been sending 
letters from the farm for more 
than a year, the editor tells the 
audience in the first episode. 
The next minute, we see Walt 
telling Ed that he’s still learning 
how to farm.
He tells of his decision to 
rai.se geese. “Il’ll open a new 
division — Wingfield’s Pate 
Limited,” says Walt.
Don, an experienced farmer, 
warns Walt he may have made a 
mistake in buying chicks from a 
local merchant. “He’s so nar­
row he could walk through the 
strings of a harp without strik­
ing a note,” Don says.
But the real threat to farmers 
near Larkspur is condominium 
development. At first, Walt is 
alone in his opposition. “It’ll 
bring in more taxes,” says the 
Squire, nodding his head in his 
characteristic manner.
“A rabbit couldn’t live off
ROD BEATTIE recreates role of Walt Wingfield In 
Belfry Theatre production.
Trumpeter swans landing to 
feed on flooded farm land in 
Central Saanich are hitting 
power lines and dying.
Conservation officer Bill 
Crystal of the Ministry of En­
vironment and Parks says his 
department has received reports 
of four trumpeter swans that 
have been injured or died dur­
ing the past month, near Mar­
tindale Road and Island View 
Road.
“They may be hitting high 
tension wires and injuring 
themselves,” said Crystal. “So 
far I’ve had two trumpeters 
reported dead to me."
The SPCA has picked up one 
dead trumpeter and tried unsuc­
cessfully to rescue another with 
a broken wing. I he bird wa.s on 
ice that could supixn i its weight 
but not the weight of a human. 
Whenever SPCA workers got 
close the bird would simply 
outrun them, Crystal said.
The birds m:>y be lurving 
trouble seeing the wires as they 
come in at dusk or dawn, 
“There is not much we cait do 
about it," Crystal commented.
He lias spoken with the Cana­
dian WiUilile Service about the 
problem. It v/rniUi be difficult 
to mark the wires for tlic binls 
because of the high level ol 
power going through them.
If anyone finds a dead 
Irumiteler .swan or otlter bird, 
Crystal reipiests a call to his 
depaiiment so the deparimeitt 
can keep a tally of the problent, 
Also, Crystal can have a permit 
issued if the person would like 
to keep the binl and have it 
nunmied by a taxidermist.
“If they do pick up a swttndr 
any dead bird, they would le- 
quire a permit," Crystal said.
Residents can call < rystal at 
.lfl7.9‘lU4 at Ihe office iluring the 
day. If n bird is femnd after 
hours, the finder can call b.^H 
Nbyi. ii
It i.s illegal to be in posssesion 
bf a migratory bird wiiln'ut a
permit.
There are about tuunpeter 
swans that come to the Mar 
tindalc Hoad, arcii to feed.
of the birds there are trumpeter 




7:30 pm January 17th, 1988
Moose Hall 
7925 East Saanich Rd. 
Saanichton
652-3606
mPLAN TO STOP SMOKING
YOU CAN BE PART OF THE 
SMOKELESS MAJORITY!
It's EASIER than you think!
DISCOVER
Sixteen Woti^ns lo Kill an Urge • Your Personal Plan lor Success 
Help lor Managing Stress • Insurance Against Failure 
The Power Plus Factor • Supportive Friends
New conlidence will give iw better control ol your whole hie! 
This sclentiticallyPHSod program has a Iwenty-hvo year 
.success record and over FIFTU-N MILLION GRADUATES
JANUARY 19th & 21st
at
RESTHAVEN LODGE
2281 Mills Road, Sidney, B.C.
7:30 PM
PHONE NOW
FOR IhJFORMAriON OR REGISTRATION
Many oliicr .specic'-i of I'irtb
656-2488
also frequent the area, “it ix a 
fantastic bird vvaicliing area,” 
Crysud stiid.
lie esiim.'itc'. that .Ci per cent
A COMMUNITY SERVICE OF: 
THE ADVANCE HEALTH SERVICE
this field unless he had a job in 
town,” .says another neighbor, 
agreeing with the sale to a 
developer.
Soon others agree with 
Wingfield’s opposition. The 
dairy farmer behind the 
development is asked not to 
spread manure until the cold 
weather. Another neighbor, 
asked to clean up his yard, pro­
tests it is full of valuable car and 
machine parts.
When he receives the run­
around at the town hall, 
Wingfield and his neighbors 
launch a campaign to stop sales 
of the condos.
“They are all sound 
agricultural practices,” he tells 
the testy developer over the 
phone. ' ‘ 1 checked 
beforehand,” he tells Ed and 
the audience, wit h a 
mischievous grin.
Wingfield laughs at himself, 
but hi.s neighbors — or are they 
the audience? — laugh even 
harder. Playwright Dan 
Needles, an old friend of Beat- 
tie, filled the script with humor 
and understanding of the strug­
gle to maintain a rural lifestyle.
Wingfield could as easily live 
on Wain Road in North Saanich 
as in Larkspur, Southern On­
tario. Everyone who has moved 
to the Peninsula for the 
pleasures of rural life will enjoy 
this delightful and enchanting 
play.
Wingfield’s Progress runs at 
the Belfry nightly until Jan. 23. 
Its predecessor. Letters From 
Wingfield Farm, will be per­











































» CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
o CHICKEN CHOP SUEY
• S & S BONELESS PORK $C75
• TEA OR COFFEE ONLY ■
FAMILY D!NNER
• D.F. PRAWNS • S & S BONELESS PORK 
» D.F. CHICKEN WINGS
» CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
• BEEF CHOP SUEY







- FULLY LICENSED -
Open 11:00 am Tues.-Sun. (Except Holidays)





^ SHOP ^ 
386-1212
1212 BOARD ST.























, SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD THE 











Municipal Affairs has decid­
ed a public inquiry into dealings 
between the town and Sidney 
Pier Holdings over port 
development is not warranted.
Council heard Monday that 
an investigation instigated by 
local complainants — one of 
them unsuccessful mayoralty 
candidate Don Phillips — show­
ed no need to recommend ac­
tion of the lieutenant-governor.
Aid. Ron Kubek said the 
decision clears the air after 
“misinformation and erroneous 
statements” about the port deal 
were spread during the 
municipal election.
“It’s nice to know council 
was right in its dealings, ’ ’ he ad­
ded.
FIRST AID AWARENESS
Sidney aldermen will receive a 
refresher course in cardio 
pulmonary resuscitation, next 
month, in an effort to promote 
First Aid Awareness Week, 

















SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
FOODS
Sidney By The Sea
WHILE STOCKS LAST. 2531 Beacon Avenue
EXPECT THE BEST- 
GET THE BEST FOR LESS 
















ALVVAYS PRObUGE MORB FOR YOUR FOOD DOLLARS AT~rDNEY SUPER
49f
GR. ‘A’ BEEF BONELESS
SIRLOIN
STEAK ..........5.71 kg
1 FRESH WHOLE GR.‘A’





LEG OF PORK 79
ROAST.....................3.95 kg I lb.


























FROZEN IN POLY BAG
CHICKEN DRUMSTICKS.. .1.74 kg
PREV. FROZEN IMPORTED

























HAM or HAM NUGGETS ..uo »„ 0 ,2
SARDINES
HUNT’S 398 mL




















1 47ISLAND FARMCREAM CHEESE..........zsomL
ISLAND FARM COUNTRY CREAM jt 07
ICE GREAMAmrh,d \   tir'
37
-SAVE MORE ON FROZEN FOODS
• ORL-EN GIANT FANCY
MIXED VEGETABLES .1kg
•CARNATION
FRENCH FRIES.,,.. .... ikg
• MINUTE MAID CONC.
FRUIT PUNCH ........  355 mL
• GAINSBOROUGH
PIE SHELLS Pack. PI .....
ROBINSON



























Council reacted po.sitively to 
a reque.st from St. John Am­
bulance that aldermen take the 
two-hour course.
Mayor Norma Sealey said the 
higher the level of public first- 
aid knowledge, the better — 
particularly in a community 
such as Sidney with a large pro­
portion of seniors. 
PRIVATIZATION POSITION
The best position on 
privatization is no position, 
Sidney council confirmed Mon­
day.
Two items dealing with 
privatization received the file- 
and-forget order.
The first was a request by the 
BCGEU to offer an informa­
tional evening on the govern­
ment program.
Aid. Robert Jones voted 
against rejecting the opportuni­
ty.
He did favor the next suc­
cessful motion, however, which 
means council will not stand 
beside the City of Quesnel in its 
opposition to the privatization 
of bridge and highway 
maintenance.
“We haven’t availed 
ourselves to any of the informa­
tion so. . .” and up went 
Jones’s hand.
GAMING AND COUNCIL
— is a few minor technical dif­
ficulties away from start-up in- 
Sidney, Mayor Norma Sealey 
said Monday. ^
MADD
Signs against drunk driving: 
will clutter up the highways' 
more than they’ll help the pro-/ 
blem, unless a standard phone/ 
number for reporting drunks is • 
established. ;•
That’s the opinion of Sidney^; 
council, after receiving a letter-l 
from Mothers Against Drunk*1 
Driving requesting signs travers-;! 
ing highways. -1
“It’s getting to the stage;: 
where people are having trouble^: 
picking out stop signs,” Mayor/ 
Norma Sealey said.
PLAN OVERHAUL 
A plan to change a commer-:,' 
cial zoning to allow more rental-: 
accommodation downtown will 
be held in abeyance. /
That’s because council must,: 
overhaul it’s entire official com-:* 
munity plan, aldermen decided 
Monday.
Mayor Norma Sealey pointed 
out that one of the major 
recommendations of the so- 
called Ronald Report on; 
Sidney’s economy is that the . 
plan be redrafted in 1988.
What are the odds council 
would oppose increased op­
portunity to gamble legally in 
B.C.?
Zero in six, if the vote count 
of aldermen is a fair indicator.
Sidney decided against join­
ing Saanich in its decision to op­
pose more gambling and sup­
port the anti-gambling stance of 
researcher Howard Biddulph.
Mayor Norma Sealey said 
governments can’t prevent peo­
ple from making mistakes. 
Compulsive gambling is the 
same as any compulsive activi­
ty, she said.
“There are compulsive drug 
users. We don’t pass laws and 
ban drug stores.”
A gambler will find a place to. 
gamble — in the province or 
beyond, Sealey said.
911
A 911 number for local 
emergencies — one that flashes 
names and addresses on a screen
N.-:SAANlGTil
PARKS CHANGES NIXED : 
North Saanich council:; 
doesn’t want to pay more for- 
regional parks. It voted down a:’. 
request to change operating;: 
rules for the Capital regional.^ 
district parks department. :• 
Twice the CRD has asked:; 
member municipalities for per-'-; 
mission to raise its borrowing-: 
ceiling. It also wants to separate-; 
its operating and capital; 
budgets. 5 ;
North Saanich has turned: 
down a proposal which would: 
allow the CRD to borrow an ad- : 
ditional $500,000. This would:' 
increase North Saanich taxes by ; 
$2,500 for 20 years.
BAZAN BAY SEAWALL : 
A five-foot high seawall will; 
be built at 9027 Lochside Drive- 
in Bazan Bay. t
It will “prevent more erosion; 
of my land by the high tides and' 
occasinal storms that blow up,” : 
said property owner Edward: 
Newman. :
The 60-foot wall will stretch: 
The length of Newman’s watery
fij^nt property. It will be bAil|^ 
above the high tide line. ;
Reidals
it might as weH 
be Spring
Thf> inroiivonii’Ticf! of wmifir liro 
changoover is gone' (orovor with Toyo 
800 F’fomium All Season Stoel Bcllod 
Radials.
Toyo's qulol, road-qripping 
performance make.s the 800 All Season 
Radial a real ’//inner m every kind of 
woaihor, all year'round.
' In fact, rigid industry lesiing has given 
Ihe Toyo 800 the best performance rating 
in snow, in tong tread life, and in low 
noise levels
Now thal's a preniium performance tirn!
And with Ihe Toyo fiOO AH Season, you get both pnrformance and 
protocfion, The protection of Toyo's 100.000 kin Wear Out Warranty 





HFIM7 nnV imnna ICHICKEN NOODLE SOUP MIX uso 77®l
O-year Road Ha/arri Vi/arraniy You gel prolwTinn PLII.S'
You'll find that ram combmalion of unbeaiable porformanco and 
protection in a Premium All Season Radial al your Toyo dealer, Install 
a sol ol Toyo BOOs today, and onjOy spimg all year long.
■v«n TOWBTmES
onivcN ro iTtworm
nil, (l|,«'XlliS liliMuuiir.u9817 RESTHAVEN OR.
WS: G5C-5544 FAST pnOFTSSIONAL SBIWICB
SBRVING THE PENINSULA FOR OVER 15 YEARS
I , iMtilM
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check your
Big Win Savings Bonanza
coupon booklet delivered to your door
YOU COULD WIN






Regular 10 lb. Pkgs. and Over 












Sesame 695g Loaf 
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TIDE OR OXYDOL 
LAUNDRY DETERGENT




REG. OR SUPER CHUNKY
2.49 EACHWITH COUPON
" .I.'
1 5.49 ea. WITHOUT COUPON 4.49 ea. WITHOUT COUPON |
I MINUTE MAID
I ORANGE JUICE
i ASST’D. VARIETIES FROZEN CONCENTRATE
I MIN. 295 mL TIN
GRAVES PURE |
APPLE JUICE !
' . ' ' ' J
■ .■'T.LCARTON--^ ■ ' "■/ ' |
1 - : ■ "’I', fl© EACH ^
|1 '-; :l ' i ;s:IIO : WITH: COUPON/; each; : .y/|^ WITH COUPON i





ASST’D. FLAVORS, 4 L PAIL 1 ASSORTED GRINDS, 369g PKG. 1
OSS each -
|i ^ d WITH CO U PO N
. ^ ..:...1
&. WITH COUPON ||
4.98 ea. WITHOUT COUPON i 2.99 ea. WITHOUT COUPON J
j Ling Cod





Averagea weight ^ ■ 1
Before cooking , ' i
^-ea.; 1
1 4 " ^





Sliced or : ^ ’ i
1 Orange Roughy Fillets Corned Beef: V
1 Previously Frozen SCHNEIDERS 1
1;Local
1 :.85/100g %3 m & ,\b.
BLUE LABEL 'bJ/; : Z 1
L.S!iGed:Qr::-.r: -v;.;:. :r: ::/:r |
j Shaved I m ^ 'l# /100g f
Campbell’s 
284 mL tin














Grade‘A’ , ksJ| #% *“*!?
1 / # ^Carton of 1 Dozen ra bb fcra m Ea.
Lucerne Fruit Yogurt
:Assorted or ..J #%
Plain I 1
SOOg Tub I n I %# Ea.
Generic Fiour






i m itaf ■%#
York Peanut Butter
1.5 kg Pkg.
3 » ^ 0 Ea.
Catelli Spaghetti
ot Rondy Cut Macaroni, Spnghottlnl,
Fottuccino or LIrigulno. jm «■««— jujiiwi.
ikg Box. "1 #il
or Lasagno rtogular or I m
Ovon Rondy. Mln. 375g Box , ii I* i* Is# Ea.
■s
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20 Year Warranty 
SIMMONS TOP OF THE LINE
"iTt
SIMMONS
OUR REG. SAVE SALE
TWIN 2 piece set S1380 S481 '' ff
FULL 2 piece set S1590 S491 ®1SiS
QUEEN 2 piece set SI 790 S591 §1199









and veneer construction. Available as 
g^fil rectangular coffee/square coffee, end 








\ Palliser contemporary tables. Oak solids









Palliser contemporary T.V. video unit 
in oak solids and veneers. Features 






ri&j Palliser contemporary 5 pee. sectional 
1vS4 features 2 Incllners. Super comfort in an





incliner and 54" sofa bed (same price)
f**ritri
Palliser traditional 
sofa/loveseat. Features oak 
trim, one piece bench seat 
cushion, accent pillows and 
choice of 2 colours. Hard 
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FREE DELIVERY INCLUDING 
SAANICH & GULF ISLANDS
RSHliUI
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Goodbye, Christmas frees
The first Christinas tree bonfire in Central Saanich was a 
big hit for the more ihan 200 residents who turned out Satur­
day afternoon.
The parking lot at the Saanichton Fair Grounds saw a 
steady stream of people show up throughout the afternoon to 
drop off trees, leaving promises to return and watch them go 
up in smoke.
By the time the big event came around at 5 p.m., there were 
three large st.'seks of trees gathered and more truck loads on 
the way.
“I feel 500 trees is a reasonable estimate,” commented 
organizer Ralph Gustafson. “Trucks made about 13 trips 
with 20 trees per load plus trees dropped off by the cars.”
“1 wish everyone in town would have seen it,” Gustafson 
said.
Although other estimates are low'er, Gustafson thinks as 
many as 1,000 people watched the blaze.
Aher getting the crowds of people outside the fenced area 
Gustafson set fire to one stack of trees. The stack iininediatc- 
ly caught and spread throughout the pile.
Volunteers from the Central Saanich Fire Department and 
the Brentwood Bay Scout Troop kept a stream of trees com­
ing to feed the fire from the tw'O other piles.
The wind, blowing north, carried sparks and smoke across 
the fair grounds and off into Saanichton.
“We went through 90 per cent of the trees in the first 15 
minutes,” Gustafson said. Flames shot 40 to 50 feet in the air 
when several trees that had been decorated with spray-on 
icicles were thrown on.
“That's how it will go up in your living room,” he com­
mented. Most of the trees were tinder dry from weeks of guar­
ding presents and showing off for diildren.
There w’as some concern about wiitd but tlie right pile was 
lit and it did not ino\e to be a problem. But the wind shifted 
momentarily and some onlooker.s isad to scramble for co\'er.
“It was just a good time comiiuiniiv e\em.” Gustafson 
says.
Parents and children were warmed by the fil e, tind the free 
coffee and hot chocolate served In die Central Saanich Lions 
Club.
By 6 p.m. all the trees had Ircen tin own on tire fire and the 
flames were settled down. Many oniookcis dispersed while 
the fire department remained and die numerous volunteers 
made community gossip and (iltmnci.! for next year's bonfire.
“Lor sometliing tlnu was organized by someone who has 
never seen a Christmas tree bonfire before it went off pretty 
slick,” Gustafson said,
“It was an easy thing to orgam/e,” he said, “iiveryone was 
helpful and willing.”
The use of the Saanichton Lair Grounds wats provided by 
the fair committee. Although the site worked out well", 
organizers are thinking cil moving it to a largei Icication for 
ne.xt year, however.
Some of the concerns for ne.xt yeai’, when it i.s expected to 
have an even larger turnout, are more parking, the fire 
hazard, traffic flows and crowd conti ol.
The organizing for this first-time event began Dec. 1 and 
plans for ne.xt year will be started rnucli earlier.
If your tree didn’t make it to tho fire, there's ahvays next 
year.
ORGANIZER GUS GUSTAFSON tights a pile of trees with a torch to begin the first Christmas tree bonfire 
ever in Central Saanich.
ONLOOKERS WERE MESMERIZED by the flames 
created by the dry trees. Spray-on icicles used on 
some Christmas trees proved to be highly flammable 
as flames shot as high as 40 feet in the air.
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Ponthers win 3 of 4
The Parkland Panthers senior 
boys basketball team did well 
last week, winning three of four 
games they played.
Saturday afternoon saw the 
Panthers take it to a strong 
team from Vancouver’s Queen 
Elizabeth High. The first 
quarter scoring was evenly mat­
ched in solid end-to-end action.
Fouls in the second quarter 
helped to put Parkland ahead 
40-34 as the first half buzzer 
sounded.
Guard Sean Hern had an ex­
cellent game, scoring 25 points 
to lead the Panthers to an 87-79 
victory. Forward Darren Udd 
also played well with a 23-point 
performance. Centre Paul 
Johnson rallied for 10 points.
The previous night the Pan­
thers didn’t fare as well. They 
dropped a 67-46 decision to 
Port Alberni in exhibition ac­
tion.
“We did well until the third 
quarter,’’ commented coach 
Joe Milligan. “After that we 
didn’t adjust to their strategy.’’
Last Thursday the Panthers 
recorded a league win by 
defeating Victoria High 74-55. 
The game was played in Vic­

















O.G.K. S.H. 300 HELMET
REG. 69®® SALE 34^^ 
NORCO LYCRA BACKED GLOVES
REG. 19®® SALE
1495




“We had a good week,’’ 
Milligan said.
Last Tuesday the Panthers 
won against Ladysmith in an ex­
hibition matchup at home. The 
score was almost identical to 
Thursday’s performance, with 
the scoreboard reading 73-55 
when the game ended.
Last night the Panthers were 
scheduled to take on the 
number-two-ranked Oak Bay 
squad in a league game.
Then this weekend the Pan­
thers are off across the water to 
play in the Britannia Bruin tour­
nament in Vancouver. The 
eight-team tournament is ex­
pected to draw many of the top 
lO teams from the province for 
the three-day event.
“It’s a really powerful tour­
nament,’’ Milligan said.
The tournament is strictly in­
vitational. Oak Bay has also 
been invited to play. The Pan­
thers first game is scheduled for 
Thursday evening at the Men- 
nonite Educational Institute. 
Game time is 5:20 p.m.
Results of that tournament 
and the game Tuesday will be 
carried in the next edition of 
The Review.
Those interested in keeping 
birds in the area alive this winter 
are encouraged by the SPCA to 
build bird feeders for their 
yards.
Feeders are easy to make. 
Just take an empty milk carton, 
pack it with beef suet (white fat 
found between the meat and the 
skin) and poke holes in it so the 
birds can get at it.
Suet can also be packed into 
logs or posts or mixed with wild 
bird seed.
“Itis important for birds toj 
keep their body fat up so they; 
can stay warm during thg:; 
winter,” said Sylvia Sheppard, 
’SPcX office manager.
Watch out for cats, she cau­
tions. Feeders put in ’oranches 
of trees may be easily accessible 
to cats, and some of them like 
to prey on birds.
Split coconuts also make 
ideal bird feeders.
^ . i I .
PANTHERS REBOUNDERS come down with the ball after battling it out with a Queen 
Elizabeth forward in action last Saturday at Parkland School. The Sidney high school 
team went on to win this game against the Vancouver team 87-79.
NEW EXECUTIVE STARTS WORK;
an even
Last year brought its share of 
succe.sses, but they weren’t 
enough to satisfy the Peninsula 
Lacrosse Association. The dub 
wants an even better 1988.
By GEORGE LEE.........
Review StafI' Writer
Tired of being unfairly con­
sidered by .some thc \veak sister 
of the lacrosse coinnuinily. the 
association is bccotniiig belter 
organized, is improving its 
feeder system and is upgrading 
facilities at Centennial Park in 
Central Saanich,
Not that 1987 was anything to 
be a.shamed of.
The tykes were undefeated in 
a 20-gamc schedule and the 
playoffs.
Thursitlny, .Jfto. 14
0215 hfa 0.1 11 1045 hra 11,0 ft 
0545 hi'a 9,0 n , ISUIJ hrs 2.S It
Friday. Jan. 13 
0450 hr* 10.2 11 1103 hra 11.0 ft 
(IB45 hr» 10,1 ft 1950 hra 1,4 II 
oturday, Jm
0530 hra II.J ft 124S hr* 10,2 II 
own hi* 10,4 a 2)15 hi# 1,6 11 
Sunday, Jan. tTacoftiO hts 
11,1111 iM5hf*in,sn
1100 hrfl 10.3 II ZI&O hr* t.3 II 
MUmU.IjI. Jilll. 1m 
0545 hra 11.7 11 1400 hfO (0,3 tl 
1158 hr* 10,1 n 2228 hrs 1-3 II 
fiiotiday, jjin. 10 
0218 hr* 11,y M 1445 hra 10.1 fl
(Hi* 4 U 'i
W«dnosd«v, Jan. 20 
0745 hrn 11.« tl 1530 hr® fl.fl It 
1310 hi* 9.0 It 2.140 hra 1.2 11
i)iGC.n.sT ""noAT ci:n I Ki;
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The novices baited 5(X), winn­
ing as many as they lost.
Tile bantams Went to the 
Island championship.s, losing 
out in the final game.
And the oldc.si age group, the 
midgets, went to the B.C. 
finals, where they lost in over­
time during the championship 
final.
So it’s an undcrsuitcmcnt 
wlicli newly elected president 
Larry Scott .says, “The Penin- 
sulii wa.s well represented last 
year.”
There’s room for improve­
ment, Scott maintains.
A coaching clinic will be held 
Jan. 23 and 24., and a 
inanagers’ clinic will also run 
this month. “In the past, the 
manager didn’t know that the 
manager's job was and the 
coacli didn’t know what the 
coach’s job wa.s,’’ Scott say.s.
And in early February, 
there's a refereeing clinic.
Heading the ref staff will bc 
Mike Newman, who turned











or Robert Birley 
479-7908
down offers from Victoria, Es­
quimau and Saanich to work 
for the Peninsula .issociatioii, 
“Wc were quite lucky to get 
him,” Scott says.
A committee is recruiting 
young players. Scott say.s large 
numbers of young boys and 
girls arc needed to ensure 
enough excel at ihc sport for the 
older age divi.sions,
“If we (ioiTl bring lliem in, 
we're going to die a uatuiiil 
death,”
kleally, tliere will be about 90 
players all togeilier, or 15 for 
each of the six teams of players 
from tintlor six to 16 years of
An obvious place to seek 
recruits is minor hockey, Scoii 
explains, riie .sports are similar 
and tlieir seasons don’t clasli.
Pre-registration for lacrosse 
starts late this month at the 
f’anorama i .eisure Cent re. Full 
regisiraiiotv will follow in 
February, in preparaiion for a 
spring start to the teguhir 
sea,son.
The local assoei;ition is in ii 
firumcially good position, large­
ly because of fundraising 
bingos. Regisfraiion fees are .a 
noniiniil .tmouni set liy the pro- 
vincial ns.socialion, and mini- 
lykcs iictually have all their 
equipm'’ni pai'l for !>y tl,;*
a.ssociation; there’s even a 
pos.sibility mini-iykcfi won’t pay 
any registridion fees,
i he cush on Imnd also means 
the Peninsula association ha.s 
more than learn impitivcmenis 
in iniml.
I he iuture will also see smic- 
lurol Irniirovenienis to lacrosse 
facilities at Otitenniri! Park in 
Central Saanich.
f)n the drawing board for a 
two-year impiovernent plan are
new stands, a new club bouse, a 
new sound system, an electronic 
.scoreboard, lights for evening 
games, and possibly a roof over 
Ihe outdoor lacrosse box.
Wuik will ,',tiirl this you iiiid 
Scott envisions “a really profos- 
sioiiiil lacrosse box” in two 
years.
In addition to the ii.ssiciii- 
liori’s financitil situation, a 
good executive is helping make 
things iiajipen ill lacrosse, Scott
says, '
About half the executive is 
new, tlie other half have two or 
three year.s expel ieiice,
“Tilde's l(,)ts of (.X|idicnce 
and lots of new blood, ’’
On Ihe executive are: past 
presideni. Forest Owens; presi­
dent, Larry ' Scott; vice- 
president, Dotigh McCulloch; 
secretary. Joyce McCulloch; 
treasurer, Ro/ Odgers; 
regisirai , Liiulti Cooper.
Directors: inanagers, Art 
L.yons; co:u:li Dave Reese; 
refereeiiip. liave Odgers: 
publicity, Vicki Waldron; 
boaster club, Flsie I.lltlejolms; 
maiiileti,:ince and equipment, 
Hans Soderholm; pink cio- 
ordinator, Sylvia Vink; spoil 
sots, ( idney Amos.
I lend coach: Ron Ashly; head 
refeice, Mike Nevviiuu)
Cntr)mifi'''e<; ildt: yeig; are
coaching, refereeing, tnanagcis, 
consiliuiion, mini tyke team, 
elul) lmprovcmeni.s, and etpiip-
ii'ldii. ■
I.aeiosse, often lulled as “tin 
fastest game on feel,” is gmiu 
demanding skill, mieed 
simnina, de.xieriiy and in 
tcilijience, according to associa 
don information.
Although many consida 
hockey Canada’s of ficial sport 
it's aeinally laciosse.
i'l
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BasketbaH girls win 
two in Campbell River
ISLAND FURNITURE BANTAM EAGLES totally dominated Victoria’s Racquet Club
team 15-3 In league action Saturday night at Panorama Leisure Centre.
Recognition set for 18 locols 
during torch reloy
Stelly’s School senior girls 
basketball team travelled to 
Campbell River last weekend 
for four games against some 
tough competition. The girls 
returned with two wins and two 
losses to remember.
The seniors opened the tour­
nament with a 53-33 loss to 
Campbell River, but turned it 
around to record a win in their 
next game.
The Stelly’s girls rallied 
against Southgate to give their 
team a 10-point lead. Final 
score was 37-27 bringing them 
to their next match against Cen­
tral High.
This game went well for the 
girls. They combined for a close 
39-33 victory.
In the final game of the two-
day tournament Stelly’s girls 
suffered a disappointing 55-15 
loss to Lansdown.
SHELLEY BREAD^4ER D.v.M. 
is pleased to annouce
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
IS NOW OPEN
We would like to welcome all our clients and other friends 
to our new location.
652-9700
2144A Keating X Roads Saanichton
The secret is out!
From dozens of nominations 
received from Peninsula .sports 
organizations, 18 persons have 
been chosen for recognition on 
Saturday, Jan. 23 when the torch 
relay reaches the Saanich 
Peninsula.
Six of tlie winners, the out­
standing female and male athlete 
from Sidney, Central Saanich and 
North Saanich, will be presented 
with their medals during tlie 10- 
minute torch ceremony.
The other 12, representing out­
standing coaches, volunteer 
workers (in sports), and corporate 
sponsors will be honored during 
the Variety Show to be held at 
Sanscha Hall the same evening as 
the climax to the torch relay ac­
tivities.
The winners of the outstanding 
female and male athlete award 
are: Central Saanich - Kelly 
Mahon and Tom Michell; North 
Saanich - Ruth Trelawny and Ian 
Soellner; Sidney - Julie Jesperson 
and Richard Myerscough.
Winners of the other medals 
are: volunteer (Sports): Central 
Saanich, Muriel Knott; North 
Saanich, Elaine Sigurdsson; Sid­
ney, Frances Blaine. Official 
(Sports) C. Saanich - Audrey C. 
Fox; N. Saanich - Brian Sibley; 
Sidney - Al Cross. Coach - C. 
Saanich, Lynne Owen; North 
Saanich - Jack Magi; Sidney -
'Ferry Merkell. corporate sponsor: 
C. Saanich - GWG Rentals’ N. 
Saanich - Sidney Bakery; Sidney 
- Harvey’s Sporting Goods.
In addition to the 18 medal win­
ners, some 50 persons have been 
selected to receive Celebration 
’88 Certificates.
These individuals were 
nominated for their contribution 
to the community in which they 
live.
This contribution may have 
been in the form of volunteer 
work, cultural activity, recrea­
tional, business or civic 
endeavour.
The recipients of this well- 
deserved honor will be presented 
with their certificates at an up­
coming meeting of their local 
municipal council. Some councils 
are planning refreshments in con­
junction with their award 
ceremonies.
TTie Celebrations ’88 com­
mittee, chaired by Don Trivett, 
has organized the day-long 
Olympic torch relay festivities for 
the Saanich Peninsula. Gilles 
Perodeau was appointed to chair 
the awards committee.
The public along with virtually 
every community organization on 
the Peninsula was invited to send 
in nominations for the various 
medals or certificates.
The awards committee, consist­
ing of representatives from each
of the tliree municipalities on die 
Peninsula, met several times, to 
sift tlirough the dozens of 








Although some 500 certificates 
could have been made available 
in the community scA'ice 
calcgor>', tlie Celebrations ’88 
committee made the decision to 











“In Uiis way,” said awards 
chairman Perodeau, “the receiv­
ing of such a certificate will have 














Includes 4 litres 10/30 oil, Oil Filter, Free 





















• OLYMPIC FREE WEIGHTS
• WEIGHT MACHINES 
•BIKES
• WEIGHT ROOM CONSULTANT
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Dorman’s 
Carpet Cleaners
• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
C*«Tife'Wii;f i>V'r'ijr>9're'5 ilHrzo' '.e \\\o-
9'570 Mofthlawn Terra-ce. Sidney, 3X,











SA VINGS FROM 35% to 70% off
Sidney Centre Mall Sidney 
1tt33 Fori Street, Victoria
SS;-'-SCC
'•"'CTORlA VVaTERFRONT fUheris--. notice ttatei South
l.s’and v-ateri are CiOt-ed to ur­
chin do.ert until further notice.
Spe--- foheonr-en not be 
Xc-ro to- fun an^ ftnfioh 
on :o.e ’<f';oon,.a naterfront dur-
C, "'oen a *e ' o--'-e u, a *er- on* Ho- 
O'-fmaio Hanoc-O ana iuan oe 
r _:a otr-n n.!;.c; a .tne from
A,oir: Heao :o'- ioatnev ?o;n: on 
Tha: i-tu-o. 0 then t-o- riaritng 
?o-.no an: i ..':u roO'-eer; Oa-ben 
R 0-. on. .. on ‘ ar. o a t ;,or, / n o C‘0 u n - 







PLUS DRAV/S FOR A TOTAL VALUE OF 51D03. FIRST 
PRIZE; S5O0. Minimum purchase required.
0}-A
zLoftr 2
103-1341 Oak Bay Ave.,
J Victoria
T 595-2222
'’Under the Yeiiov/ Av^ning"
•BEDFORD ISLANDS
■>o-.,rt t:,tne'rnc.': '.'-hi na^e to 
otay i.'«'a;. fmno Bedford hiando 
■onhi .■'.no 2'. Jro'.e '■’■ai-or, are 
oioo-eo 00' ' pono fnnin^ of ah fin-
Oi. ■: oert .■'i
.ornonencios
inotde a i:ne 
at Smyth Head, 
trten one nauocai mile tov.ard 
,A;0:;cge Foont, tnen true couth 
O'Oe nauti.ai rr.ite, then true earn 
one na'itioai rmte then in a nor- 
theriy cire'CtiO'n to a fishing 
coundary togn on tioe snore of 
Vancouver isiand.
OCTOPUS DIVING OK 
IsN iegai to -coenmerdally di’.'e 
for O'Ciopus m the souin.end of 
Vanc-ouver Isiand, A fisheries 
notice opens ootopus dofieirii in 
rnaroagernent areas A-I to '9-9 
anc 29-] to 20-7 indissive to 
fisning by means of dtving from 
Jan. i to D'e-c,. 3;.
rmrayson Arm south of a Lric 
mom ;;i;s Point to McCurdy 
Point remains dosed. Other- 
'Mse, ad South island '-vatersare 
open.
-SEA URCHINS CLOSED 
Red, purple and green sCa ur- 
'Chins are, dosed to- -commerdai 
divers in rnanagemen: areas- 19- 
• ID 19-12 and 20-1 to 2-0-7, A
CUCU.MBER QUOTA SET
The c o rn nr; e r c ; a; s e a 
C'uc'umb-eT Quota for areas 11 t-o 
19, 2-5 anP 29 r::,as been set at 
tonne'S- Mo,st in-siae anp Soutn 
Island v.aters are open, a;- 
cording to a flsneries n;jt;.e- 
Hov.e'.er, SDney Sptt iarea 
I9-6j remains .loseo to the c-cer- 
rnercra; harvest b>' means of c,;-. - 
mg,
T n e : o m m e ' :; a i 'S e a 
cucurnoer quota fc-r areas 20 to 
2~ has also been set at fOi* ton­
nes. V.dte's ;n tno-se areas, ex­
cept Soi-oke HarbC'u: (area 2tl-b' 
and Sooxe Basm (area 22-“,? ate 
ai.so op-en to commcrc:.as u,:’.ert 
uniil further nottce.
DOGFISH OPEN 
Commercial fishermen are 
allo'xed to catch sp-my ccyinn 
using ’on,gjine gear :n Saar:.:n 
Inlet. A fi,shertes notice cerm.:t.; 
the fishery in area i9-“ to i9-l2 
inclusive until Dec. il.
GRACEFUL CFABS 
Dungeness, red rock, bro-n 
king and graceful crabs are _p 
for .grabs oy ccmmerciai 
fishermen in most. icc-U v,a-e:s.. 
Sidney Spit Area i 9-5r :em,-am-:s 
dosed to commercca: crab- 
fishing. ac-c-ordin.g t-o a fisneries 
notice.
Ail other ■•vaters around the 
Lower Idasod. from Sidney to 
Sooke fareas 19 and 20) are 
ope'n for, crab-ha,rv:es;:D.g with 
•raps, nrs'g nets .and dip nets-.' the 
notice :said.
NOSC.ALLOPS 
Commercial harvest of b.utier 
clams and .s-cailops in S-ouih 
Island waters is not permitted 
b&cau.se' of unsafe ieveis of 
paralytic shellfish poisoning 
Ced 'tide). , according to a 
' - fisheries nonce.,"
South Island'-waters (areas 19 
and 20) ai'e open yio little neck 
ciam,s, .maniia eiamsi; horse 
c]am,S', sofish-el! ciams,, muss-eis . 
and goose barnacles by,.means
A of hand picking, or hand digg-
.. .
Some spots within ihese 
management areas remain , per­
manently; closed due to sewage 
contamination, the notice add-, 
ed.
Motorists beware: 
runners on the road
.Motortstt in Brentwood 
B.ay are ad’.'ived to beware 
of people on tne road inst 
Sunday from i 1 a.rn. 
through me day. More than 
f-yj'runneri xi, ill be taking 
part in t,ne Centra! Sa.anich 
Pioneer R'Oad Race.
Runnel; w'di be spending 
meet of the:: time on 
v.'a,;:a:e Dri'-e oeiween 
kx'ec't S,aan:-ch Rcmd and Mt. 
Se.’.rn.- C:c.;; Roac,








A ; = :
■■f S*-
V/ma:e Dm.; ar.'C -m;'
StellyN Cross Road to W'est 
Saanich Road.
The Pioneer Run is the 
first of a vc-rie:-: of nine run.s 
which make up the Van­
couver I'iland Road Race 
Grand Prix Series.
.Many runners will be 
making the journey dressed 
in pioneer period costumes. 
Prize,s will be awarded to 
the top 10 co,sturnes for men 
and women.
The run is organized by 
■he Prairie Inn Harriers and 
;s dedicated to the pioneer 
residents and settlers of the 
Peninsula. '\
Runners in seven ladies* 
caiegories and eight rnen’;-> 
categories will co.mpete.
Peninsula residents are 
'.'clcome to watch the race 
but are requested to ---tand 
clear of the runner.s.
Locals win 
soccer tourney
...'.- uc — .i Cl-----
i-ccce:, :-.e;a~. has 
ftn.al of the Cor-
Irsdo-or
m a row- 
ula team has 
s eX'C:t.mg hoi;- 
~a,nager Jack
Dtv':.£;oa " A 
d,ova. Rvy I-■-'rcaifona;
This is. che th.l'd > ea
' ^ 'C ? “ '* *”■''
piazed la :.hib x*: 
day event, .s-ays 
L.ar’.sd.eC.
The fC"Ur-day event 'held 
at the Cordo'- a Bay Com.munity 
Centre .Dec. 2d-O'0.
T’he Pert,Lnau,ia team started 
.slow'fy on the road to their tour- 
. nament V Vtory.
The opening game against the 
B.ays United Pacifies ended in a 
-i-4 tie.
.The .second game of the tour­
nament saw the Pe.nLnsuia team 
lose a close one 5-4 lo Gordon 
Head Sp-ortS'Unlimiied.
In the final game of round; 
robin lournament action the 
Peninsula team came through 
with a -close xb-o win over the . 
Bays Unifed Hornets. They ad- 
. vanced to, semi-finals. ('
'. “As the scores indicate, every 
game was a nail-bi ter for Penin- 
sula, but the boys came,through 
with winning goals when they 
were needed.” commented 
Lansdeli.
In their fou.rth game of the 
tournament the Peninsula team
came through with an i.mpor- 
tant win against the Bays United 
Santos. Final score was “-6 sen­
ding the team on to the final.
The one-poini margins re­
mained in the final garrie, as 
Peni.nsula players combined for 
so.me timely goals to win 4-3 
against the Prospect Lake 
Hcl.Tsken .Market squad.
Both the final and semi-final 
games w-ere played against ex­
cellent “B division teams that 
had defeated teams ranked in 
the 7A division to earn a chance 
at che gold.
The final game was followed 
by an exhibition match for the 
coaches against the Cordova 
Bay Division 1 team. Lansdeli 
says fine skill was displayed by 
Peninsula’s 7,A coach Dave 
Lewis and tournament 
organizer Fraser Leversedge, as 
well as chat shown by several 
well known and considerably, 
older players.
-Members of the Division 7.A 
tournament champions, Penin­
sula Home Hardware . soccer , 
team unclude Jevon - Upton, 
Jamie Main, :Paul, Re;e.s;, Sean 
Lansdeli,'Geoff Lansdeli, Matt . 
Gruber, Steven Humphrey, , 
David Smith, Ross Banister, 
Doug Anderson, Sean White, 
George Maratos, Donnie Spr- 
ingford and Chris Pollock.




(Publlo lrtf)uirio‘» ,Acl. F'i-B R.G 1960. Uhapipr'Hb)
Barry M. Sullivan, Q.G.
has boon appointed an Comrriinpioni-jr wilh n gonornl n-'mirlato to rovicv; oducation in ihq 
province of British Columbia, kindorgarton to go'idr:.' i:b 
F^ublir; hoarings will bo hold af
Guff loliinds, Monday January 25 - 9:55 a.m,
On Board tho Ferry from Taawwa.nsen 
Sail Spring, Monday January 25 • 7 p.m.
Salt Spring r-lomontary School, Bainbov/Road/Lowor Ganges Road 
Saanich, Thursday January 20 - 7 p.m,
Stolly’s Secondary School, 1697 Stelly’s Croipsroads, Brentwood Bay
The Comrnisalonor will rocoivo v^niten britjf;:. and verbal rqjbrriif,!;iir>n,'': from irif,l(virluais and 
organi/alionr..
All r<.ipfiJi}3iOntalioiiti lo iho Cuininiuhion iiiU5il be made eiitief al a herinrixj, or By a written 
brief, or by loitor, addrossfld to the Sorqntary,
SHRI.MP AND PRAWNS
Commercial prawn and 
.shrimp fishing by trap i.s not 
allowed in Sidney Spit .Marine 
Park or Saanich Inlet south of a 
line from Hatch Point ’o .Mo.ses 
Point.
The ban includes prawns, 
coon-stripe .shrimp and shrimp, 
said a fisheries notice.
Other part:> of area 19 and 
Juan de Fuca Strait west of 
Race Rocks to Bonilla Point 
have also been closed until .April 
1.
ROCKFISH
Commercial fishernien may 
not fish for linycod and 
rock fish 'Species in Saanich In­
let, .southerly of a litie drawn 
from .Mosc'-. Poirii .'o i[;r,;h 
Poini, accordin.i,' to a fishcric"'. 
notice.
'I’hc area is closet) m cornnier • 
eial fisiiim' by means ot pitii! 
line, trap i:ir trolling from Ian. i 
to Dec, .31, the notice said,
Local teachers to cast 
unionization ballots
Saanich district teachers will 
vote Thursday on whether to 
have their association declared a 
union,
,“ll’s the last step in a long 
proce.ss,” said Stu Kirkpatrick, 
Saanich Teachers ,-\ssociation 
president.
La.st fall, local teacher.s voted 
to form a new organization and 
to ask the Industrial Relations 
Commission to hold the cer­
tification vote. Legi.slation pass­
ed by the provincial governmcni 
last year allowed teachers to 
unionize for the first time.
Liquor store entered
Sidney RC.VIP report that 
three men broke into the 
Beacun ..-V’.citue iiqiH.u uorc .uKi 
Safeway store early 'ruesday 
morn ing.
l'v.)!i,.c .'“c'ijVau.icd In .111 iiitiu-
sion alarm tliat >oumlcd inside 
the liquor store at atv.nii .P20 
a. m.
R(7MP, witl'i the .l'^'■,islalw<,; t»f 
Centrttl Satinich police, ap­




''rin c.r.l'.'-v' - t Il-X r-
Mr. Jotui Wal:;,h, Socroti'iry 
li(,jiy<tl (..ummi'.,.*>((„i(i On Er,)uc;ilion 
trSbO ■ POO Huwt,' bt.,
Vancouvor, R C V67 PM4
SIDNEY BUSINES PEOPLE
Talk to a banker
who understands your business.
Art FBDB Roprononlatlvo v/iil bo in your nma on
January 21 St 
COMMERCIAL LOANS
• Arnoflizalion up to 20 ytyfufi
• Flxod and (loalinf|','itf!;i.
• rInythtrn "irvl C
rcjpaymoni tofrnB
• Mo opprrilfial or outhorization
’• Prompt fjt.ssosnfTiunla by 
oxporioncod porsonnni
kill ’*"*'‘*'* >, P
L ''i];m '! " ^
-Mil' ' '
Gary Schnick
Pi nine (Appuinlntuni Cali.ddl-OKil ... ,
r, ' , > ... ............. ....... .... _ nrw'InfVfir.nf t'lflirnr
Backing Indoponclont Biisinoss
liil f odrtr.il Bi(nin<!;i.s Uiinquo ff-ditr/ilo Downlopmont Hank do (l«volop(Htnum»
996 Fort Stroet (..'aiUKlu
possession of groceries and li­
quor, .Apparently, the trio gain­
ed cniry to the stores ihiough 
thereof,
.Arrested arc Peter Rontild 
llciu.v. 2.2, and young of­
fenders, all of Brentwood l.iay.
■All were scltetliiled to appear 
in Victoriti Pixwineial Gourt 




New limits have been set lot 
recreational abalone fisheimcn,
1 tic daily (itiotti lias lieen set at 
four with a |iossessitm limit of 
eight.
Ihc limit has decretiscd from 
24 to four, sail! Idslierie'; officei 
Stefan Ik'dimium in a fislieries 
iioiice. V:
I he new restrictions ai'iply to 
all waters of Mato Stitiii south 
of a line from c'luieis Point 
ihroiigh Arachne Reef to the lii- 
tcrnationnl Ri'iiiulaiy and in- 
duties .Sjiaiiich Iiilel south id a 
line drawn froiii Moses Point (o 
llaicli Point. Ilian de E'nea 
Slrtui is jil.so in the icsliicted 
zone. .
Most South Island waters arc 
dosed to eommerd;il aloilmm 
rishcinien. “ I hisadioii is laken 
to conserve dnisiienlly reilneed 
slocks in Area 19 and poitions 
of .,,id kniitiiii III a
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No buying cigs fill 19, 
local politicians say
Local politicians will ask 
the federal government to 
make it illegal to sell tobac­
co to those under 19.
“We do not allow discre­
tion on the use of alcohol 






David Stanley Tribe will ap­
pear in court this week on 
charges of manslaughter and 
criminal negligence causing 
death.
The 24-year-old Sidney resi­
dent is accused of killing Geof- 
fry Scott Fenwick by operating 
a motor vehicle last Oct. 31. 
Tribe faces seven related 
charges with the Halloween in­
cident.
Shortly after 2 a.m., a con­
frontation between youths oc­
curred in the 9300-block 
Cresswell Road in North 
Saanich, Sidney RCMP 
reported at the time. Fenwick 
and 20-year-otd Roger Johal 
were subsequently struck by a 
motor vehicle, police .said.
The 21-year-old Fenwick died 
at approximately 3 a.m. Nov. 1 
after he was placed in intensive 
care at Victoria General 
Hospital. Johal was released 
from Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital after treatment for a 
superficial injury.
Sidney RCMP seized a 1977 
Honda station wagon and ar­
rested Tribe soon after the inci­
dent.
He faces charges of 
manslaughter by operating a 
motor vehicle and criminal 
negligence causing the death of 
Fenwick, criminal negligence 
causing bodily harm and ag­
gravated assault on Johal, 
dangerous driving and two 
counts of hit and run. r
Tribe is due to enter a plea 
and elect the type of trial he 
wants Thursday.
don’t we extend that to the 
use of tobacco?’’ Sidney 
Mayor Norma Sealey asked 
at the meeting of the 
Capital regional district’s 
community health commit­
tee.
The federal government 
set the legal age for the pur­
chase of tobacco products 
at 16 in a law passed in 
1908.
“Maybe we should draw 
attention to the federal 
health minister that a law 
passed in 1908 needs to be 
reviewed today,’’ said 
Sealey.
The committee agreed to 
send a letter to Jake Epp, 
federal health and welfare 
minister, asking for a 
change in the age limit.
Meanwhile, it has 
authorized a campaign to 
stamp out sales of cigarettes 
to those under 16. Almost 
1,500 window stickers will 
be sent to merchants 
throughout the region. 
They state the store will not 
sell cigarettes to minors.
Boik on 
policy
New pumps for Sfelly's station
Saanich school trustees have 
held off implementing a new' 
policy restricting notices w'hich 
can be sent home from schools 
until it hears more from parents 
groups.
The confederation of parents’ 
associations of Saanich “felt 
that the nature of the policy was 
too restrictive and that its ap­
plication at the school level 
could be open to too personal 
an interpretation,’’ said Susan 
Myerscough, COPAS cor­
responding secretary, in a letter 
to the school board.
The policy says trustees must 
originate or approve all notices 
sent home with students. It was 
proposed by the board’s policy 
review' committee after several 
schools asked w'hat to do about 
commercial and political 
notices.
The purchase of new pumps 
and motors to give the Stelly’s 
station a needed boost was ap­
proved Thursday by the w'atcr 
commission.
Members favored the low' 
tender of $36,779.54 from 
Chamco Industries Ltd., for 
two new pumps and motors.
The next closest bidder was
Wilron Equipment Ltd. for 
Aurora pumps worth $49,771.
The need arises because water 
must be boosted along existing 
trunk mains to the .McTavish 
reservoirs, so demand in the 
north end of the Peninsula can 
be met under maximum day 
conditions, chief engineer Mike 
Williams’ report says.
Design work for im­
provements was approved at the 
end of May by the commission.
The equipment will be 
capable of pumping 10,500 
gallons of water a minute.
Peerless pumps “do have a 
good reputation,’’ Williams 




NO. 1 3475 QUADRA ST., VIC.
I 1 U0N.m 8 A.^.-10 P.i.
I ' SUNDAY 9 A.U.-7 P.M.
NO. 1 zm niiJCuiA RD., VIC.
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NO. 1 9819, 5TH ST., SIDNEY
III 1 SUN.-WED. 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
Ill 1 THURS., FRI. 9 A.i.-9 P.M.
NO. 1 7816 E. SAANICH HD.
WIT I MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M.
If j SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7P.M.
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FRESH, SHOULDER CUT, COUNTRY STYLE
EVERSWEET
mcmnms
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1980 FORD F-250 3/4 ton Pick-Up,
6 cyl.(300) 4 speed. Nice condition.
............................... .. . Asking ®41995
1979 CHEVY SILVERADO 1 /? ton 
Pick-Up, small V-0 auto with air 
conditioning and more power op­
tions...........................Asking *4995 I
1903 GMC 2501) SERIES 3/4 ton 
Pick-Up, small V-8 auto with over­
drive. Only 46,000 miles,
................. ..... Asking *7995
1981 VOLKS\WAGEN RABBIT 
DELUXE 4 door, 5 speed Hat­
chback, ExcollonI fuel economy.
.................................... Asking *4995
1984 ARIES (DODGE) K CAR, 4 
door fUJio. Nice clean condition 
Only 34,000 miles, Asking *5995 
1983 PONTIAC SUNBIRD, 4 door,
4 cyl. auto with P.R Nlcrt clean 



























SOUR CREAiyi 250 mLtub....
it I^EW STORE mm% it
TILLICUM mm -
MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-9 P.M. 
SATURDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
SUNDAY 10 A.M.-7 P.M.
KRAFT REG.
CRiASR CHEESE 250 g pkg. . m
7^ NEW STOHS HOURS 
FOR SAANICHTON STORE 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
6EiI 0 litre box
OCEAM’S LITE
FLAKED 
TOiA 1B4 0 tin
HUfJT’S PLAIW
TOiAIO 




WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES 




For Iho Ponittfuila 
Ratos Irom *6.95 A Day 
656-0353
2360 Boacon Avo. Ucainr 7C14
B
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SUNFLOWER OIL t Hire bottle
BALKAN ASS't
JASUS a/b mL jar
14













it FUBSH fflOM IN-STOfti BAmV ir ,.
QUADRA AND SAANICHTON STORES ONLY
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THfllFTY FOODS
PRICES EFFECTIVE JAN. 13 - JAN. 19th
boo^
INSTANT PATCH 








« won't shrink, sag 
or run
* seals holes up to
’/4-inch
e lasts for years
» just brush-on or 
apply directly
® available in 300mL 
cartridges, 1 L, 4 L 
& 20 Litres
SLEGG LUMBER
A COMPLETE HARDWARE AND BUILDING SUPPLY CENTRE W>tWB(n O* Tiu B* MftATS
THRIFTY FOODS IN THE MARINER MALL
2030 MALAVIEW AVENUE 
SIDNEY — 656-1125
ON THE HIGHWAY NEAR SANDOWN RACE TRACK
MON-SAT. 7:30-5:30 * SUN. 9:30-4:30
iiflili
’s as easy as 1-2-3
Get a Big Bonus Bingo card from any participating merchant. No purchase 
necessary. Limit one card per merchant per day.
Read The Review every Wednesday and check the Big Bonus Bingo numbers 
against your cards. Remember the colour of the card changes each week with 
the start of a new game.
If you have a winning card bring it to The Review before noon the Monday 
following publication of the bingo numbers. YOU QUALIFY FOR THE BONUS IF 
YOU ARE A SUBSCRIBER.
V;L.:
PLUS A BONUS
mercliandllse gift certificates 
if you are a Review subscriber
SUBSCRIBER BONUS To start your subscription call 656-1151 today and you’ll be eligible for the subscriber 
bonus next week. Subscription rates $1.50 per month or $12 for 15 months.
itHsaancai!
A HUGE NEW SELECTION OF LA-Z-BOY RECLINER 
ROCKERS . , . AT A VERY SPECIAL PRICE!
La-Z-Boy rocllnor rockons combine luxury versatility and 
comfort in one groat occasionarcttair, Sit- rock • 
atrotch out»tho porloct chair (or reading, watching TV 





Tho traditional La-Z-Etoy man's chair fits 




Traditional elegance for your 








Monday • Salufdny 9 - 5:30
Mr.-to 10
$ i
1 CONTAC»C PHARMASAVE 1VITAMIN C1 759
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AND DISCOVER THE 




PRICES EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13 to 19lh




2046 Keating X Rd. 652-1121
GROUND BEEF SEEDLESS GRAPES
1 7% ^ Q Q $^19
^B^Okg & lb. 4»83kg tes lb.
Wl.J.B. BECEL SOFT
1 GROUND COFFEE MARGARINE
1 Sf»88
Extra Fine ^ ^ V U $138
369g 1 lb. Tub I
Pick up your FREE Bingo card at 
the merchants on these two 
pages. No purchase necessary!
THIS WEEK’S NUMBERS ON THE LIME CARD
Al ' '■r
B- 8 G-46 1-26 G-49 B- 5 0-63 B-14 0-64
N-41 N-34 !-23 N-45 0-66 B-15 N-39 G-59
1-27 G-58 1-21 G-47 B- 1 G-60 0-62 N-40
B-13 1-18 N-43 0-75 1-24 N-36 N-37 N-42
G-55 B-10 B- 4 G-52 1-16 0-74 0-68 0-61
G-57 N-38 0-73 1-20 G-53 G-50 N-31 G-43
0-67 N-33 1-17 N-44 1-28 B- 9
You’re invited to watch numbers being drawn at Saanich 
Peninsula Community Bingo Half, 3rd Street, Sidney 
every Monday at 11:00 a.m.
1. Big Bpnu^ Bingo cards may be obtained from any 
participating merchant listed on these two-pages No 
purchase is necessary and ycu can play as many cards 
as you wish each week, however, only one Big Bonus 
Bingo card may be requested per day from each mer­
chant.
2. Big Bonus Bingo card colours change each week, so 
be sure to check The Review to make sure you have the
correct colour. Each week is a new game
What happens if there’s no winner?
The Jackpot for the following week will remain at $250.00 in gift certificates, however, the 
subscriber bonus will increase. Note that the prize for each week's game will be clearly staled.
Should I do anything if I don’t win?
YES, Put your name, address and phone number on the back ot the Big Bonus Bingo card and 
mail it lo The Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5 or
drop il at The Review office, 9781 - 2nd Street. Sidney. You could be one of the players drawn to 
play off for any unclaimed prizes at the end of the ten weeks. THE TOTAL $10,000.00 IN PRIZES 
Will BE AWARDED, Watch The Review for further details of a special Bingo to be held at the end 
of Ihe program.
3. Big Bonus Bingo numbers will be published each 
week in The Review on these pages identifying the cur­
rent colour Big Bonus Bingo card they are valid tor The 
numbers will appear from left to right in the order they 
were drawn.
4. Check your personal Big Bonus Bingo cards against 
the numbers published in The Review and you could be 
a Big Bonus Bingo winner.
5. To win a Bingo, you must have a full card. (All 
numbers on your card must have been called.) In the 
event of two or mtore winners declaring a Bingo, the win­
ner will be the one who has Ihe earliest number drawn
on their card. If there is more than one winning card, 
winners will divide the $250.00 in gift certificates equal-'’ 
ly. Subscribers of The Review qualify for the bonus 
$750.00 in gift certificates. Should more than one winn­
ing card be held by a subscriber, the prize will be shared 
"equally. ^ ,
6. To qualify for the subscriber bonus, you must be 
listed as a paid subscriber, either monthly or yearly, as 
of the. date that the numbers are published in The 
Review.
7. All winning Big Bonus Bingo cards must be turned in 
at The Review, 9781 - 2nd St., Sidney, by noon Monday 
in order to claim their share of the prize. This is the Mon­
day following publication ol Ihe bingo numbers.
8. In tho event ot question of the Big Bonus Bingo card 
authenticity Iho ruling of the judges will be llnal,
9. Employees ol Island Publishers, their Immediate 
families, participating Big Bonus Bingo merchants and 
their employees and immediate families are not eligible.
10. Merchandise gift certificates are redeemable In 








Game Six will be played on the Orange 
cards, available Saturday, January 16th
’"v:
CANADA GR, 'A'
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Rng. A Light 
frOOg
$3281







































































































































Pets & Livestock 
• Plumbing & Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
Real Estate for Sale 
Real Estate Wanted 
Recreation Vehicles 
Refrigeration &
: Air Conditioning 
Secretarial Services 
Signs'-









BABYSITTING - week nights and 
weekend evenings. 656-1581. 51/02
LOVING DAYCARE in my home. Large 
fenced yard. Ployroom. Full or part 
time. Mrs. Rourke, 655-1357. 02/04
to your child in my 
Any oge. 655-4201.
02/03
IF WITH GARDENING you’ve had your 
fill — Call Bill. 656-2774 mornings, 
Mon.-Fri. Weeding, garden clean-ups 





WILL GIVE TLC 
Sidney home.
WANTED: MATURE BABYSITTER for two 








DEAN PARK I - 97 PAPERS 




GORE PARK I - 97 PAPERS 
(Benvenuto, Wallace, Amwell, 
Greig, etc.)
ALL ROUTES ONCE A WEEK 






PAINTER — EXPERIENCED. Great work 
— reosonable rotes. 655-7029. 02/0f
HOME REPAIRS, large or small. Quality 
workmanship. Lots of local references. 
Best price around. Brian Nosh, 652- 
0^^ 02/05
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rotes. 
Call 656-5382 after 6 p.m. 33/TF
NEED YOUR WINDOVVS WASHED? For 
a quolity job coll Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses S17.00. Outside or inside 
windows. 33/TF
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates.
652-4688.   33/^TF
HAUL IN G, CLEAN - U P S ^p _ 
basements, eovestroughs, etc. Hedges 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out. Painting or any job you don't find 
time to do. 652-0722. 32/TF
SUN MOUNTAIN CARPENTRY, Interiors 
and exteriors, roofing (hot tar and 
shingles). renovations. Skylights, 
solariums and sundecks. Complete 
home maintenonce. Free estimates 
and guaranteed workmanship. Call 
Dwight, 655-3656, 24 hrs. 46/tf
BACKHOE 
' Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 
• Septic Fields • Waterliries 
• Driveways 
LEWIS SEVIGNY 
2320 Amherst Ave. 
656-3583
DUTCHWAY. The complete home and 
office cleaning service. Insured, licens- 












Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.
• BACKHOE SERVICE 
® TRACTOR SERVICE 
656-1671
’Birtnria 2Jalural S>tan2
High Quality Masonry Work 
fireplaces, facings exposed aggregate 
brick patios repointing








HOUSECLEANING getting you down? 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Coll Dirtawoy. 652-0644. 42/TF
TRACTOR WORK. Post hole digger. 
Hydraulic post pounder, fences install­
ed. Plowing. Rototilling. Call Ed for 
quote. 652-2333; 658-5749. 45/04
DEEP COVE 
RESTORATIONS
Specializing in waterproofing 
basements & buildings 
SUNDECK COATINGS 
656-0242
WILL DO house and office cleaning in 
Sidney, Saanich Peninsula and areas. 
Have excellent references and ex- 
perience. 655-7196. 52/03
WALITY~~SB^STRESS.^^~sonable 
prices. Custom and pattern work, 
alterations. Personol contact only. 10 








6943 W. Saanich Rd. 







COMPLETE PRUNING, spraying of fruit 
trees, roses, clean-ups, hauling. 
O.A.P. discount. Phone Mike, 656- 
8730. 01/04
Windows/gutters clean- 





MR. C's TRUCKING. Hauling gravel, 
























* We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm
FERNANDO 
MASONRY LTD. 
Specializing in all types 
masonry work including sea 
waiis.
656-4513
ROCK WALLS, LANDSCAPING. Special 
Prices. Joe, 652-3686. 02/04
^USIC




All ages and levels, piano, organ & 







YOUNG MAN will do gardening, han­
dyman work, and other odd jobs. 656- 
1087, phone 6-9 p.m. 02/05
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 478-0701 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. ' 33/tf
WILL DO RENOVATIONS,L small 
carpentry jobs, drywall, painting, 
repair dr replace fences. References 
avail. 652-6063. 02/03
RO-IN CONSTRUCTION. New construc­
tion, renovations, repairs, and addi­
tions. No job too small. Free 
estimates. 656-8911. 46/tf
OUT OF WORK dad specializes in wir/ 
ing and renovations, 652-5032. 02/03
HOLCAN CONSTRUCTION — Custom 
Homes and 1 interiors. Complete 
building service. Renovations and 
repairs. Painting and spraying. 655-
^7065.-/'■//■:■■■ v> ■■-01/04
MATURE PART-TIME SITTER required in 
my home for two school age children. 
Occasional days and evenings. 
Saanichton. 652-1264. 01/02
CHAINSAW WORK, small hauling jobs, 
brush cutting and odd jobs. For a 





THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Mcnday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m 
p.m.
VOLUNTEER HELP WANTED to organize 
and administer new aviation library, 
and also aviator's shop. Apply 
Manager, Victoria Flying Club. 656- 





C.K. DRAPERY. We make it fast and 
right, free estimates, custom made 
drapery alterations, phone 655-1487 




□anger Tree Removal 
Topping for Safety 
Pruning Trees/Shrubs/Hedges 
Clean Up & Hauling 
Landscape Renovations 
Brush Cutting & Lot Clearing.
MALCOLM RICHARDS
656-9312 45/TFN
PIANO LESSONS. Register now for spr­
ing. Highly skilled experienced 
teacher has a few openings. Classical 
and/or popular. All methods including 










NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole copyright 
In any advertisement produced 
by Island Publishers Ltd. is 
vested in and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in that 
part and that part only of any 
such advertisement consisting ol 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is or 
are, supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd, operating 
as the Review by the advertiser 
and incorporated in said adver 
tisomont shrill rornain in and 
belong to the advertiser.
WARNING 
No material coveted under the 
copyright outlined above may be 
used without the written permis





Cloaslfied Rato: 1st Insertion 
15c a word, minimum charge 
$2.50, *?nd and Kiibsequent in 
serllons — lOc a word per inset 
tion, minimum charge $1 85 
Charge orders by phono - add 
$1 50 per ad, Box number 
$2,00 per ad,
RAVfi TIME AND MONEY , I'Ihwio in ynui «i) iirni 
uiw youf VISA or MABTEITCAITD
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION, 
port time bar manager. Experienced, 
boridable, self-starter,, Salary 
negotioble. Applications to President, 
Box 2152, Sidney, V8L 3S6. Closing 
dajte 25 Jan^88,
RELIaEe” required
for part-time work on Peninsula. 
Mothers -- earn money while children 
at school. Extra Hands, 656-4425.
02,05
ARE YOU RETIRED with some spare 
time and looking for an interesting 
woy to increase your Income. Call 
Elaine Francis, 652-6163. 02/05
SHORT ORDER goneial cook tx 
perlence proforrod. Will bo rcisp. for 
some menu planning, food prepara­
tion ond other related duties. Country 
Kitchen Kestaurorrt, Brentwood, 02 03 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63, SAANICH, 
Applications are invited from suitobly 
quollflod persons for "Relief" Srliool 
Bus Drivers lor School District No. 63 
(Saanich).
Minimum quolKlcatlons required are 
doss II Ikunce, Including oir ticket. 
The oppllcont must hove previous 
School Bus Driving expce lencu.
Rote ol poy January I 1908 is $11,611 
per hour,
Applicaliens forms nro avoiloblo from 
School Boord OHice at 2125 Kociilng X 
RnnrI. Saanichton, B C, The tlosinq 
dole (or applications is Monday. 
Jonemy in. I9BB 07,02
PART TIME RECEf'TIONIST/TYPIST 
required for Sidney profoii.ional a\- 
fire, 101-‘maV Seventh Strixjt. 02-03 
PART TIME JOB, includes clooninq, 
wading fables, some food prepara- 
lion. Prefer quick mature person with 
family cooking and baking oxperionce. 
No night work, Apply Caitoe Cove Col 
loo Shop, 2300 Canoe Cove Road, 
Sidney. 02 04
RETIRED OR SEMI RETIRED person', re 
qulrrid for eoily morning newspaper 
dcillvery, 'imoll vrihlclrr necessary, No 
collecting Port time lending to lull 





(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 
#5-10025 Galaran Rd. 655-3535
Wti DRYWALL
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. Pain- 











10% O.A.P. DISCOUNT 
New Construction, Color Changes
FREE ESTIMATE — RESIDENTIAL 
& COMMERCIAL Hank — 652-1724
44/51








TUTORING all ocndomic ■lubjocts,. 
Sonior, Middio and I'lnmnirlary IrjvoK, 
Varying rntori, Some rnmedlol pro­
grams, 6S207'i9. 37 Tl
HOUSECIEANING, FAST, afllcimVi. 
Iriondly loonv. drrdicciind la tho busy 
home, Dirlowoy 652-0644, C.on'|. 
pllmurdary llowrtiT. 42/tf
RFFLFXOLOGV - rrmsonahh' ratas 656- 
6792, , .46 01 /flit
CABINET MAKER, antlguw laslorntiom. 
ond line period lurnilurtf rnpioHuc- 
tlons, Don Ganlilo, 6S2’1750. 51 02
WITH MARY KAY Cn..rm.tlc‘i' skin enrn 
isn’t jufd aomrtthlirg you buy, It’s 
somolhitig you loam. For 0|Vpoinlrneid 
call, Hiial’har, 652 5036. 02 05
WANT TO TaK'E a cnmlmc vnrntion 
ProloMlonol Indy will linu'ie-ftlt, wolk 












“Buy direct from a grower”
• FRUIT TREES
(1 yr. whip) ®7®Sii. 5 or more 
•House Plants "Primulas 
•Perennials "Forget-Me-Nots 
•Heather ‘Eng. Daisies 
APPLES
304 Walton PI. G50-5888
PROFESSIONAL LADY PAINTER, serv­
ing Sidney and districts. No job loo big 








9813 Third St.. Sidney
656-2945
• PflOPrPTY ni'STORATlOW ♦QAROrW MAINTTNANCF!







A/eiv Const rue tion and Repairs 




SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING All typos, 
of fesldtsnliol roofing. Free ostirnolrjs. 





PERSONAL INCOME TAX $15. Book 
keeping poyroll, T,4’ii, A, ft, A P. SrTioll 
buiiloosii mturinN my sparkilty 2409 
Bevan, Sitlnay, 65r;i 0343, 01 • 13
rotor.. 
;‘i;v tl













DIVER FOR HIRE. R»,rn6ariabl«* 
f'hrxno 471!.56’27 onyllmn.
CMAU...CFW.rMT' JOn'i ...mining
wolli, Lorgtt or irnoll cleanup, mmove 
IriNis, last S rwcisoirable, 478 2(l6(li
B(LL.$ MASONRY brickwork, blorks,
j.lnlr'', rfli'"'. ''hiinimy' nn.'t
Alio repair work. I'lonleri, and small 
toMfriifo job*. Wofw, exprHienced, 
cenilled serylcfj. 47fl OlfJ6 d:i Uf) 
RfillABLfi HANf^YMAN will do homo 
ond yard <t*«an-upt. nii|>uii|iy ri»nf.>ng 
ond mriibilo hnroa rnol erjatings. Own 
frutk oru.i equiptnerd. Coll Cord, •f/O- 
9632. 47 0'2
MANDYMaN FOR hire, Will do yttrd 
work, witrdow wanhing pninting, 





2,5 years oxporlonce 
Residential, Indurdrlnl 
Comrnorclal
nowinnci, Llecirlf Hofiting rtf'psifs 
Appii.irirfi Cnrincf.'t'nfifl
'Wo Job Too Small"
656-5604
MORRIS THE CAT lANDSCAPE
MAINTENANCE, Lowtr core. Cornplnio 
Srirvirre. Certilied Posiir.ldr; applicator. 
Free estirnaln'. 652 46011' 39 tl
Greened TOPSOIL $m!oo por yard 
rJellverod. 7/lriimurn load six yords
6M-3159.;......... 12,^TF
PRUNING, sproylfig, r.lnan ups, fioul^ 
(ng, riow lav/nr., Troo work, grass cut. 
Contfocts. O A P, discciiird. 656-0730,
01 04
EARLY BIRD LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE. Ouolity rosidontiul- 
/tommorcial sarvicn. Prolnssifinnl Ituil 
Ifoe pruning, 652-4fl79, 01,04
BERTUS LANDSCAPING. Mainttmancr. 
contfocts, now of ronovaitom, srntd or 
sod. clmin upsi.'prunlng, Inril atnain , 
iprinkler system, patios walks 
shnds, f.S'i 70i',5 01'04
15 SECRETARIALSERVICES
REIIABI.E TYPING SERVICE, Exporionc 
ed help lor nil kinds t)l typing, Call 
Hnlitn 656 4915, 33, Il
TYPING SERVICES, Typing, fypesolflng 
R word processing, Rosumos, loHtns, 
lo manuscripts S honkii, Rc.'osonitblo 
rales, Big or smoll, we do thorn oil 
656-64('i6. 01 /IF
TYPING SERVICES for individuals or 
business. Fast, fKCUratn, oHordablo. 
Pal, 653-0476, 39/03
DEPENDABLE TYPING SERVICSriO yrs, 
rjKprtiietice, letter*, tciritracts, rojtoris, 
rosumus, guaranteed 24 hnur turn 
ofourrd lime. Pitk up r>nd dell,,oty lor 




Ropnira to moat major 
Appllnncea & Refrigerators 
656-4412 662-2036
JJ.H. ELECT
HkSiUbN I lAL NLW WIHtNO 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATINQ 
ALSO COMMCnCIAL 4 INDUSiniAL 
CAi I JOHN-855-7100






fin m t i
Snkm. (mils 
iL Sinvicn
• tliiiiuviufui • I'lwtiwBt • (ijirt 
' tihlnitnlwn • .Inrnhssin- PmiiiHr 
i/f'i.M Ml.>t4. t l> t:iA1 ,
Htt J4 Mcrtoniilfl Psiih thuia
HERUAIII K DISTRIBUTOR ■ llciin* Tron- 
ell lor prorjucli or l>u*lti«ii» oppnrtunl-
tv roll 6S2.616*1 ft» I TVIiSTEREO
y
s
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L
A BOOK STORE & MORE
presents
Word Search
(1 MISCELLANEOUS % BUILDING i EC BUSINESS <1 7 COMING EVENTSy FOR SALE M MATERIALS 33 OPPORTUNITIES 1 &ANNOUNCEMENTS
WIN 51000w i i ^ ^ gjf{ certificate
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus S20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
S30.00 in gift certificates.
EATON'S VIKING dehumidifier, like 
new. 655-1796. 01/04
PANDORA'S CLOSET SALE storts Thurs. 
Jan. 14th. All v^inter gormenis reduc­
ed. Excellent volues. Borgain rock-up 
to SIO.OO. 9783- Third St. 656- 
6421. 02/02
BOND KNITTING AAACHINE used once. 
‘175°® firm. 656-7803 after six. 02, 02
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on ihe ngni. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme r take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to find the seven tetter theme 
word^
SIX-PIECE BROWN SECTIONAL chester­
field, very good condition, S550.00:
equalizer trailer hitch, S50.00:
bathroom space sever shelves. SI5.00: 
200 amp service electric heater
S250.00: portable piono with amplifier, 











-4-6609 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R.=3 VICTORIA B.C. V8X 3X1
EARN $10-S20/HR. in your own 
janitorio! route. Full or port-time from
S1600 down O.A.C. Coll President ot 
385-2555. 02 05
PERSONALS
IBM ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. Long cor- 
riaqe. S75.00. 656-7896 . 02/ 02






□ □□□□□ □□□□□ 
□□□□□□□
ELECTRIC 'SCOOTA' for disobled per­
son. $1200.00 O.B.O. Phone 656-9119 
ofter 5:00 p.m. 02 02
hFdF'aTBED COUCH, $65.00: choir, 
$20.00. 656-0527 . 02 05
BOSCH HEAVY DUTY kitchen machine, 
new condition, $200.00; Black £ 
Decker drill powered band sav/ with 
drill and spore blades. $70.00; ' Victor'' 
oxygen, acetylene welding and cutting 
set, $225.00. 656-1847. 02 02
UO ROSSIGNOL SKIS with 5444 
Salomon binding. $15.00. Assorted 
ladies clothing, size 10-12. 
Reasonable. 652-1403. 02 05
GLASS-LINED 40 GAL. pressure tank 
Jacuzzi V3 h.p. shallow- well pu.mp and 
switch assembly. $150 obo. Windows: 
one 2 6 x5 0 white aluminum, S20 
one 2'x3 thermal, $25; one 24 x36 
brown alum.tnum sliding bathroom 
thermal, $35, Reosonable offers ac­




WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232, 'A'e offer informa­
tion. support ond referrals. 24 hours o 
day. 7 days o week, 33 tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all oges ■ serving the 
Peninsula. Comm.unity Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St. Sidney, 656 
0134. 33 tf
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS Silver 
Threads Lounge ICOSO Resthaven Dr 
Sid.ney. Mon. s ■ S p.m. For further in­
fo. 656-954‘^''or 474-4353, 45 tf
SPECIAL,; SPECIAL ... your individual
complete horoscope. Planets oscen- 
dant, houses plus your 12 month 
forecast, 16 computerized pages. In- 
steod of $25 - now $15. Send birthdote, 
time place and cheque or moneyorder 
TO; ASTROCHART. Box 7452 Depot D. 
Victoria B.C, V9B 5B8. 01 08
HAM BEGINNER code course cassette 
tape, with teletype key ond 5 study 
books. $12.00, 655-1802. eve. 02 02
PROPANE
Drop your entry off at Tanner’s. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a SIO.OO Tanner's Gift Cer­
tificate. It the v/inner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus S20.00 




COOK STOVE, queen 
bedroom suite with boxspring and 
mattress, two refrigerators, stove fan 
hood, wicker choir and chesterfield. 
656-4401. 02 02
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Malcolm 
Richords. 656-9312. 50 TF
MIXED''fIR£WOOD for sale, U-plck in 
rounds, $50 a pick-up load. Split ond 
delivered. $90 cord Phone Audrey - 
evenings 727-7770. 01 02
FRESH'cut fir. sToO cord , split and 




NEARLY NEW SOFA & CHAIR, coffee 
toble, remote 26" stereo T.V. table 
lomps and shades, birdcage, fireplace 





□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.
Please drop your entry off at:
ELECTROLUX VACUUM with 
powerhead $195°°. Sunbeam 
lightweight upright vacuum $30. 
Hoover floor polisher $50. Honda 12' 
snow tires on rims $75. Hondo clutch 
plate, Wurlitzer piano and bench 
$2000.656-8859. 02.03
A BOOK STORE & MOKE
Dec. 30 winner of a $30 gift 
certificate was Stephen 
Hives of Sidney.
ANSWERS: TWINS, SISTER, 
RIVALRY, RELATIVE, BROTHER, 
FAMILY ARGUE.
SOLUTION: SIBBLING
GOLD FRIDGE AND STOVE $450./pair 
656-5998. 02/02
-pi
THE REGULAR MEETING of the Penin- 
suio Auxiliory of the Diabetes Associa­
tion will be held on Wednesday, Jan. 
13 - 7 p.m. ol Ihe Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. .
PRESCHOOL STORYTIME PROGRAMS 
at Vancouver Island Regionol Librory: 
Pre-register 3-5 year olds now at your 
local branch for six half-hour sessions. 
Schedule: Central Soanich Brentwood, 
Wednesdays at 1:30 p.m.. Jon. 27 - 
Mar. 2: Sidney North Soonlch. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays ot 10:30 a.m., 
Jan. 26 - Mor. 3. 02/02
NO RLIN NO JUMP Fitness Class ,Mon.,
7 p.m.. Mt. Newton School: Wed., 7 
p.m., Brentwood School. Also Wed. 
10:00 a.m. wilh bobysilling. 10030 
Third St,, Sidney: and Mon., 10 a.m. at 
Silver Threods First class is free, then 
$2.00 drop in or $1,06 with tickets. 652- 
0509, 02 03
PANDORAS CLOSET SALE. Storts 
Thurs. Jan. IJth. All winter garments 
reduced. Excellent values. Bargain 
rock up lo SIO.OO 97S3-Third St. 656- 
6421. 02 02
ELITE DANCE AND GYMNASTIC CLUB 
with enrollment of 200 storts new ses­
sion Jan. 11th- Offers popular com­
bination donee dosses for 3-12 year 
olds. Teen and adult top jazz classes 
for beginners advonced. Also gym- 
nostics at Sidney and Keating Schools 
for 4 yeor olds odvonced. Cal! Pam. 
652-0689. 01
ANTIQUES AND COLLECTABLES. Flea 
Market, Cobble Hill Hall. Cobble Hill, 
B.C. Sat., Feb. 20th. 1988. Table info. 








EDNA GRIFFITHS AND FAMILY wish to 
thank friends for their cords, flowers 
ond gifts on the occasion of her 100th 
birthday. Special thanks go to the 
Golden Sheaf Bakery who donoted a 
beoutifully decoroted coke for the par­




AMERICAN COCKER SPANIEL puppies, 
registered. excellent temperment, 
652-2645. 02/05
WANTED: antique and collectible 
dealer buys: porcelain figurines, 
silver, crystal, furniture, giasswore, 
china, dolls, toys, jewellry, Indian ar­
tifacts, paintings or what have you? 







WILL PAY $1,100 S UP for Ealon's V2 
century rectangular wristwatch. Also 
buyinq other old watches. 598-4168.
:■ 50/03
LOST: AAALE GOLDEN retriever, last 
seen Nov. 12, wearing red nylon col- 
ior. He has an identification tattoo on 
his left, inner thigh. Large reward! 
Pieose phone 656'T 561. 50/ 02
SAT, JAN. 16th 
ROBBIE BURNS 
NIGHT




9842 3rd street 
SIDNEY
of
LOST: men's bifocol glasses in leather 
case, in Beacon Plaza. (Approx. 2-3 
wks. ago.) 655-1702. 52 03
e « 9 e e
® CLAIR DOWNEY 
® Service
• LICENSED MECHANICS « •
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU
•TUNE UPS •BRAKES* LUBRICATION ®) 
•TIRES* BATTERIES 
• SECURITY MUFFLER 




9129 Canora, Sidney 
CYRIL PR'MEAU — OWNER
YOU CAN'T LOSE. Lets get together to 
sell your R.V. unit. If we can't sell it 
we'll buy if. Free appraisal and pickup 
anywhere. Lantzvilie Recreation Cen­
tre Ltd. Toll Free 1-800-663-4234. 49/08
WANTED — IF YOU HAVE a tea wagon 
or a.n exercise bike that you are no 
longer using, our Seniors could use 
them. Please phone 655-3475. 02/05
FOUND: GRAY. SHORT-HAIRED mole 
cat, white bib, belly and paws. Third 
St.. Sidney. 655-3864. , 02. 04
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stomps. Proceeds to Cancer 




e ©' e ®©.^ e, e - e e , a e e ©;
MARK-20 DAVIS SEXTANT $140.00; 
Seafarer Seofix 2000, $350.00; mini 





22 FT. TANZER SAILBOAT, moving 








SALE 8520 Moxon Terrace. 
17th. 10-2 pm. No early 
02/02
il1 V5- BUILDINGMATERIALS
FOUND: A PIECE OF JEWELLERY in 
Centennial Park. Gall 652-4338. 02/03
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNSTfES
•4 Licensed Mechanics 
•Complete Overhauls 
Liletimo Warrantys 
BRAKES. MUFFLERS & 
SHOCKS




2576 Bevan Ave., Sidney
12 FOOT BOAT, TRAILER, 20 H.P. Volvo 
motor, gos tank and spare wheel for 
trailer. Info, coll: 656-9620. 02,/05
121 MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
HARDWOODS 
PLYWOOD 




GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in- 
novotive Blonket Ciassified Advertis­
ing program, we can place your 
classified ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which ore delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and Ihe Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Deportment at 656- 
1151 for details. We can even arrange 
to have your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
ocross Cenoda. Your message will 
rcoch more thon 3,2 million homes.
II/If
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIAT­
ION THRIFT SHOP. New name - new 
look - some good service. Volunteer 
run. Funds generated stoy on the 
Peninsula to provide services fo local 
residents. The shop appreciates your 
dondtions of furniture, appliances, 
household items, clothing etc. Call 
656-3511 to arrange convenient pick up 
or deliver to 9751 3rd St.. Sidney. 
Thank you for your support! A pro­
gram supporting the Peninsula Com­
munity Association. 42/tf
SANSCHA HALL Flea Market starts 
Jan, 10. Tobies and info. 656-4523.
MARIE ROSKO AND FAAMLY wish to 
thonk the many friends who expressed 
their condolences in the loss of our 
mother. Agnes P. Johnson. The cards, 
beautiful flower arrangements and 
pionts were all greatly appreciated.
To the many kind persons who sent 
baked goods and Ihe ladies of the 
Sidney Pythian Sisters who graciously 
prepared and served the afternoon 
tea, our heartfelt thanks.
Special gratitude to Mary Jane and 
Michoei Phillips, who. through their 
ministry of support and direction to the 
bereaved relatives, allowed us to par­
ticipate in the prayer and funeral ser­
vices for our mother in o speciol per­
sonal way.
The family is grateful too, for the ex­
cellent care and concern shown by 
Father Jack Sproule of St. Elizabeth's 
Roman Catholic Church, Dr. P. Walsh 
and the Associated Physicians.
We have many treasured memories 
ond il comforts us to know that Mother 
led a full and hoppy life and we are the 
richer for having been part of it,
MARIE ROSKO AND FAMILY 02/02
OUR THANKS AND GRATEFUL ap­
preciation to our neighboursdOnd Jocbl 
volunteer fire dept; and; B.C. Hydro, 
for their quick response and concern 
on the evening of Jan. 4 at 10745 Deep 
Cove Rd, , 02/02
OBITUARIES
, 01/02
MUSIC IN MiNIATURE7w by Bach, 
Brahms, Strauss, Loullet, Leonard 
Bernstein, Weber, performed by local 
artists ot St. Elizabeth's Church, Sidney 
on Friday, Jan. 15 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets 
$4.00 each which includes choose & 
wine reception followinq tho concert.
02/02
HOLLAND — Jessie 'Audrey' died Nov. 
19. 1987 in her 104lh year in Van­
couver, Predeceosed by her husbond 
Morloy Holland and survived by her 
daughter and son-in-law Kathleen and 
Dewar Cooke, grandchildren Peter, 
Joney. Stephen and Irish, ond three 
great grondchildren. A memorial ser­
vico v/ill be held at Holy Trinity Church, 
Pal Boy on Sat., Jon, 16th ot 11 a.m.
DANSCOT
“The Engine Professionals" 
Welding and straightening 
of Aluminum Heads, etc.
G55-3737












• AUTO MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE








s- 10019 a A LAGAN
BfllTLSH EUROPEAN MOTORS, Parti 
and servko lor oil Imfmrts, 10124C 
McDonald Pork lUL 655-115I, Tf
74 FORD CLUB-CAB, V-S nulomotic, 
radio, dual lonks, iiownr steiMing, 
pnv/er brake*:,, T'lve good lirna, now 
bntloty, Used liul not ohused, Ilf si 
$500 tokos II away. 656"5932, ,51 02
74 MAVERICK, 6 tyl, Gomf condition, 
$650 or olleis. 656-i'2.17. 51.02
1970 V.W. RABBIT, 4 ryl., dlosel, 4 
spd., AM'TM rassoUe (xrelloni tnn 
dillan. $3295,(.K), 656-1'2.1;, 51 02
19B5 ' OLUSMOBILl 90 Rtjqr:n<.v 
Rrniifjbmn Immariilnle, lully equip- 
pod. 40,IXX) km. Exlentfed wnrrontv 
MPlII 19119 $17,0<X1 f»0 litm 656 454?
0'2 05
7'J AUSTIN MARINA, I.H Idi'i, >tun 
dnrd. iridlols, radio. 9 '0 In and noi. 
H8,(XK) miles. 6,‘i5 i r27. 02 04
’(Ml PONTIAC6(W0. 4 dr. oiitomalk. oi'. 
tfulso. stereo, l.'i.Ot.Kt miiiw, As nev,. 
656'63l)'2. W 07
VOLKSWAGEN SNOW TIRES plui lum
652'2'26:) ullr/f
1970 AUSTIN A.MI'RICAN. g/'/'d foiidl- 
lion, gionl gm milrmoo. new point, 




WANT TO INCREASE YOUR A5ARKET? 
For $129, per week wo can place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-rood community newspapers 
which are dolivorod each week to 
more thon one million homes 
throughout B.C, ond the Yukon. Simply 
coll our CInssilied Doporlment ot 656- 
1151 lor details, 11. If
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of thr> bath, ot oft the toilet? Let us 
insloll a grab rail. Froo esilmnto. 
Phono 656-6656, 15 If
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open yeor round, 
Rockhaven Ronch. Rosorvations, 478- 
3023: 15 If
NEWPORT EURNnup (1987) LTD, Wo 
buy ond sell quality estote luinituro. 
antiques, and collectibles 1161 
Newport Avo. {off Ook Bay Ave,) Free 
approi&alr. In your liome. 69B'U54
46. 04 Off
TRACTOR WORK. Post ho|t« dlggot 
Hydroullc poM pounder, fences insloll" 
ed, Plowing, Rcitotilling, Coll Erl lot 
guolp, 652-233,3; 650-5749. 45/04
GLASS FRONT 4 drower Idack walnul 
buffet; tvVo 3doot black spookers, $75 
pr,: obci. Phono 47f)<1056 evenings and 
weekends. 50 05
MAN'S 12-SPD,, like new, $100; older 5 
spd , $20. 656-2592. 51 02
inch Rocksvell (olnler, both good as 
new, .375 steel form wedges. Also 
Fianklm wood stove. Nine foot patio 
door, single glojed.656-7327. 51 0’7
CONSOLE STEREO. $75; 19.in
radio lecotcl ployisr, $5tJ; colrji 1,V,, 
125; Ingll-ti built-in dishwasher, $7.'); 
mi»c. ttorm windowi. oflmt*. 656-r23/.
St iV?
UNIQUE BUSINESS oppot tuiufy Iik cou- 
pifi who like to travel and woik 
wlutneivtit ond wherever desired, 
r,/.-.turn i-,e l,e*/>*lme,i* 65«! Wl
51 02
CUT HEATING COSTS. Cut down owl 
• Ide noises. Keep out the cold, Insldir 
storm windows initolUHf. Lxompie, 
4 *4 , SiW, I i«M estimoles. Clmk l.nlcu- 
prises. 6Wi'66IiA. Sl/OiJ
rOR^ SAlt:' '/Xl'iox' 5400"" 'two-sided 
copier, eauipped with sortor, Copies 
lelteibeods. lobels, transparsmcios. 
Peninsulo Commurtity Association, 
Sidney. Pirono 656 0134, $1,200 obo,
iiiirt,,,’te« Onerntinn Intilriirfleiit 5‘7/09





25 words for S129 will reach 
more than 690,000 homes 
through more than 70 community 
newspapers in B.C. and 
.‘the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE 
$1 Down lr‘iisos ,:i new car nr 
truck Sr’vnn Yr^at w.'irtanly 
Payment*, from $08/mo ■ 
$1:39/rno., O A,C Call loasr; 
rnanagot nt 1604 )4f,)b-89.31, 
DL5Sfl4
buy1.(/'!!;n ."ir'iy (tii>!ir?l
car or truck, new or utind 
IfOrn vnUirno (actory 






LeaLi1 il Cy11 i.: 11 oIfi,’rs any 
Cm/Truck ir'asrv wiitt irri- 
nif-iliatC' UfHivery OAC, flpo 
r.innIng I• o(ri Tr ui;k:> Mer­





Retail Slore Owner'; iiileiest- 
(‘0 in carryini;) our exclur-ive 
line ol homo boor / wine- ni,\k- 
iru) product.*;, iiloaso write to 
Wme-Afl Iric , 6691 v.C Elrn- 
Luirige Way, fTiclinionil 
BC.V7C4N1
B U.S IN ESS |» EHS O N A1.8 " '
Is there ary Important An- 
nivertiary coming :ri|:i m ynirr 
F.-uvniy or Comm tin I tv'"' 
Woitld you like lo Rocr.trd 
tlnti Onr::e in Tout Ldo 
lime Occasion witti Curitorn 
made Fiiinilv or i'.‘immunity 
Calond.arfj? (-or Free S;in*ple 
ana Inlormallon vvritr* to: 
-Pill', Five Vanldft'ik l.'imded, 
ICO- Bo> iflU, Aldt.'igrCive,
FOB SALE, MISC. GARDENING
Aie you ioiikmi) loi a i'uhv ot 
m/.'it lUiVv v.icuuin I'.ieanei? 
\Nr; vnll ship dnyw-herri in 
If,G. Irer* of ctiaij|o. Over 
ifOLi v.icl.lllm:, in stock 
Flectroluit, R.imlwv/, I-iltei 
Ouei'iii. lii-.'.l.ii. KiiLiy. born 
HOC), and ii(i will'i r|uar- 
iudr-o FiUi fiaty'i, V.’n'uum 
S'yi.lems W;u ehnutie (60,1) 
63t'76i'1
Greenhouse K Mydtopunic 
ei!ui|,'rm:ml, .supi:ilie!> Every- 
imnij you noetd, Bust gualiiy, 
super low pricos. Groon- 
lioiistt Halides $115,
Over .3,000 product!! in 
stock! Sent! $2 lot ink) pack 
H lone ma()n,'’ine lo We.'ilein 
Wafer Farmt). 1244 farympur 
Vanc.uitvor, B.C. VkiB
BEAL ESI ATE 
Truck sliof) -T-NObxLI con- 
rtele Hoot, pit, oMicu, 12x14 
door 10y60 Irailor wilh 
12x20 lini'ihod. addition, 
gtiod drilluil woH, Koplic, 
lencod yard. t-fa.’ollon. Pack- 
age $43,000 or srtll sepfir- 
atti, Sciirtt; tc.iolii and rjguip- 
ment availatJlo. (604)842. 
'.a/b.
3N9 1-(,()4-08;’-6(>3i:). SERVICES..... ..... /
ICBC own you rrtorKiy for
P u r c t) a I! 11 r* a s o / R o n 1 ■ 
Vulkt.wagen, Audi, Cam- 
por'i, Buaefi. Our Commit- 
meni Is ihn lowest pr ires In 
B C. lor V-'olkEwagervAudi, 
Call 1 ■800-66:69349, Capi. 
Ian 0 V 01 k f, w ,,a g e n. 1151 Mar, 





,Car>h In - (;ar.h Out Coke, 
Pep ft I, Libby’*,, f-tein? - 
world lan'Oijs driciks You 
will tydill ii'i yC/Uf 
iguo cold I'll',I'd luice vondori/ 
vvnii tiei/.'u.de f;,iir,i» tiutliiig 
Mini m u iTi I n v e s I m e n I 
111,980 tii'CurC'd I'-iR we 
nupfiiv treifjid eamnment 
iniitallmed m loc.ilions,, |Hi:<- 
:Jui'i (ills, *; 11(1 idles, etc (..'wn 
yout nxvn butiii'ietiF, your 
jhoic.e, p.mi or fuil-limo, 
rCallrWi'iie f?.1 bniiir,' tnr 
brochiirrr, aolat Riitilnoss 
('.enires, 100 kasl Drive, 
Suite 200, 0iamalt),i, Onl, 
I 6T iB/f Mr (fall,01 
1f41(ti?b1-5,'05,
Of oat borne l.iusim/tHt. o(.H)ort- 
unity, Second incnme Qu,yr-> 
anteed. Fat I-time new, ti.x- 
c.dins'i, no ite/euliu y, gre.il 
lot semofi. Rush tdampti lor 
drttad'/ Home fioivices. 
D,<iwt)0n Creeky B.C, VIG 
4r:6
tEDUCATIONAL
rroo: iWii) quide , to rdudy. 
atheunt; cor i ti'ippndence 
Diploma couri'i:-!: lor pret,i- 
iqiciuti careers/ Accoutdmri,, 
AI IT 011 (1111 f J n I ri (■;, 1.1 o o K k e r< p - 
mg, Duriinat.*,, C-OLmetolofly, 
E10 c I r Cl rues;, I e t) a I /1«1 r, d i / a | 
Suer et,'ir y, Ps’yeItolnfj y, 
Ttavril Granloii (1A). lOSfi 
West Georrjia Sirr-et 11.2002, 
Vancoiivr't, i -BOp-I’OfM i?1.;
I:arn I:Xtra Mi'ini,>v' 1.earrt 
In/cirne Tax PreparaieMi or
Bri‘/r B,'i,'l>i,r.c-('i''ii-5 t,-^- -r-nr
I e:> pond en/c-, free bio- 
,.ht,r,:!S, IH) &l,/l:((,il U S Fl 




Fine (i'llend.yr Higt'i Sf/hOid 
upi)t,yyiin(‘j, aci.nuniTnfl, man- 
a g e rn r* e T, ad in i ri I f, i r a 11o n,
/r.|n.'iyp .'i-t; I’.iI”'" 
tatdished 1064, Nabpnai Col- 
lefie, 444 RnLiSiPn. Var-a.mi' 
vet, 6l,i8.4l1i::i lull Irtw 11)00- 
.'trt',' 1 ,‘>111 ;m hmu« 
FmT>»M"F 64ISC ' ■ 
f.irjblino f ixiuie.s, Wef,|t:ti)t 
t':acia<l,i’r, i,,ui')e:d tfit.iilav, 
Wt'inli'saUi and ttB.mi, free 
C,dal<i|)ue;i .U'llil.ible, tb.'l 
hum Liglitinr) Cettlrn, 4f:,Q() 
l;,eyt UarititiQii .'alroel, Bur- 
n;d)y. 0 ('r V5C 2K5, f'liurie 
1.-299-0666
Ai'.liley, Chni,lo(;ihei Ifara, 
■ lerem-y, .tii.i Arn.ind.t 'if Ihe 
’! reasuimd l.'lay:, r,l,tie col­
lection ,nrt'- i.inv available, 
Lim I led rati Hon, ptuducrid try 
I III- M.iniiRrm Ci.lh-c.lioc- 
Fret! f.loppriiQ, tn,i|ni credit 
card-;, cirui (lei 'Runal r,l'iei|iie!i 
iicceided, $49,(K.I o/u'.fi plus 
$2,94 ::i.de;t lax, As.K ten mu 
line new!>9:<t|i,ir and dulail!- 
ol out l.romi', (dare Dueen*/ 
bury ' C.u 11 or: tilde:,,, 708 
Oufii,>nf..buiV .Avenue. Mnrth 
Vancriuver. (CG V/l. .TV'ti. 
(60,t)9tt5-t4((4 ,
Gutvisd (|la:>!i iK.ilio (! 
niorcs sdariino at $1 
Hot.'iliy (peenhouMe!) 'ita 
al $599, Full lino id 0 
liou:’ii;i acct.'iisiorlef,. Oalf 
rii'iiunhnmie, Binlclerfi 
Itee, 1-li00.242-0(i/3 m 
’742;) Itedlr.ty Avenue, 










Gomf’dr-ti) wood ('.rt-cm yind 
platd near i-tioh River, Ai 
iretta (r’x'iO' cylmdet tiUikf., 
l'ium(i-li, (.|■lnlt'u(,ir,!,uieit , 
Rediii’md Id ,$!id 000 nr ImM 
fjHei Make led' ('(OT) 
4 20 F/f.F
tedYou Aui: a luHy dmdd
i,,i,‘uK Ciiji.iljic ul .',,U|/i'l >■ I ,i 11 |,,j
a i.lalf rd 6-10 pnn(':-lr:i, alrie ir.i 
(.(‘initol inv»ird(,)t y, pt)tiuin;i 
imd c.OBt. Ilf. well ar, (:.i:icik Idr 
.arid dimet a hidl; , volmno 
.vltuden ■•■eivillp ,)i;n,.e- l CIUU 
(itfuplo d,ydy Vve An.*, F'f.Hv- 
dei Kmi'j f’lki Vdlacio in-'/ded- 
nurih ol Prm(.f.i Geornrr raid
.vdli!! (,i»i 1-111.1111 sa-.nliU, i.ui.i-
. :,f,. -i ,1 ^
and a cn.incn In prinv yvipi 
ufi- Salary ai rurdmo to riiird 
diCi'diom,. Aif.o need' cIi/kii- 
(iciu-iud ,ei() kd,r';l;Ci( l>t-i|'> 
Rr.'ply,, to .Box 24(;!>, ,M,ic 
knn/it.!, B.C V(,l,J .'<,:(.i. An- 
tention ( ood and Bc-yci.lijc: 
Man,-'ti)t:‘t
..lotir,! .Idlisd Johid Wher; you 
ciitniduln Ike apartinrml / 
coniio manatint’ti coiuiio a(i» 
fitoviid liy "Minrsitry rd 
l.,il,ii,uii" You can r:ix.|if*i;| 
I'r'lweeti H.cmO $2,000 (u.-r 
mnntb. Free (.dacenurnl ijc- 
.■ii*;i,incr! (i(.im Munday Pitr- 
!,(,nntd. .Available by corris!,- 
)'’0h,,!t;iic'.e or in ida!,!.. For 
del,id', I' /id (-81 Ol vvrdt!
R Mil, 901 700 VV t'enc.!- 
,' r V'me-om-r-' B C VFC 
K5H,
pi'BSDNAl,
perenn.'d miury? Vam'nuver 
lawyer Caroy ' Linde (slni:,r) 
1972) has Free Ittformatipn 
Pltonu 1-684-7/98, Secumj 
QianiPltL GJarlly (xlyen _ 
IGRC'' liiiury Ciaiiris'?'"Cail 
Dale (’.iirr-l-f.srrls ■■ 20 years a 
tl lid lawyer wilh live yeisrs 
inedical BChonl betorri law, 0- 
li()9 492.! (Vancouver), * Ek- 
perieiiced m hand injury and 
Cither malor claim:,, l‘urT.eni. 
agr-i lereioayadahle,
TRAVEL
B C. • Yukon Kote.‘i Vet, 
tiafii, for comnmn irdermd;. 
iind (r,endf»l9(j ui'utrd Corv 
tf.il R/dpfw DeCet.te., KVA
..••uiii.iu.i I I'ociitiii iioumu,
Bex (’;/ Veddt.d' Ckm/ariu, 
B c, VOX iW), ff'di-eonl 
Dov.!! "
PI.; It. 74 LlVkfMOCK
Geld'? Tired? vSoro niuscles' 
■ l:;n)oy Koaklnfi lynci swim 
miciQ rn the TTierapoutic Nat 
etal F(r>t Mineral F'ciols, fol 
Iciweri by a relaxlna muHfjrtoi 
at Fairmont Hoi Sprino- 
Bewirt, located rn the Rritisi 
Cnlund'ia (focKleti, Sklirio 
Fine Cuiiune - A True Rom 
antic Get-A.. Way (nr voi 
ami Ym.if special Loxc, tux 
ury accorrimndfilian as inu 
a,'. $27 50 (tdus fay) '6,, 
person (;m.ii day riaulrfri otpij 
i-.iu- y v.iluj .Januar
1!,,1 M,'(rc:h 31 Rl. unfh Mus 
hi- fiouked by .lanuary
Gail l.HptMih3:«3M
■“'•'Yr- ir V/r-vrir,-,,,!/,,
ab>, Richmorid "The Most
Beaut,'id in Tha
World’' niufdfl! Hua« 
l,eit(ti Parir:,ake«‘, Onjy ji,. 
Dufcti i‘anuki'jt)k Hnusrxs
I-ihiu ,(-I,,il,1 m}.
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OBITUARIES
HAUGEN — Early on January 5, 1988 at 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospitol, Vic­
toria, B.C., Reuben Haugen, born at 
Meeting Creek, Alberto, oged 80 and o 
long time resident of Brentwood Bay. 
He leaves his loving wife, Jean; 
daughter, Beth and her husband, An- 
thon Dekkers, of Richmond, B.C.; son, 
Ken and his wife, Pat, of Ladysmith, 
B.C.; one grandson, Lloyd Dekkers; 
one sister, Mrs. Helen Leschert, of 
Westbank, B.C.; nieces, nephews, 
cousins, also one aunt and cousins in 
Norway. He was employed with B.C. 
Electric and B.C. Hydro for many years 
ond a life member of their retired 
employee association. He was director 
of the Central Saanich Senior Citizen 
Association and a member of the com- 
gregotion of Sluggett Memoriol Baptist 
Church.
Funeral Service wos held Soturday, 
January 9, at 1 ;00 p.m. in McCALL 
BROS. FLORAL CHAPEL, Johnson at 
Vancouver Streets with the Rev. V. 
Nordstrom officiating. Cremation to 
follow. Flowers ore grotefully declined 
ond those so desiring may moke dona­
tions to the Conodion Bible Society,! 
c/o Mr. F.J. Martens, 1298 Montrose 
Avenue, Victoria. B.C. VST 2K6 or the 
chority of one's choice. 02/02
TILLIE - Jock (John B.) died peacefully 
at home January 7 at the age of 75. He 
is survived by his wife Edith, his 
children Donald, Ian, Della, Robert, 
John and his wife Sharon, Durward 
(Dugan) and his wife Sally, and four 
grandchildren, Devon, Johnathon, 
Sora and Morgan. A private family 
funeral has been arranged. Flowers 
and cards gratefully declined. Dona­
tions, if desired, may be made to 





We invite your 








r Funds heededrtd fund costly, 
modern, medical equipment 





NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY 
FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND 
In Lund Recording Dlnlrlcl of Vic­
toria and slluatod'Canoo Cove, 
North Saanich.
Take notice that F.D. Hartwlck, of 
Victoria, occupation Proleasor In­
tends to apply for a licence of oc­
cupation of the following described 
lands; Commencing at a post 
plantodf forahore, lot A, section 21, 
range 3E, North Saanich, Plan
2me.
The purpose for which the disposi­
tion la required is) private moorage 
facllltlefl.
F. David A. Hartwlck 
Comments concerning this applica­
tion may bo made to the Ministry 
Forests & Lands, 051 Yales St., Vic­
toria, B.C, VOW 3E7 387-bOII. File 
#14(M207.
Dated Jan. 3,1000
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given that an ap- 
pllcallon will be made to the Direc­
tor of Vital Statistics for a change 
of name pursuant to the provisions 
of the "Name Act" by mo:— 
Richard Wallann Negrynh of 5080 
West Saanich Road In Victoria, B.C. 
as follows; To change my name 
from Richard Wallace Negrych lo 
Richard Andrew Wallon.
Dated thia tilth day of December





1/2 an aero Buildino lo5t 
Ideal for Rancher, park 
likw selling, $b2,yoo.
DEEP COVE 
.9 Acre, Building lot 
treed, couthern cx 
posuro $39,9eC;
LAUREL RD.
Alniosl an aci«, Vi/all is irt, 
iJuikJinu Siiu cleaiMl. poic 
Iwfod. $-l4.(X)0.
FREDDY STARKE 
652-9602 or 650-0747 
Caiilld Propurllaa (tM2) Lid.





2-new ranchers located on cul 
de sac in new subdivision of 
custom homes. Underground 
services. Backs onto park. 
Large lots 57 x 148. Both 3 
br., 2 baths, on crawlspace. 
Double garages, skylites, fully 
landscaped. One 1210 sw. ft. 
at $113,900 & one 1260 sq. ft. 
at $115,900.
SIDNEY
2-new ranchers close to ail 
amenities. One 1375 sq. ft. on 
crawlspace. with solid oak 
cabinets, marble fireplace, 
skylites, large windows. Both 
3 br., 2 baths. SUPER BUYS 
AT $106,500 & $96,900.
NORTHBROOK
SUBDIVISION
Great 2 br., 2 bath, 1254 sq. 
ft. on heated crawlspace. 
Large kitchen with family 
room. Double garage. Mt. 
view in great area of Sidney. 
$99,900.
P Don’t Forget to Phone 
S Block Bros. Realty Ltd.









SUPER VALLEY VIEW 
3 br. family home w/inlaw 
suite CENTRAL to school; 
shopping, bus. etc.letc., etc. 
$109,900 ML#21103.
To view this home or for 





, FOR PERSONALIZED 
REAL ESTATE SERVICE 









• Very Reasonable Rent








iBrlght now 3 Bdrm Ran- 
Ichor In a newly developed 
larea of homos Just coming 
Ion tho market. Gail mo now j 
land bo the first to 
jaaprocialo this lovely 
Ihomo,
EAST IS EAST, 
WEST IS WEST 
BUT SIDNEY’S BEST!
iThls custom finished homo I 
jprovos the point, including 
I the very comfortable 2| 
bdrm. In-law sulle. Coll mo I 
now to view the custom] 
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NORTH AMERICA’S REAL ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM.
NEW TO MARKET
This lovely family home offers a 12 x 30 rec room with exquisite 
feature wail done in cedar panelling with 2 bedrooms and a bath on 
this floor plus separate entry. It could very easily be in-lawed or 
just perfect for your teenagers to entertain their friends. Upstairs 
you will find an almost totally newly renovated one bedroom home 






Remember me? I work for 
Free until your house is sold.
5 ACRE HOBBY FARM $184,500
4 BR family home, spotless condition, new flooring, on 5 level 
acres, part treed, barn and workshop, fruit trees, garden area. For 
details phone us now!
REDUCED! BEST BUY IN SIDNEY!
Large, comfortable 3 BR split wfth'family room, fenced yard, quiet 
cul-de-sac in area of newer homes and only one block to beach. 
Try your offer on $119,900,
..I" •
PAM OR BOB KING 
656-3257
NRS BLOCK BROS. 
REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
“OH. . .TO BE ENVIED”
A fnrnily awaits this new listing, located at tho end of a quiet street 
in Saanichton. The backyard has mature treoti, very private, 
perfect for the gardening butt a fully fenced safe (or small children. 
& pets. The inside is stuffed with extra features; a dishwasher, gar- 
burator, mini-blindrj, sunroom, heat pump, alt conditioner & fully 
finished basrjmonl. Call mo today, tills homo Is well worth seeing 
inside & iho owner is ready to sell. We are just waiting tor you (0 
buy it! Asking $119,500.
iliAihl iiAiA ' 1
“A SPLIT DECISION”
If you want .?» quiet cul-de-sac, m Sildney, 3 bedrooms, a family 
roorn & spotless then circle this ad! Tfiis home is only two years 
young and boant- g prime localior, to raise .li fairuly, Reatlsticaiiy 
priced at $99,000 and well worth seeing. Bring your children hero 
they are going to love tho neighbour, (ho school, and the location, 
Ml. 22f:ifl0,
“SIDNEY BUILDING LOT”
A rare offering north of Beacon Ave and renriy for rfeveinpmnnt 
This 50 X 123 foot lot is Dftorod for $43,900. It's noiafibour is a 
brand new ranchoi under construction, a perfect example of what 
you can own An oxclusive listing, call Janet for more det,aiir,
JANETROOKE 
656-5154 Hos.
NRS Block Bios. Realty Ltd. 
656-5584 Off. &24 hm)
LOTS FOR SALE
ML 22873 SAAN. P. $39,900.
Level centrally located building lot at edge of Sidney and North 
Saanich boundary. Bird sanctuary next door and parkland across 
the street give privacy. Only minutes from Sidney. Close to both 
Parkland and North Saanich schools. Sewer and water readily 
available. T653.
WATERVIEWS — SUNSETS
Building lot 51 x 130 corner of Tapping & West Saanich Rd. Fan­
tastic seaviews (beach just across road) from this gently sloping 
property, on municipal water. A perfect Pat Bay property priced at 
$44,500.
OPEN HOUSE SUN. 1-3 
MARYLAND SUBDIVISION
Saan. Pen.' $94,500. Well maintained family home in popular 
Maryland sub. close to beach •& handy to Sidney. Price includes 
fridge & stove, ride-on mower & power mower. 2 BRs up. 3 down, 
could easily be 4. Nice workshop & large sunny sundeck. 
Generous lot.
FOR LEASE
My client has started construction on Beacon Ave. tot. We will 
have 850 sq. ft. available (just off Beacon). Very reasonable rates, 
good access, Beacon signage, generous lease terms. Not much 
left on Beacon now, so cl! soon....
JOHN TATE 
656-6466
NRS BLOCK BROS 
REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs)
Country ranch-type adorned.by woodland. Needs minor finishing, 
cedar/stone raised ranch deftly placed on 2 acres, first owner. 
Quiet street, great family area, 2 fireplaces, electric heat, sky light 
entry, carpeting, mst, suite, sunken living room, formal dining 
room, modern kitchen, 3 BR/2 bathsj'most kitchen appliances in­
cluded, thermal glass, main level laundry, bay window, deck, 
shake roof, well water. GROUND LEVEL ENTRY ON BOTH MAIN 
FLOOR AND BASEMENT.
HARRY J. McCOWAN 
656-9812




Super Tri-level cedar contemporary on 2 acres. Sky lights, 
solarium windows, 3 bedrooms, 2'/? baths, 5 sundecks, family 
room, den and part basement. PLUS water views. $159,500.
HERE’S LOOKING FOR YOU
Great family spilt level in Saanichton. 3 bedrooms, 2'/? baths, kit­
chen with eating area, separate dining roorn, 2 tireplace.s, family 
room, rec foom and patio. Walking distance to shopping and bus 
route, $108,500.
I offer
PROFFESSIONAL efficient SERVICE 
Please call
JUANITA HUTTON-POTTS 
BLOCK BROS. RELATY LTD. 
652-4082 656-5584
STAKE YOUR CLAIM ...
On this super brand now rancher in Sidney, Horne Is 13,50 nq, 11, 
with 3 bodioom'ii, separate cJInlng room, spacious kitchen wllfi 
bright ontinq nrm nnd nlnqir* qani.g-'. rxlmn incHvJc cp. JiD, 
arched brick flroplaco, onsuifo bnih, brick ptariior in tiled onlry, iirn 
cond prlvolo potio with sliding glass datjrs off mstr, birdroorri'and 




BOB HAY 652-9331 
NRS Block Bros. Ronlty ttci.
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Moistreal Trust real estate





Rent includes heal, T.V., 
parking, sauna, swiripooi, 
biliards, and workshop.
10 min. to Sidney. 20 min. to 
Victoria. 90 suite complex on 4 
acres. Extra parking avaitabto.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
RETIREMENT AT ITS BEST
Over 1300 sq. ft. of first class living space, all on one level. Great 
two bedroom, two bathroom Townhouse in quiet area of Sidney. 
Bright spacious kitchen with skylight and breakfast room. Covered 
parking. Ready for occupancy. $95,500.
COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON 
BILL MOSHER MONTREAL TRUST CO. LTD. BOB FREW 
656-7117 386-7355 652-3043




BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE









Landsend area, 3 bedroom 
main floor, plus bedrooms, 
den, and more on ground level 




CASH FOR: at leost 3 bedrooms, bsmf., 
dbl. garage, reosonoble privacy. 
Soonich Peninsula or Sidney. Phone 
Jim Cowley 656-3675 or Home Realty 
383-1153. 01/Oil!
QUIET LADY (N/S), thirties, would like 
companion/hskpg. position with elder­
ly lady near bus route. No lifting. 
Solary neg. 656-3246. 02/02
WANTED TO RENT. 2 bedroom house 
for reliable working couple with 
mature son in the Saanichton/Sidney 
oreo, at reasonable rent. 652-5663. 
_______________ 02/09
WANTED TO RENT. For May 1st. Cen­
tral Saanich/Brentwood Bay. 3/4 
bedroom house with garage. 652-1719. 
__________ _ 02/05
WANTED TO RENT or rent to purchase; 
family wishes 1, 2 or 3 bdrm. house. 
Must be in North Saanich municipolity. 









ANYWAY YOU LIKE IT
DRIFTWOOD APT. — 1 bdrm. suite, 
ovail. Feb. 1. $400.00 Adults. No pets. 
E. Besser, 656-5251.02/03 
AAAIN FLCX5R of house, 2 bdrm. ground 
level. $575.00 including oil utilities. No 
pets, adult oriented. .Avail. Feb. 1/83. 
656-6861. 02/02
BOATING bkPITAL OF B.C. Two com-
mercial waterfront buildings for rent. 
900 sq.ft, and 300 sq.ft, on Harbour Rd. 
Sidney, B.C. A rapidly expanding area 
with great potential for restaurants, 
store, laundromat, soles office, etc. 
Cal! Bosun's Charters Ltd. 604-656- 
6644. 02/02
SIDNEY, PERSON WANTED to shore 3 
bedroom house with adult male. 
Phone 655-1374. 02/02
1. Luxureous new 2 bdrm. townhouse - $135,000
2.2 bedroom split level with sea glimpse — $107,000
3.2 bedroom home in Summergate — $75,500
4. Strata-buiiding lot in Amherst By-The-Sea — $65,900 
5.1 bedroom condo — (no grass to cut) — $48,900
REAL ESTATE 
WAMTED
WANTED TO BUY: a 2-3 bdrm. home 
with an assumable mortgage. Phone 
655-7065.  , 52/03
WANTED TO RENT: One bedroorti apt., 
unfurnished, by N/S lady. Reasonable. 
655-3761. 02/03
WANTED: BOOKS on noturol history, 
technology. The Steel Squore; the lat­
ter volumes 1 and 2. 656-6882 . 02/03
1978 'HONDA Cl VIC >07'so ie" Hot'-
chbock. $1300, 656-3602._______ _02''02
FOR SALE: two fibreglass shower stalls 
and fixtures, $375.00 each. Crib, 
highchair, and deep freeze. 655-1927.
03/04
WATER COLOUR CLASSES with Janet 
Remmer at Elk Lake and Sidney. Begin­
ner ond intermediate classes. En­
quiries, please phone 656-5824 after 6 
P-m.
BED-CHESTERFIELD — needs re­
upholstering, $50.00. Old-fashioned 
oak office desk, $95.00; Indian head 
spinner, $65.00; homemade table 
loom, $27.00; Adidas soccr shoes, size 
8; skates: men's 10, women's 6/7, boys 
8,656-3718.02/02 
OPEN HOUSE: 9453 Braun Cres., Sun., 
Jan. 17, 2-4 p.m. S. Paddison, NRS Sun- 
shine Reolty. 652-5171.  02/02
HELP WANTED; AVONTToT^S.'Ter^
ritory and non-territorial represen­
tatives needed. Invest $10.00 for a 
limitless earning opportunity. No in­
ventories to purchase. Call now. 477- 
1393 for Sidney and Soonich. 02/02 
FOR RENT: AAATURE person for room 
ond board. 656-2961. 02/02
CLASSIFIED
656-1151





Some people take 
months to sell § 
Their house. . .
To sell yours It 
takes just WEEKS 
call JACK WEEKS 
|l MAKE HOUSE calls! 
656-2587
l-OVELY ONE bdrm. condominium for 
sale in Blue Wafers, Sidney. $63,900. 
Write P.O. Box 6061, Station C, Vic- 
torlo, B,C. V8P 5L4 or call collect 642- 
3766 (noogents). __ 01/04
GLORIOUS BEACH, seo views, sunsets, 
moorage, Ardmore's best — directly 
occessible ocross the road from this 
exceptional (hold for many years) .078 
ocre roody-to-build lovely properly, 
omongst fine homos. $89,000 (terms). 
Act now, going up in oorly 1988, Jim 
Cowley, 656-3675, Home Realty, 383- 
.U??.-,...,, 01/03
SIDNEY TOWNH(XiSE7 3 bd>ml, 1 W
boths, workshop, fenced yord 
children OK, pots OK, No agents 
pbaso. 656-4507. 02/05
SIDNlvrii BEDROOM rancho7 slx^^m^
ths old, 1'/i boths, huge kitchen, 
firoploce, fenced yard, on quiet cul-de- 




If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently chang­
ed, please call us and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three 
months. This service limited to the Review’s Trading area.
(Company Name Phone Number
(7) Bertus Landscaping ....... 655-7065




,,—n (3) Can Par Delivery ........... 656-7442
VHE < Canterbury Plus............ 655-1424
(3) Capital Glass..... ...........    . 656-1313
(7) Dave’s Steak & Prime Rib.. 655-4114
(10) J. J. H. Electric.;................. 655-7100
(3) Maycock Optical .......... 655-1212
Miracle Lanes....................... 656-2431
(B) Monk Office Supply............655-3800
(3) Profosslonnl Master Hypnotists ... — .479-3909
(7) Saanichton Town Restaurant................ .652-1213
(1) Sherwood’s Usod Appliances................... 656-2797
('ill Sidney Fitness ............     656-7131
(7) Sincerely Yours................................  652-4477
(3) Standard Furniture................................. .655-1010
(7) Strohannas Jewellery......... ..................  652-5400
(3) Tandy Leather.............................................. 656-7442
(3) The Mall Box....... ........    655-1433
(13) Unique Gifts & Crafts.........................  655-7189
(3) Warehouse Frames......................  656-2131












SIDNEY, fURNiSHLU ROOM fo run),
7'|l! ’‘T- .'H ’’'Ti ‘^T, p ‘*T'.
Inrludos and iR attm« from
pn/k. ......................  00
SMAlt, FUllNIStfKD OrriCE far r»n1 In
/nnlf'/ek* h.illdlna in Sidn/'y.
Atuwniinq ■servlet* and wortf prot.»t»‘ 
Ing aUa tjviillal>l«. Na mnoking. 636-
43n Moii.'Trl. ^ .....  02':'04
fURNI$HLD kOOM fOR RtNI in 
luiijlciyn iili.ii.lis ffurn
liownlowti liidnitv, Sultahlfi (ornon- 
rtnloklng (tintol*!. (ntluiivt*. fM
9194 i/if/.rid-'lliSI, nsk lor Sut*.
01 LUXE IN LAW SUITE, 1 bedroom, 
llreplnco, dithwonluH, carport, 
ilofrigo oroo. $5'/S., Incbjdoi oil 
Mnn.tmnklnrt fjnthildttin ru»







and don't know 
which way to turn, 
call the
m.
Youl! be glad you did.
llUiiOWliiXtl. . :
(SIdiTiiy A North Saanich) 
VhoraiB Thom WS-TR6 
ClauJIa PofllU C56TS911. 














More policing sought 
for Iriterseetlon
The intersection of the Pat 
Bay Highway and the Mt. 
Newton Cross Road is in need 
of better police protection, ac­
cording to a Central Saanich 
resident.
He requested that the 
municipal police board chair­
man, Mayor Ron Cullis, “put 
one (a police cruiser) down 
there” during a meeting of Cen­
tral Saanich council Jan. 4.
Cullis replied that he had 
spoken lo the police department 
about the problem and they 
“are not necessarily going down 
there tomorrow.”
Traffic is “going down there 
left and right.” commented the 
resident. “It is going to be as 
bad if not worse (as the recent 
fatality) on the other side.”
Central Saanich police recent­
ly reported two more accidents 
at the intersection since the 
fatality Dec. 15. One accident
without injuries occurred Dec. 
27 and another accident oc­
curred Jan. 7.
Central Saanich deputy police 
chief George Lawson said Mon­
day, “It is an intersection that 
we give a lot of attention to 
anyway.
“It is a nice clear intersection 
that should have no problem,” 
he said.
“It’s a matter of priorities. 
We try to give it as much atten­
tion as possible,” Law.son said.
“All the accidents there have 
been the result of people going 
through red lights,” he pointed 
out.
you enjoy my "l.iPi' 
turfooii-- , lc( me do d cdnaifurc or centoon 
espse§&BSy far
Ciiriaitures make unUpte and ftersonal 
gifts for all oeaisions .and rcrdly arc
f83R9 to
So let's get together and do a iartoon 











U BREAKFAST SPECIAL fcr
# ■■ ■■. '..^1.99. . '.I
TRY OUri HOMEMADE 
CHOWDER & SOUPS
TAKt OUT OUDEIIS AVAU AlILt






OPEN 7 AM • 7 PM DAILY 




Jan. to 3l8t 
COMBO I^OR ONE
• CMCIKEMCHOWMEIH
• CHICKEN CHOP 8UEY
• SISOOflEUSSPOItK $K75








. TAKE OUTS «5«.5M6-r 














SENIORS AND HANDICAPPED 
VOLUNTEER SHOPPING SERVICE
•WED.MTHm*3A.«.to1P.M.*
■ vsescNit —- iS^esD*'- a« sdnet s s&isay
FA0WELS ».'<4*3i ’ iMsSS SAY 3^-5513
QJACRAST. «P-4*» SIBHEY 6&3S1
lit .L BAY TiWKI
& CONGRATUALTIONS:
To H. L Richards of Mill Bay. Winner of 
a Deluxe Silverplate Tea Service 
^ i compliments of Thrifty Foods and 
Nabob.
' . > : .1 . ■ ‘ I ": ■.•1''. ........ ...........
V iH'-
NEVER FROZEN C* W 




BEEF ................ ....... ...doz.
CHICKEN
3 Chakens per bog 




















































PARADISE ISLAND SINGLES flfift BBAM
CHEESE SLICES.......L...r“jR^
CARRIAGE TRADE IliS j ^R. BALLARD’SP^R^M
TEA BAGSi^^^^'.wsfc ■ ] DOG FOOD..,.....397s
JC. RUNKLES CHEWY
GRANOLA BARS 3 varienes ... 255g
««« STOUFFER’S FROZEN 
i2:7! FISH, DIVAN, FLORENTINE 
I « OR JARDINIERE..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2l5-35ig
McCAIN FROZEN
^ 3 Varieties .. 1 kg
ORVILLE REDENBACHER
« «o ; ISLAND F^MsiV MUNCHIES
YOGURT APPLE CHIPS ,98
Plain or Flavoured
- - rim new diiv 2^^
McCAIN FROZEN











unviLUC ncucnoMwi 11-11 * ^ QH
POPPING CORN . ^ 1 - ikg 1
GOLDEN BUY
PEANUT BUTTER .......... 1.5 kg
KRAflREGULAR^^ 208




HUNT’S THICK ’N RICH









per 1Q0g 2.58 to.
























Size 16’s . 12/98 1.28 kg 58i^
..1.27 lb.
...4.98 !b. 1 lOOg
ORVILLE REDENBACHER 1^19^ Best Foods Canada Inc,
MICROWAVE /I OFFICIAL SUPPLIER
POP CORN 4 Varieties ......285g ^ T CaHpry'SS
HUNT’S A BESTFOODS i-nhi
------  58', mayonnaises-?.—
IMiggfeNOIL „5»’Krgarine
Sto'sAUCE..... -94'; pSTBUnER^™ ,2’« iACLEWHIPs-,-1'* CINERARIA 2^!
STA nACTtr i 68*^ 3/88*^TOMATO PASTE..156mL&/ 0O t RICE C Ai\E5....... 170g yO . juices ah varieties........250 mLV/ yy
HUNT’S ITALIAN 0 J C ^ ^
TOMATOSAUCE.....:»™L84^iDOG FOOD..... ™gO©^: SERVIEnES......... 1
Whole, Crushed 
or Stewed , .























POTATO ES ............ J56^70g
PiAJS


















y Kv : DISHWASHER Bonus
DETERGENT
Bonus
Pack...... 1.54 kg
to
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CONTINUES
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